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The programming language i's TRS-80 Level II BASIC enhanced by 
the input/output commands available through the ESF-80 
(Exatron Stringy Floppy) mass storage subsystem. With the 
modification of these few commands, the package is compatible 
with most floppy disk operating systems designed for the TRS-80 
Model I or Model III microcomputers. 
This statistical analysis capability implemented on a relatively 
inexpensive system provides a useful tool to the student or the 
trained analyst without ready access to a mainframe computer 
system. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper documents the development of a statistical 
analysis package for the TRS-80 microcoraputer. The package 
is comprised of six interactive programs which are generally 
divided into topical areas. The major emphasis is on ex-
ploratory data analysis and statistical inference, however, 
probability and inverse probability distributions are also 
included. 
The programming language is TRS-80 Level II BASIC en-
hanced by the input/output commands available through the 
ESF-80 (Exatron Stringy Floppy) mass storage subsystem. 
With the modification of these few commands, the package is 
compatible with most floppy ~isk o~erating systems designed 
for the TRS-80 Model I or Model III microcomputers. 
'°" This statistical analysis capability implemented on a 
relatively inexpensive system provides a useful tool to the 
student or the trained analyst without ready access to a 
mainframe computer system. '{_ 
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-< over the past decade computers have played an ever 
increasing role in the day to day operation and adminis-
tration of the military services.~In the Marine Corps, for 
example, computer-based systems such as MMS (Manpower Man-
agement System), JUMPS (Joint Uniform Military Pay System), 
MIMMS (Marine Corps Integrated Maintenance Management Sys-
tem), and many others handle virtually all personnel 
administration and personnel pay matters, equipment main-
tenance and operational status reporting, supply requisi-
tioning, fiscal record-keeping, etc. The computers which 
support these systems are large mainframe devices usually 
shared by two or more major commands. While the small unit 
commander certainly benefits from the overall effects of 
these large computer systems, he has little or no access to 
a computer system for projects tailored to his individual 
unit. 
The small, relatively inexpensive microcomputer sys-
tems which abound today offer the small unit commander the 
possibilities of a customized computer based system for 
unit level information processing, record keeping and 
problem solving. The hardware is available and within the 
budget of these lower levels of command but will be of 




The purpose of this thesis is to provide a software package 
consisting of a number of statistical analysis procedures 
which can be effectively implemented on a microcomputer. ~ 
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II. OVERVIEW 
A. PACKAGE CONTENT 
McNeil [Ref. 1] states that an effective data analyst 
requires as his basic tools a computer and a set of routine 
procedures. By his definition, the computer can range from 
the statistican with pencil and paper to a wide variety of 
electronic computational devices. Whatever form it takes, 
the function of the computer is to faithfully execute the 
collection of routine procedures selected by the analyst. 
By implication, the key to an effective statistical analy-
sis package is the proper choice of procedures to be 
included. 
The collection of "routine procedures" contained in 
this package are intended to provide the potential user 
with a basic set of widely utilized statistical analysis 
tools. These procedures have broad application and are not 
designed for any one specific scenario. The package was, 
however, designed with a specific user in mind, i.e. the 
military officer with a working knowledge of statistical 
analysis techniques and a desire to apply these techniques 
at the small unit level. The potential applications remain 
broad but typically include such items as forecasting next 
quarter's training support requirements, temporary addi-
tional duty budget, spare parts demand, etc., without 
8 
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complete knowledge of the number of personnel who will be 
assigned, what changes might be made in exercise schedules, 
equipment usage rate and many other pertinent facts. In 
other words, he must make plans, decisions, and forecasts 
based upon his best estimation of the values of random 
variables. A common sense approach to this problem is to 
collect data on previous observations of the random var-
iable in question and use this data as a indicator of what 
can be expected in the future. 
In order to make knowledgeable decisions based on the 
available data it is first necessary to gain insight into 
the nature and structure of the data. Procedures utilized 
for this purpose are generally classified as exploratory 
data analysis techniques. A number of the procedures 
included in the package fall under this general classif i-
cation. These include subroutines which calculate sample 
statistics such as sample mean, sample 
kurtosis and the seven number summary. 
variance, skewness, 
Also included are 
data plots such as histogram, stem and leaf, normal prob-
ability plot and exponential probability plot. These pro-
cedures were selected because the manner in which they 
represent the data is straightforward and easily inter-
preted by the trained analyst. 
of 
After the analyst has studied the nature 
the data he is usually interested 
inferences concerning various population 
and structure 
in knowing what 
parameters can be 
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drawn from the data . Statistical analysis procedures which 
are concerned with this question fall under the heading or 
statistical inference. Statistical inference can be fur-
ther subdivided. If, through exploratory data analysis of 
by other means, the analyst feels that it is reasonable to 
assume knowledge of the distributional family from which 
the data sample is drawn, then, 





tical inference. If, on the other hand, inferences are made 
about population parameters without assuming an underlying 
distributional form, the term nonparametric statistical 
inference is applicable. Procedures which rest on implicit 
population assumptions but which are tolerant of departures 
from these assumptions are called robust procedures. 
Parametric statistical inference procedures contained 
in this package include tests of hypotheses and confidence 
intervals for population parameters under the normal, 
exponential and Bernoulli distributional assumptions . While 
these three distributions are not the only ones of potential 
interest, they are probably the most common distributions 
assumed. 
Procedures which provide robust estimates for popula-
tion parameters are also included in the package. The 
robust-t (Winsorized-t and trimmed-t) procedures are 
utilized for establishing a point estimate and confidence 
interval for the population mean. The Jackknife technique 
10 
is used for a point estimate and interval estimate for the 
population variance. The one true nonparametric statistical 
inference procedure included in the package is a subroutine 
which computes a confidence interval for the population 
median. 
As implemented in this package, the procedures thus 
far mentioned deal with univariate data, i.e. data which 
represents a single random variable. Also. included is a 
multiple linear regression procedure which, using the 
method of ordinary least squares, tests for a statistically 
significant linear relationship between a dependent 
(response) variable and one or more independent (carrier) 
variables. The regression equation coefficients which 
estimate the linear relationship and a number of statistics 
which measure the "goodnesslf of the fit are also calcula-
ted. Linear regression is one of the most widely utilized 
statistical analysis procedures and is a powerful tool when 
properly used. A typical application for a military unit 
might be to study the relationship between the number of 
Not Operationally Ready (NOR) pieces of equipment reported 
for each month over some period of time (the response var-
iable) and such carriers as the average number of techni-
cians assigned for the month, number of days spent in the 
field during the month, average response time for supply 
demands, etc. 
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ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) procedures, which are 
used to test for statistically significant differences 
between two or more population means, are also included. 
This program allows for one-way classification of popula-
tions, e.g. scores on the GMS test (General Military Sub-
jects) made by individuals classified according to MOS 
(Military Ocupational Speciality); two-way classification, 
e.g. GMS scores made by individuals classified according to 
MOS and sex; or three-way classification, e.g. GMS scores 
made by individuals classified according to MOS, sex and 
highschool completion status. As in the case of multiple 
linear regression, the ANOVA procedure is a very powerful 
and widely utilized analysis tool. 
Finally, the package con-tains several of the more 
common discrete and continuous probability distributions and 
inverse distributions and three common data transformations. 
The probability distributions and inverse probability 
distributions are of interest to the analyst in their own 
right and many also serve as subroutines for other statis-
tical analysis procedures contained in the package. The 
data transformations (square root, cube root and natural 
logarithm) can be useful during the exploratory data 
analysis phase in helping to uncover structure in the data. 
Except in the more trivial cases, e.g. sample mean, 
the procedures mentioned above and the algorithms utilized 
to implement the procedures will be discussed in more 
12 
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detail in later sections of this paper. A summary of the 
procedures contained in this package is given in Figure 1. 
B. TRS-80 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM 
As previously stated, the analyst can accomplish the 
calculations required to perform the statistical analysis 
procedures outlined above in a variety of ways. These 
range from pencil and paper to large mainframe computer 
systems. The computations required for very small data 
sets can easily be handled with pencil and paper and per-
haps a handheld calculator while the practical considera-
tions of time alone dictates that very large data sets 
require a mainframe computer system for effective analysis. 
It is analysis of the moderate size data set (perhaps 
twenty to several hundred data points) which would become 
quite tedious to accomplish by hand but which might not 
merit the expense of a large computer system, assuming one 
were available, that the microcomputer handles nicely. 
A number of microcomputers are currently available and 
new makes and models are appearing rapidly. This paper 
makes no attempt to draw qualitative comparisons between 
the competing brands. No such study was undertaken. The 
TRS-80 microcomputer was selected for this project simply 
because it appeared to offer capabilities comparable to the 
other popular makes at a slightly lower price. In addition, 
at least at the time the computer was purchased, the TRS-80 
13 
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appeared to have the widest market acceptance. A more 
detailed description of the system follows. 
This package was developed on a TRS-80, Model I, Level 
II microcomputer. The basic system consists of a 16K RAM 
(Random Access Memory) CPU/Keyboard (Central Processing 
Unit), a 12 inch diagonal video display, and a cassette 
recorder for loading and recording programs and data. This 
basic system was enhanced with a Microtek 32K RAM memory 
expansion unit and a ESF-80 (Exatron Stringy Floppy) mass 
storage subsystem which was used in lieu of the cassette 
recorder. The entire system cost less than $1,400. 
This system proved to be reliable and provided the 
capabilities necessary for the successful completion of this 
project. A major enhancement, however, would have been 
at least one floppy disk system for loading programs and 
for input/output of data files. This addition would have 
significantly increased the speed of program loading and 
data file handling and provided the potential of alternate 
programming languages. 
C. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
The programming language for this package is TRS-80 
Level II BASIC developed by Microsoft Inc. A Level II 
BASIC interpreter is resident in the ROM (Read Only Memory) 
contained in the TRS-80 CPU. This "built in" language was 
used as an expediency; the comparatively slow execution 
15 
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speed of BASIC is not a significant factor for problems of 
the size this package is designed to handle. 
The native Level II BASIC was enhanced with several 
system commands made available through the ROM contained in 
the ESF-80 mass storage subsystem. These commands accom-
plish several fundamental operations. The @SAVE and @LOAD 
commands are used to record and load program code. The 
@OPEN, @CLOSE, @PRINT and @INPUT commands are for data file 
handling. Finally, inclusion of the @LOAD command in pro-
gram code enables the chaining of programs (the ability to 
load a program while preserving the variables created by 
the previously loaded programs). 
D. PACKAGE PORTABILITY 
Without at least some minor modifications this package 
is portable only to an identical system. Virtually all 
DOS's (Disk Operating Systems) designed for the TRS-80 
Model I and Model III microcomputers, however, contain as a 
subset system commands which perform the same functions as 
those provided by the ESF-80 subsystem. Modification of 
these commands, which are contained in perhaps six lines of 
code in each of the six programs in the package, would make 
it portable to any TRS-80 Model I or Model III 48K RAM 
system equipped with at least one disk drive system. 
The most .significant differences between Level II 
BASIC and the versions of BASIC implemented on other 
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microcomputers are keywords relating to display output. 
Because of the large amount of code directly relating to 
display output, it would require a sizeable effort to mod-
ify this package for another microcomputer. The program 
logic, however, could serve as a model for programs written 
in other versions of BASIC or even FORTRAN. A partial 
translation of this package into FORTRAN-IV was accom-
plished for implementation on a PDP-11-60 minicomputer 
system. 
E. LIMITATIONS 
Three interrelated constraints of this package are 
accuracy, speed and capacity. TRS-80 Level II BASIC 
includes the capability of defining double precision var-
iables, thus significantly increasing the accuracy of 
computations. Double precision variables, however, require 
increased memory for storage and computation, with a resul-
tant decrease in the capacity of the computer to handle 
large data arrays, and an increase in computation time. On 
the other hand, when variables are defined as single pre-
cision some algorithms which use approximations requiring 
increased precision must be rejected in favor of others 
which are often slower. The goal then was to strike a 
proper balance so that a good degree of accuracy could be 
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attained and, at the some time, allow for reasonable speed 
of execution and capacity. 
The majority of the variables in this package are 
single precision variables, but integer variables were used 
where possible and a few procedures require the use of 
string, i.e. character or literal, variables. No double 
precision variables are used. Over the range of problems 
tested, the accuracy was found to be good (four or more 
decimal place accuracy) in most instances and fair (two or 
three decimal place accuracy) in a few cases. 
The capacity of the package is limited to a vector of 
200 observations for those procedures which apply to uni-
variate data, i.e. the first four programs. The multiple 
linear regression program is limited to a data array of 
lOXlOO (response variable, 9 carrier variables and 100 
observations). The ANOVA program is limited to 10X20, 
lOXlOXlO, and lOXlOXlO arrays respectively for the one, two 
and three-way classification cases. The size of the data 
arrays handled by each program could be significantly 
increased if each program were loaded and executed as a 
single program. In order to chain the programs together 
and therefore pass variables back and forth between pro-
grams, the array sizes are limited to those cited above. 
The package was designed for analysis of relatively 
small data arrays. Even so, due to the inherent nature of 
an interpreted language such as TRS-80 Level II BASIC, 
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subroutines which require many iterative calculations, e.g. 
several of the inverse probability distributions and some of 
the robust procedures, can require up to several minutes of 
execution time. Each algorithm was designed to execute as 
fast as possible, but whenever a choice had to be made 
between speed of execution and accuracy, the more accurate 
algorithm was selected. 
It is perhaps indicative of the current high degree of 
computational power available that an algorithm is consid-
ered slow when it requires several minutes of execution 
time. A decade ago analysis of a moderate size sample 
which did not merit very expensive computer time could have 
consumed hours of tedious hand calculations. 
F. USER FRIENDLY FEATURES 
This package was designed to be used by the individual 
with a general understanding of statistical analysis pro-
cedures and terminology. At the same time, it was recog-
nized that there does not exist a completly standardized 
set of conventions for symbols and terms. While no attempt 
was made to define all procedures, parameters or terms, a 
brief explanation was provided where, in the subjective 
opinion of the author, it was felt confusion might exist. 
For example terms such as mean, variance, confidence level, 
sum of squares, F-statistic, etc. were assumed to be well 
understood by any potential user. When the user is 
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initially introduced to the term "exponential parameter 
lambda", however, he is advised that the term refers to the 
reciprocal of the exponential mean. 
Even the most knowledgeable user can inadvertently 
enter a value or character which would cause the program to 
terminate due to error or at least return an incorrect 
answer. Whenever the user is prompted for an input the 
value or character entered is first tested to see that it 
has some logical meaning within the context of the opera-
tion or calculation to be executed. If it is recognized 
that it does not then the user is so advised and is allowed 
to reenter the value or character. If, for example, a data 
transformation or a data plot procedure is selected after 
summary statistics have been entered, the user is advised 
that the selected subroutine is not applicable since data 




III. DISCUSSION OF PROGRAMS/ALGORITIDdS 
A. STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION 
The package is divided into six chained programs. The 
control module is integrated into program 1 and must always 
be loaded first. The control module serves to define, 
dimension, and initialize variables for the first four 
programs and positions the variable pointer so that subse-
quent programs can be loaded without loss of variables. 
The control module also contains the program instructions 
and program selection menu. 
After initial execution of the control module any of 
the six programs may be selected by the user. A video 
prompt tells the user which program tape to load into the 
ESF-80; the program is then automatically loaded and begins 
execution (auto run). The user is then free to move from 
one program to the next with the following limitation: when 
either program 5 or program 6 is loaded all variables are 
cleared and redimensioned in order to accomodate the mul-
tidimensional arrays required by these programs. If the 
user desires to access one of the first four programs after 
using program 5 or program 6, it is necessary to first load 
program 1 and thus the control module in order to reini-
tialize variables. 
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B. PROGRAM 1 
Program 1 contains data input/output procedures, data 
transformations and a number of common probability distribu-
tions and inverse probability distributions. A detailed 
block diagram of program 1 is given in figure 2. 
1. Data Input/Output 
Data Input/Output (I/0) for the first four pro-
grams is accomplished in program 1. Programs 5 and 6 con-
tain their own data I/0 subroutines. A one dimensional array 
of up to 200 data points may be manually entered via the 
keyboard, or a previously saved (recorded) data array may be 
loaded via the ESF-80. As a third alternative, the user may 
select one of four random number generators (normal, 
exponential, uniform and Bernoulli) to create data. Finally, 
the user is allowed to enter summary statistics only. This 
last capability is duplicated in program 3 to facilitate 
testing of various hypotheses. 
Any time data or summary statistics are entered, all 
previously entered data is cleared. The user is therefore 
given the option to save data on tape in the event that 
further analysis is desired. 
All data are stored in two single dimensional 
arrays, X(i) and Y(i). Both are defined as single preci-
sion real arrays which are stored with seven digits of 
precision but are printed with a maximum of six digits of 
precision (if the seventh digit is 5 or greater then it is 
22 
BLOCK D !AGRAM OF PROGB.fu'A # 1 
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rounded up). All seven digits of precision are used for 
computations. The X array is used to save the raw data while 
the Y array may contain transformed data. All subroutines in 
the first four programs operate on the Y array. 
After the data has been entered either manually via 
the keyboard, loaded via a prerecorded data tape or 
generated by one of the four random number generators, two 
operations on the arrays are automatically executed. First, 
unless the data are already ordered from low value to high 
value, the Shell Sort subroutine is called to order the 
data. After the data are sorted the following sample 
statistics are 
mean, sample 
calculated and saved for later use: sample 
variance (unbiased estimate of population 
variance), maximum likelihood estimate of variance, skewness 
and kurtosis. 
2. Data Transformations 
McNeil [Ref. 3] claims that data transformations are 
the most powerful tools avialable to the data analyst. Such 
adamant statements inevitably invite arguments but it is at 
least true that, when properly applied, data trans-
formations can be very useful to the analyst. They can 
reveal structure in the data that is otherwise obscured and 
can reexpress the data so that assumptions such as normal-
ity are more nearly satisfied. The following data 
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transformations are certainly not exhaustive but are three 
common transformations which have proved useful in data 
analysis work. 
The square root, cube root and natural logarithm 
data transformations are optional after the raw data has 
been entered and sorted. The original data may be restored 
to the Y array from the X array by returning to the data 
transformations subroutine and selecting the 'No Transf or-
mat ion' option. After each data transformation sample sta-
tistics are recalculated. 
3. Probability Distributions 
The probability distributions menu contains five 
univariate continuous probability distributions, i.e. the 
normal, exponential, chi-square, Student's-t and the F 
distributions and three discrete probability distributions, 
the binomial, negative binomial and Poisson distributions. 
The discrete distributions calculate both point probability 
and cumulative probability while the continuous distribu-
tions calculate the left and right tail cumulative prob-
abilities. The specific algorithms utilized are contained in 
the program listings at the end of this paper. 
Kennedy and Gentle [Ref. 4] point out that 'rough' 
approximations which provide two or three figure accuracy 
over certain ranges of parameter values would be adequate if 
one were only interested in probabilities. There is a need 
for greater accuracy in statistical analysis packages, 
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however, since these values are used in evaluating other 
expressions for which accurate results are required. A 
number of the probability distribution algorithms contained 
in program 1 are used as subroutines by other probability 
distributions, inverse probability distributions and, in 
later programs, used 
intervals and tests 
for evaluations such as confidence 
of hypotheses. Some of these applica-
tions will be discussed in following paragraphs. 
In order to achieve the highest ·degree of accuracy 
possible, several of the probability distributions combine 
two or more algorithms. It is common that the faster 
algorithms work well over certain parameter ranges but lose 
accuracy quickly outside these ranges. It thus became 
necessary to utilize slower, often iterative algorithms in 
order to maintain an acceptable level of accuracy. Appendix 
A shows comparisons of probabilities calculated by the 
algorithms contained in this package and tabled values given 
in Handbook of Tables for Probability and Statistics [Ref. 
5] • 
a. Normal Distribution 
The central limit theorem simply stated says 
that the sample mean of a random sample drawn from any 
distribution with finite variance is, in the limit, norm-
ally distributed about the true population mean. This 
theorem makes the normal distribution one of the most 
important distributions in statistical analysis. A number of 
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the statistical inference procedures contained in this 
package have the normal distribution as their foundation and 
several other probability distribution subroutines utilize 
relationships with the normal distribution. 
The algorithm for the normal distribution is 
based on a polynomial expansion of the right tail cumu-
lative probability given in Abramowitz and Stegun [Ref.6]. 
This algorithm gives results which are exact when compared 
to tabled values (see Appendix A). The nominal computation 
time is one second. 
b. Exponential Distribution 
The exponential distribution is commonly used to 
represent the distribution of time between the occurrences 
of certain events. One of the most frequent applications is 
in relaibilty theory. 
The exponential cumulative probability is 
particularly easy and fast to calculate. The closed-form 
expression for the right tail cumulative probability is 
evaluated and the resulting probabilities are exact to 
single precision accuracy. 
c. Chi-square Distribution 
The importance of the chi-square distribution in 
statistical analysis is based on the theorem that the sum of 
squares of k independent and identically distributed 
standard normal random variables has a chi-square 
distribution with k degrees of freedom. Extensions of this 
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theorem serve to test hypotheses concerning and establish 
confidence intervals for the population variance under the 
assumption of normality. 
Two different algorithms were utilized to 
approximate chi-square cumulative probabilities. A rela-
tionship between the chi-square distribution and the normal 
distribution which is given in Abramowitz and Stegun [Ref . 
7] was used for the large degrees of freedom case (degrees 
of freedom greater than thirty). This algorithm is fast 
(approximately one second) and is accurate to a minimum of 
three decimal places. For smaller degrees of freedom, 
however, the accuracy of this approximation falls off rap-
idly. Poole and Brochers (Ref. 8] give a BASIC program based 
on a series expansion of the right tail cumulative 
probability. This algorithm is slower (six seconds are 
required for thirty degrees of freedom) but maintains at 
least three decimal place accuracy down to one degree of 
freedom. 
d. Student's - t Distribution 
The t distribution, like the chi-square distri-
bution, has wide application in statistical analysis work. 
By definition, if a standard normal random variable is 
divided by the square root of a chi-square random variable 
over its degrees of freedom then the resulting random 
variable has a t distribution with the same degrees of 
freedom. It can be shown that if a random sample of size n 
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is drawn from a normal distribution then the square root of 
the sample size times the difference between the sample mean 
and true population mean all divided by the square root of 
the sample variance has a t distribution with n-1 degrees of 
freedom. An important point is that this t statistic does 
not depend on the true population variance. 
Two algorithms were utilized to obtain 
t-distribution cumulative probabilities. Abramowitz and 
Stegun [Ref. 9] give a distributional relationship with the 
normal distribution which produces good results (three to 
four decimal place accuracy in one second) when degrees of 
freedom exceed thirty and a series expansion of the 
cumulative distribution function for smaller degrees of 
-freedom. The latter algorithm returns four or more decimal 
place accuracy in one to three seconds. 
e. F Distribution 
The F distribution is still another sampling 
distribution of great importance in statistical analysis 
work. A random variable which is the ratio of two inde-
pendent chi-square random variables each divided by its 
degrees of freedom has an F distribution with the respective 
numerator and denominator degrees of freedom. This statistic 
is often referred to as the F ratio and serves, for example, 
to test hypotheses concerning differences between variances 
of independent normal populations. 
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Kennedy and Gentle [Ref .10] point out that 
existing algorithms for F distribution probabilities do not 
give a high degree of accuracy. This reference does, how-
ever, give a FORTRAN program based on a series expansion of 
a basic integral form of the left tail cumulative prob-
ability which is among the best available algorithms. This 
package utilizes a direct translation of the FORTRAN pro-
gram given in the above reference. The algorithm generally 
produces three decimal place accuracy and occasionally four 
decimal place accuracy. Computation time is a function of 
degrees of freedom and ranges from a nominal one second for 
small degrees of freedom to appoximately seven seconds for 
120 numerator and denominator degrees of freedom. 
f. Discrete ~istributions 
The binomial, negative binomial and Poisson 
distribution algorithms perform direct calculations of their 
respective probability functions to produce point 
probabilities. Cumulative probabilities are calculated by 
summation of point probabilities with one exception. The 
binomial cumulative probability utilizes the Poisson 
approximation if the number of trials is greater than 45 and 
the probability of occurrence on a single trial is either 
less than or equal to .1 or greater than or equal to .9. The 
normal approximation is used if the number of trials is 
greater than 45 and the probability of occurrence on a 
single trial times the number of trials is greater than 5. 
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All point probabilities are accurate to four or 
more decimal places. The normal and Poisson approximations 
to the binomial cumulative probability are accurate to three 
or more decimal places; the other cumulative probability 
procedures produce a minimum of four decimal place accuracy. 
4. Inverse Probability Distributions 
Exponential percentiles are calculated with the same 
ease as exponential probabilities and good closed form 
approximations for normal and chi-square percentiles were 
found. Abramowitz and Stegun [Ref. 11] was the source of the 
normal percentiles approximation while the algorithm for 
chi-square percentiles is a direct translation of FORTRAN 
program listed in "Collected Algorithms from ACM" [Ref. 12]. 
These algorithms give accurate 
tabled values (see Appendix 
three seconds. 
results when compared to 
2) and all execute in one to 
It was more difficult to obtain accurate results for 
t-distribution and F-distribution percentiles. Abramowitz 
and Stegun [Ref. 13] give closed form approximations for 
both distributions which perform well for larger degrees of 
freedom (ten or greater for the t-distribution and 
twenty/twenty or greater for the F-distribution). These 
approximations, however, lose accuracy rapidly for smaller 
degrees of freedom. In these cases it was necessary to 
resort to an algorithm which starts with a rough 
approximation of the percentile and, calling the respective 
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probability distribution subroutine, iteratively refines the 
approximation until the returned probability converges to 
the specified value. This algorithm produces accurate 
percentiles but computation time can extend up to several 
minutes. 
C. PROGRAM 2 
Program 2 contains the six subroutines which are 
classified as exploratory data analysis procedures. Their 
primary purpose is to provide information about the data 
(raw or transformed) which reveals patterns, trends, spread, 
symmetry, how closely the data follows some classical 
distribution, etc. The information about the data is 
presented in two basic formats. The first two subroutines in 
this program present a numerical summary of the data while 
the last four subroutines give graphical representations 
(plots) of the data. 
1. Numerical Summaries 
The first numerical summary of the data displays 
' several classical sample statistics, each of which is a 
measure of some facet of the data's structure. A measure of 
the central location and/or typical value of the data is 
given by the sample mean. Two measures of the spread of the 
data are given. The first is the sample variance, i.e. the 
unbiased estimate of population variance under the 
assumption of normality, and the second is the maximum 
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likelihood estimate of population variance under the same 
assumption. The sample statistic called skewness provides a 
measure of the symmetry of the data. A value of zero 
indicates a symmetric distribution while positive and 
negative values indicate right and left skewed distribu-
tions respectively. Finally, kurtosis provides a measure of 
how much of the data is distributed into the tail of the 
distribution. For reference, a normal distribution has 
kurtosis of zero while the exponential distribution, which 
has a longer tail than the normal distribution, has kur-
tosis of six. 
The second numerical summary of the data is the 
seven number summary. The "seven" refers to the basic 
elements of the display. These consist of the median, upper 
and lower quartiles (75 and 25 percentiles), the upper and 
lower eighths (87.5 and 12.5 percentiles ) and the extremes 
(maximum and minimum). 
Like the mean, the median gives a measure of the 
central or typical value of the data. The three remaining 
pairs of numbers give a measure of the spread of the data. 
Two other numbers associated with each of these pairs give a 
measure of skewness of the data. The first is simply the 
midspread or average of each of the pairs which can be 
compared with the median and with each other. The second 
measure of skewness makes this comparison a little more 
automatic. If M represents the median, Ql the lower 
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quartile, Qu the upper quartile then (((Qu-Ql)/2)-M)/(Qu-Ql) 
will be zero if the quartiles are symmetric about the median 
while a positive or negative number will suggest the 
corresponding direction of skewness. A similar number is 
calculated for eighths and for extremes. 
2. Data Plots 
The histogram is a graphical representation of the 
data in which each point is assigned to a class interval 
depending upon its value. The number of data points in a 
class interval determine the height of the graphical bar 
representing that cell. The resulting display is then a 
picture of the distribution which generally approximates the 
shape of the underlying probability distribution function. 
An important parameter in determining the usefulness 
of the histogram is the width of the class interval. The 
extreme cases illustrate this point. If the class interval 
is so wide that all data points fall into a single cell then 
about the only information provided is the number of data 
points in the sample. On the other hand, if the class 
interval in so narrow that every data point belongs to a 
separate cell then the picture is very difficult to 
interpret. The histogram subroutine contained in this 
program can have up to fifteen cells. The initial class 
interval is automatically determined so that there will be a 
range of at least five cells from the minimum to the maximum 
da~a point. Some of these cells may be empty. After the 
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initial histogram is drawn the user is given the option to 
increase the class interval or, subject to the fifteen cell 
limitation, decrease the class interval. 
A graphical representation of the data similar to 
but containing more information than the histogram is the 
stem and leaf plot. The significant difference between the 
two plots is that the incremental elements in each cell of 
the stem and leaf, i.e. the leaves, are numbers instead of 
an incremental portion of a solid bar. The most significant 
digit of each data point is represented by the class 
interval labels running along the stem (vertical axis)· of 
the plot and the leaves are the next most significant digit 
of each data point. 
McNeil [Ref. 14] suggests several advantages the 
stem and leaf enjoys over the histogram. As well as pro-
viding the same information about the shape of the distri-
bution it reveals intracell distribution. It is also pos-
sible to obtain reasonable estimates of percentiles simply 
by counting leaves. 
As with the histogram, the initial class interval is 
automatically determined by the computer. After the first 
plot the user is again allowed to redraw the plot with a 
different class interval, this time subject to a limitation 
of sixteen cells. 
A fairly simple procedure for testing the conformity 
of the data to some specified theoretical probability 
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distribution is to plot the ordered sample against the 
corresponding theoretical percentiles. A one to one 
correspondence would, of course, plot as a straight line. 
Systematic departure from a straight line plot indicates 
that the sample does not conform well to the theoretical 
distribution. 
This procedure was implemented for the normal and 
exponential distributions and these two plots are the final 
graphical representations of the data contained in this 
program. These plots perform well for fairly significant 
departures from the theoretical distributions. Due to the 
relatively low resolution graphics capability of the TRS-80 
video display, however, slight to moderate departures from 
the theoretical distributions are difficult to detect. 
D. PROGRAM 3 
The statistical analysis procedures contained in program 
3 are classified as parametric statistical inference proce-
dures. They include classical tests of hypotheses and cal-
culation of confidence intervals for normal, exponential and 
Bernoulli population parameters. The specifics of these 
classical procedures are given in almost all first course 
statistics textbooks and will not be reiterated here. The 
discussion will be limited to the basic format of the 
procedures. Major portions of each of the algorithms 
contained in this program have already been discussed, i.e. 
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the probability distributions and inverse distributions 
which were developed for program 1. A detailed block dia-
gram of the hypotheses tested and confidence intervals 
calculated by this program is given in Figure 3. 
1. Tests of Hypotheses 
The basic format for the various test of hypotheses 
is as follows. Once the user has selected the assumed 
distribution and the specific null hypothesis to be tested 
then the appropriate test statistic (usually a combination 
of sample statistics already calculated in program 1) is 
calculated and displayed. Using this test statistic, the 
appropriate probability distribution subroutine is called 
and the probability at which this statistic will become 
statistically significant (P-value) is re~urned and dis-
played • The user is then prompted to enter the probability 
of type I error (alpha value) he desires to establish for 
the test. If alpha is less than the P-value then the null 
hypothesis is accepted, otherwise it is rejected. 
A more classical approach to hypothesis testing is 
to calculate a value for a statistically significant sta-
tistic given the alpha value and then compare the actual 
test statistic calculated from the sample to this value to 
determine acceptance or rejection. This approach was re-
jected in favor of the one given above for two reasons. 
First the accuracy and speed of the probability distribu-
tion subroutines are generally better than those for the 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PROGRAM #3 
PRaiRAH t3 
1) Hi;Fotheses CorarnincJ Hean 
a) llJ = ttJo -vs- llJ =/= ttJo 
1) ~otheses ConcernincJ Proportion 
a> P = Po -vs- P =/= Po 
b) llJ <= tlJo -vs- llJ ) ttJo b) P <= Po -vs- P > Po 
c) tlJ >= tlJo -vs- llJ < ttJo cl P >= Pa -vs- P < Po 
2) Cmfidence Interval for Hean Z> Ccnfidence Int. for Proportion 
1 > Hi;Fotheses Concerning Hun 
a> llJ = tlJo -vs- llJ =/= ttJo 
b) llJ <= llJo -vs- llJ > llJo 
c) llJ >= llJo -vs- llJ < llJo 
Z> Hi;Fotheses Concerning Variance 
a) VAR = !JMo -vs- VAR =/= VMo 
b) VM <= VARo -vs- VAR > VMo 
c) VM >= VMo -ys- VAR < VMo 
3) Cmfidenc:e Interval for Hean 
il Confidence Interval tor Variance 
FIGURE 3 
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inverse distribution subroutines. Calculation of the 
P-value uses the probability distribution subroutines while 
calculation of a statistically significant value for the 
statistic uses the inverse probalility subroutines. Second, 
and perhaps most importantly, the displayed P-value provides 
more information than a simple accept/reject criteria. 
2. Confidence Intervals 
The format for the confidence interval subroutines 
is similar to that utilized for tests of hypotheses. The 
user selects the assumed population and the desired 
confidence level. After this information has been entered 
the appropriate inverse probability distribution is called 
and returns the value at which a corresponding sample sta-
·tistic would become significant. A confidence bound for the 
parameter of interest is calculated from this value and 
displayed. This algorithm is first utilized to calculate 
two sided confidence limits and then a upper and lower one 
sided confidence limit. 
E. PROGRAM 4 
This program contains two robust and one nonparametric 
statis~ical inference procedures. 
1. Robust-t 
When it is suspected that the random sample contains 
outliers, then it is often desirable to obtain an estimate 
for the population mean that places less weight on the 
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extreme points . Two techniques for 
estimate are the Winsorized-t and 
obtaining such an 
trimmed-t procedures. 
Winsorization is accomplished by symmetrically setting one 
or more of the extreme values of the ordered sample equal 
to its nearest neighbor. Trimming, on the other hand, omits 
the symmetrically placed extreme values. It should be noted 
that in both cases there is an implicit assumption that the 
true distributional form is symmetric. The depth to which 
the extreme values are Winsorized/trimmed is ref erred to as 
the level of Winsorization/trimming. After the data are 
Winsorized/trimmed the point estimate of the population mean 
is calculated in the usual manner. Dixon and Massey [Ref. 
15] point out that there is little loss of efficiency if the 
data are Winsorized (at mild levels) when the extreme points 
are actually valid and that much improved estimates result 
when the extremes are not valid observations. Trimmed 
estimates are somewhat less efficient . 
It has also been shown that the t-ratio which is 
calculated using the sample variance of the Winsorized data, 
multiplied by an appropriate constant (see Dixon and Massey 
[Ref. 16] for details) closely follows the t-distribution 
with h-1 degrees of freedom where h is the number of 
obervations not Winsorized/trimmed. This statistic is used 
to calculate confidence bounds for the true population mean. 
This program allows Winsorizing/trimming of the data 
up to the tenth level. Computation time is a function of 






the distribution from which a random sample is 
normal then a confidence interval for the true 
variance is properly based on the chi-square 
sampling distribution. Such confidence intervals are, 
however, very sensitive to the underlying distribution and 
do not perform well when the assumption of normality is 
violated. A robust method for handling departures from 
normality is the jackknife technique. The jackknife 
technique is discussed in some detail in Mosteller and Tukey 
[Ref. 17]. 
This procedure, more than any other in this package, 
shows up the speed disadvantage of an interpreted language 
like TRS-80 Level II BASIC. The crux of this procedure is 
to divide the data into g groups of size h and then 
iteratively calculate the sample variance g times, each time 
leaving out one group of b. The usual method is to let h=l 
and therefore g=n where n is the size of the sample. This 
eliminates any arbitrariness in the formation of the groups 
but means that a sample of one-hundred data points requires 
one-hundred calculations of the sample variance. This 
specific example required 25 minutes of calculation time. 
As a partial solution to this problem, the user is allowed 
to set h to any integer between one and five so long as the 
data size is evenly divisible by h. When h is greater than 
one the ordered data must be randomized to avoid 
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systematically leaving out the h smallest values first, then 
the next h smallest values, etc. Randomizing the data does 
introduce some of the arbitrariness mentioned earlier and 
results in slightly different answers each time the 
procedure is repeated. A number of sample problems, however, 
displayed reasonable stability from one calculation to the 
next. Application of the jackknife technique to a sample of 
one hundred observations divided into twenty groups of size 
5 required approximately five minutes of calculation time. 
3. Confidence Interval for the Median 
By the definition of the median, the probability 
that any random observation drawn from any continuous 
population is less than or equal to the median equals 
one-half. Based on this fact it can be shown that the 
probability that the median lies between the itb and the jtb 
order statistic of a random sample has a binomial 
distribution with parameters p=.5 and n equal to the sample 
size. Since no assumptions are made about the population 
from which the random sample is drawn other than that it is 
continuous, it is possible to obtain a truly nonparametric 
confidence interval for the population median. 
Confidence intervals for the median calculated by 
this program are in exact agreement with tabled values 
contained in Dixon and Massey [Ref.18]. Calculation time 
varies from a few seconds to several minutes depending on 
the sample size. 
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F. PROGRAM 5 
Program 5 contains a multiple linear regression 
procedure which, by the method of Ordinary Least Squares 
(OLS), estimates the coefficients of the basic linear model, 
Y = X B + e, where Y is the vector of observations of the 
dependent variable, X is the matrix of independent 
variables, B is the vector of coefficients estimated and e 
is the error vector. The program also calculates and 
displays · a number of the standard statistics each of which 
measures some facet of the quality of the OLS solution. 
The computational method used by this program is 
straightforward matrix algebra applied to the basic linear 
model. The greatest difficulty with this method is in 
obtaining accurate results when the X'X matrix is inverted. 
According to Draper and Smith [Ref. 19] one of the prime 
causes of roundoff error during this operation is the 
presence of widely differing orders of magnitude in the 
numbers involved. In order to minimize this problem the 
data are normalized or centered as described in the 
aforementioned reference. Two additional advantages result 
from normalizing the data. If Z represents the normalized X 
matrix then Z'Z is the correlation matrix and can be 
displayed to provide the analyst with additional information 
abou~ the data. The coefficients which are directly 
estimated using the normalized data are ref erred to as the 
beta coefficients. The beta coefficients have the 
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advantage of being independent of the units of measurement 
of the original data. This program displays both the 
standard regression equation coefficients and the beta 
coefficients. 
Other standard statistics calculated and displayed are 
the ANOVA table statistics, R-square, adjusted R-square, 
standard error of estimate, partial-F for the coefficients 
and standard error of the coefficients. Each of these 
statistics with the exception of the adjusted R-square 
statistic is discussed in detail in Draper and Smith (Ref. 
20]. The adjusted R-square statistic is discussed in 
Intriligator [Ref. 21]. 
A perhaps not so standard feature of this program is a 
display of the diagonal elements of the hat matrix. The hat 
matrix is defined as X(X 1 X)-1x1 , where these symbols have 
the same meaning as given earlier. The diagonal elements 
of this matrix give a measure of the influence or leverage 
of the ith observation of the response variable on the 
corresponding fitted value. Large values are indicative of 
high leverage observations and may indicate that these 
observations are outliers. Hoaglin and Welsch [Ref. 22] 
give as a rule of thumb for 'large' values, any value in 
excess of twice the rank of the hat matrix divided by the 
number of observations. All diagonal elements of the hat 
matrix are displayed and large values are highlighted. 
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This program allows the user to regress the dependent 
variable on all or any subset of the independent variables. 
It is therefore possible for the user to use various 
algorithms for selecting the 'best subset' of carriers. 
The final feature of this program is a plot of the 
estimates of the response variable against the residuals. 
According to McNeil [Ref. 23] and other recognized 
authorities in the field of data analysis, such a display of 
the residuals is one of the best tools in existence for 
obtaining a measure of the overall fit of the data to the 
model. 
The regression 
tested against the 




contained in this program was 
Cement example contained in 
24]. The data are thirteen 
observations of a response variable and four carrier 
variables. This regression was completed in 48 seconds. 
The estimated regression equation coefficients and all 
statistics agreed with the reference to a minimum of three 
decimal places and in most cases four or more decimal 
places. 
G. PROGRAM 6 
Program 6 is the last program in this package and 
contains ANalysis Of VAriance CANOVA) procedures. The 
algorithms for the ANOVA procedures were taken from Duncan 
[Ref. 25] who makes the claim that ANOVA is one of the most 
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powerful tools in statistical analysis. He further states 
that the basic procedure of ANOVA consists of classifying 
and cross-classifying some statistical result of interest to 
determine if a specified classification is statistically 
important in affecting the result. A potential application 
of ANOVA was given in an earlier section of this paper. 
It was attempted to include as much flexibility in the 
ANOVA procedures contained in this program as feasible. 
One, two and three-way classification of the statistical 
result of interest is allowed. The one-way classification 
procedure allows up to ten levels of the classification 
(ten ranks in the example presented earlier) and up to 
twenty observations at each level. The program also 
accomodates an unequal number of observations at each level. 
The two-way classification ANOVA procedure allows ten levels 
of each classification and up to ten replications. The 
three-way classification again allows up to ten levels of 
each of the three classifications but due to computer memory 
limitations does not allow for replications. The two- and 
three-way classification 
statistics as well as the 
All three procedures are 
decimal places. 
procedures calculate interaction 
main classification statistics. 
accurate to a minimW!l of three 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
When microcomputers were first introduced only a few 
years ago, they were widely perceived as interesting toys 
used primarily for video games. This perception is rapidly 
changing and today microcomputers are increasingly accepted 
as serious tools for many small business applications. Just 
as the military services have adopted electric typewriters, 
photo-copy machines and other modern office machinery, it is 
not hard to imagine that relatively inexpensive microcomput-
ers will also be adopted and find their way to all levels of 
command. A popular commercial application of microcomputers 
is in the area of wordprocessing. It may well be that this 
will be the initial application of microcomputers in the 
military services. Whatever the intended application might 
be, the end result will be ready access to a high degree 
of computational power. 
If this potential ready access to computational power is 
to be put to use by the military officer trained in 
specialized areas such as operations research, then it is up 
to these officers to develop the specialized software. 
Specialized software for microcomputers has been the subject 
of this thesis. It has presented a software package 
containing some of the basic statistical analysis tools 
required for effective analysis work. Many areas of interest 
to the trained analyst have not been addressed. Other recent 
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efforts in this direction are addressed by Morgeson [Ref. 
26] who developed a similar package for the Apple II Plus 
microcomputer and Duff [Ref. 27] who has developed a network 
optimization package for the same microcomputer. Additional 
efforts in the development of statistical analysis software 
are highly recommended and encouraged. 
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APPENDIX A 
ACCURACY COMPARISONS FOR PROBABILITIES 
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
PROBABILITY 
STATISTIC APPROXIMATION TABLED VALUE 
o.oo .5000 .5000 
0.25 .5987 .5987 
0.50 .6915 .6915 
0.75 .7734 .7734 
1.00 .8413 .8413 
1.25 .8944 .8944 
1.50 .9332 .9332 
1.75 .9599 .9599 
2.00 .9772 .9772 
2.25 .9878 .9878 
2.50 .9938 .9938 
2.75 .9970 .9970 
3.00 .9987 .9987 
3.25 .9994 .9994 
3.50 .9998 .9998 
3.75 .9999 .9999 




STATISTIC D.F. APPROXIMATION TABLED VALUE 
7.88 1 .9950 .9950 
5.99 2 .9500 .9500 
1.21 3 .2495 .2500 
3.36 4 .5005 .5000 
9.24 5 .9001 .9000 
2.18 8 .0250 .0250 
3.57 12 .0100 .0100 
27.5 15 .9751 .9750 
34.8 18 .9900 .9900 
10.1 19 .0496 .0500 
9.59 20 .0250 .0250 
33.9 22 .9497 .9500 
34.4 25 .9004 .9000 
27.3 28 .4990 .5000 
49.6 29 .9900 .9900 
47.0 30 .9751 .9750 
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STUDENT 1 s - t DISTRIBUTION 
PROBABILITY 
STATISTIC D.F. APPROXIMATION TABLED VALUE 
31.821 1 .9900 .9900 
1.886 2 .9000 .9000 
.271 4 .6001 .6000 
3.365 5 .9900 .9900 
1.943 6 .9500 .9500 
.703 9 .7501 .7500 
2.228 10 .9750 .9750 
4.140 14 .9995 .9995 
1.341 15 .9001 .9000 
.257 19 .6000 .6000 
2.086 20 .9750 .9750 
2.492 24 .9900 .9900 
3.725 25 .9995 .9995 
1.311 29 .8999 .9000 
2.750 30 .9949 .9950 
1.684 40 .9500 .9500 
1.296 60 .9000 .9000 
3.373 120 .9995 .9995 
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F - DISTRIBUTION 
PROBABILITY 
STATISTIC D.F./D.F. APPROXIMATION TABLED VALUE 
647.80 1/1 .9750 .9750 
198.50 1/2 .9950 .9950 
53.59 3/1 .9000 .9000 
5.79 2/5 .9501 .9500 
21.92 4/6 .9990 .9990 
4.24 5/10 .9751 .9750 
5.76 6/12 .9950 .9950 
1.93 8/25 .9001 .9000 
2.16 10/30 .9495 .9500 
3.64 12/40 .9990 .9990 
2.06 15/60 .9749 .9750 
2.09 24/120 .9950 .9950 
5.23 10/3 .9000 .9000 
46.76 15/4 .9990 .9990 
5.17 20/6 .9750 .9750 
2.63 30/30 .9950 .9950 
63.06 120/l .9000 .9000 
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APPENDIX B 
ACCURACY COMPARISIONS FOR PERCENTILES 
INVERSE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
PERCENTILE 
PROBABILITY APPROXIMATION TABLED VALUE 
.0005 -3.29 -3.29 
.0102 -2.32 -2.32 
.2514 -0.67 -0.67 
.4960 -0.01 -0.01 
.5199 0.05 0.05 
.6554 0.40 0.40 
.7549 0.69 0.69 
.9015 1.29 1.29 
.9251 1.44 1.44 
.9750 1.96 1.96 
.9901 2.33 2.33 
.9951 2.58 2.58 
.9990 3.09 3.09 
.9995 3.29 3.29 
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INVERSE CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION 
PERCENTILE 
PROBABILITY D.F. APPROXIMATION TABLED VALUE --
.500 1 .455 .455 
.950 2 5.99 5.99 
.025 3 .216 .216 
.990 5 15.1 15.1 
.005 8 1.34 1.34 
.975 10 20.5 20.5 
.010 12 3.57 3.57 
.900 15 22.3 22.3 
.995 20 40.0 40.0 
.750 22 26.0 26.0 
.025 25 13.1 13 . 1 
.975 28 44.5 44.5 
.100 30 20.6 20.6 
54 
INVERSE STUDENT's - t DISTRIBUTION 
PERCENTILE 
PROBABILITY D.F. APPROXIMATION TABLZD VALUE 
.9900 1 31.840 31.821 
.9500 2 2.920 2.920 
.0250 3 -3.182 -3.182 
.7500 5 .726 .727 
.9750 10 2.229 2.228 
.9995 15 4.073 4.073 
.0500 18 -1.734 -1.734 
.9000 20 1.326 1.325 
.6000 25 .256 .256 
.2500 28 -.683 -.683 
.9995 30 3.646 3.646 
.0100 40 -2.424 -2.423 
.0005 60 -3.460 -3.460 
.9950 120 2.618 2.617 
55 
INVERSE F - DISTRIBUTION 
PERCENTILE 
PROBABILITY D.F./D.F. APPROXIMATION TABLED VALUE 
.975 1/1 647.50 647. a·o 
.995 1/2 198.10 198.50 
.900 3/1 53.61 53.59 
.950 2/5 5.79 5.79 
.990 4/6 9.15 9.15 
.975 5/10 4.24 4.24 
.995 6/12 5.76 5.76 
.900 8/25 1.93 1.93 
.950 10/30 2.17 2.16 
.990 12/40 2.67 2.66 
.975 15/60 2.06 2.06 
.995 24/120 2.09 2.09 
.900 10/3 5.23 5.23 
.975 60/20 2.23 2.22 
.995 30/30 2.63 2.63 
.900 120/1 63.34 63.06 




CONl'BQL MODULE I INSTRUCTIONS I PRQGRAM SELECTION M£NV 
10 REM • • • I N s T R tJ c T I 0 H s I p R 0 G R A M s £ L £ c T I a M s tJ a R 0 11 T I K £ 
20 IF JC9()0 GOTO 1000ELS£ CLEAR 
30RAHDOM 
40Cl.UR3:50 
:SO DIM Xl20ll,Yl201>,H1U5> 
60 DEFINT MC : DEFSTR % 
6S LSt-CHRtll231: RBt-CHRtU25l: MBtaCHRtl1761: SLS<HRtlr.121 
70REM •••INSTRUCTIONS••• 
ao CLS: PRINT TASl20l;"STATISTICAL ANALYSIS·: PRIKT TAB<23Wby Ro P. llb•U·: PHINT T.AlU111;9K&vAl Po 
stgr&dUAt• School. Monterey. c .... 
90 IF lC900 GOTO 290 
100 PRINT: PRINT" nus progrilft is the first of six 'ch&ined ' progr~s in• 
110 PRINT"this P~•· It cant.ms the first set of st&t15tial ui.lly-• 
120 PRIHT"ti• subroutines .and .Ilsa..,,..., .. H the control module for the" 
130 PRlHT"p~•· This pragr.m must .llw&ys be lo&ded first u it ~· 
140 PRINT"plishes vui&bl• definition, dUN1ns1ons unys Mid, most impor-• 
1:50 PHINT-tuitly, p0111hans the nnaale pointer ta &!law sut>sequent • 
160 PRINT"progr.vns ta be l.P&ded w1tnout loss of vu11blno If &t .ny • 
170 PIUNT"ttm. it b~ neasury to interuc>t program ex1KJ.>tian and r~· 
180 PRINT•tsSl.19 the RUN cammMd, the .aion must be t&Un with Program •1 • 
190 PRDlT"li.e. this progr~I ia..ded." 
200 PRINT : PRINT" Prns tti. SPACE BA.R ta displ&y .dditionAl infarrMtion.•: 
210 IF INKEYt 0 • • GOTO 210 
220 CLS: PRIHT" Data input for prognms •1 thru .. i• KCmplished in pro- gram •l 1nd is limited to a data 
vector of 200 at:serv&tiana. All data. 1nd vui.a>ln ue saved u yt:AJ switctt b&ek M1d forth betwftn ttw first fo 
urprogr~••" 
230 PRINT:pftl)IT" When either prcgram ., or pragr.wn ~ is loaded &11 c.irnnt v&riAbln •• cleared in order t 
o provide sufficient memory for the ITLllhdimensian.&1 d&ta uray• used by trese programs. Atty• 
240 PRIHT"'d&t& wtuctt wu entitred in program tl that yt:AJ wi1nt to ret&ln should be Hved ta tap• priar to lo.di 
ng nttwr Of the 1Ht two progr.,,,_, 
2'° PRIHT @896, "PRESS SPACE BAR TO DISPLA T PROGIU\M SELECTIOH MEHV:-
2'° IP lNJtEYtO" • GOTO 260 
%70 lCtal : REM • • • P R 0 G R A M S E L £ C T I 0 M M E >t tJ • * • 
280 CLS ; PRINT T AS<lOJ;•PROGRAM SELECTION MENU• 
290 PRmT @128,••1 Da.t& 1/0, Tr.11\sform.tions, Prob.;, Inv. Prob. Distributtons•tPRIJIT 
300 PRnn"'•2 ~le St&t's, 7- Num-Sl.MTI, D&t& Plats•:PJUHT 
310 PRIHT-•3 P&rllT19tric Tests of Hypotti.HS ti Confidmnm Interv.&ls•:PRmT 
320 PRINT"M 'R.oDust EstimAtH .nd Confidenat Interv&ls•:PRIMT 
330 PRIHT••:S Multiple Linear Regrnswn•IPRIHT 
340 PRINT•t6 An.llysis of Van~· 
3SO U'-896 : JC5'"6 : GOSVB SOO 
420IF10-1 GOTO 1000 
430 IP I0-2 THEN IT•• 1 • : GOTO 4~ 
440 IF I0-3 OR 10:-4 THEN %T••2• ELSE ?T•"l9 
4'0 IF 10-3 OR I~ THEN 10-1 ELSE I0a2 
460 CLS I PRIHT"INSERT TAPE •":tt;" INTO ESF-80 A.HD PRESS SPACE BAR• 
470 IP ~EYto• • GOTO 470 
480QLOADIO 
:500.REM ••• OPTION SELECTION SUBROUTIHE ••• 
'10 PRDlT GJCP+:S, · OPTION DESIRED ·:LBt;Mss:us: 
'20 ll• I.NlCEYt: IF U••• THEN 520ELSE 10-VAL~l 
57 
S30IF10<1 OR lO>KS THEN PRINT GKP. au:: PRINT Gl':P.·•H .HOT A VALID OPTIOK .... JI FOR I•l TO 100 
0: JlEXT: PRINT GJCP. au:: GOTO 510 
540 RETURN 
bOO PRINT @KP+5.LB•:· ·:u:· or •;Rs;· ·:RB•:· ·:LS•:MB•:RB•t 
610 %0-INKEYS: lF 10•"" THEN 610ELSE PRINT GKP+18,IO;: FOR 1•1TO100: NEXT 
620 IF IQOLS AND ZQ<."CHRSIASC<LS>-32> AHO IQORS AMO ZOOCHRtlASCtRS>-32> TBEK 600 
630RETVRN 
PRQGftAM •l MEHV 
1000 REM • t t P R 0 G R A M • l • • • 
1010 REM • • t M A l N M E N U • • • 
1020 CLS : PRINT T A8'20>;•111 MENU tff" 
1030 PRINT a12a.·m D•t• I/O 
1040 PRnlT"<21 D•t~ Tr~sform•tions 
10$> PRJNY-13> Prob~ility Oastrabutions 
1060 PRINT"t41 Invers. Prcb.tlllity Distributions 
1070 PRINT"IS) R.tum to Program Selectlcn MMu 
1080 ICP-704: JCS~ : GOSUB 500 
11:50IP14•1AND10•2 OR 14-0 AND lN-0AND10-2 PRIKTG704,CHRSC2'31::PRIHT @704t"'1BERE IS 110 DATA T 
0 THANSFORM•::FOR l•l TO 1500:NEXT:PRIHT @704,CBR•~llGOTO 1080 
l160 OH 10 GOSUB 2000, 3!500, 5000, 5200, 270 
1170 GOTO 1020 
DUA !HPVT I OQIPVI 
2000REM ••• DATA lHPVT/OUTPVT SUBROOTIME 
2010 CLS: PRINT au.-... DAT A I K p t1TI0 '11Tp0 T ... 
2020 PRINTlPRINT:PRINT"MENU!" 
2030 PRINT" <1l Input D.1t• vi• JCeybaud 
1040 PRINT" '2> Input D.1t& vi& T ~e 
20:50 PRIXT" <3> Input 5ummMY St.1tistu:s OHLY 
2060 PR1RT• 14> Crute .1 r~dam s~l• using rAl\dam nl.dlber g.ner&tar8 ; PR111T• 
OMS) 
2070 PJUHr IS) SAVE d.tt& to t~· 
2080 JCPa768 : XS~ : GOS'l7B 500 
2100 IF IO•l OR 10•2 TIIEH l'•l ELSE 1"'° 
2120 ON 10 GOTO 2200, 2700, 2900, 4000, 3300 
JIPQT PATA VIA JCi,IBOARP 
2200REM ••• IRPOT DATA VIA EETBOARD ••• 
2210 CLS : 14-0 
2220 PRI>rrTo end d~t& input just pm• EJlTER in ,~ .. ta prQ!t11t" 
2230 IN-0 
2240PRIKT 
2ZIO Xta••: PRINT'Enter X<•:JH+U->•;:IHPUT XI 
2260 IF xs-•• GOTO 2310 
lfGr demanstr&ttan purp 
2270 TtaLEFTllXS,11 : IF T .. •o• OR T .. • 1 • OR ts••2• OR Tt••3• OR Ts-"4• OR T..-S- OR Ts-"6• OR T..-r' OR 
T .. "88 OR Tt••9• OR Ts-•,• ORT ... _. ORT .. •+• TBEX GOTO 2290 
2280 PRINT•RHr'it•r lut v.iue" : GOTO mo 
2290 IN•IN+l : XUHJaVAL<XI>: YCDU•XIINI 
229' IF IN•t THEN 2250 ELSE IF XCINKX<IH-U TBEH 1'""° 
2298IF1?019' THEN 2310 
2300 GOTO 2250 
%UO PRINT: IF IN-0 TBEK PRINT•Ho DATA ENTERED•: ELSE IF IN•l PRmT"d.ALTSIS CAX KOT BE PERFORM 
ED OH A SAMPLE OF 1 ·; ELSE PRIHT·Mumb•r of d&t& points ··;m : FOR I•1 TO~ : JIEXT 
2320 FOR !•IX•l TO 200: XIIl-0: Y!l,.XII>; NEXT 
2330 IF IN~ TllEN RETURN ELSE IF IX•.t THEll IN-0; RETURJI 
2:MO Tl' 1'-l GOTO 3800 
58 
SHELL SORT 
2400 REM • • • S H E L L 5 0 R T R 0 U T I N E • • • 
2410 CLS : PRINT (H58, .... 0 R 0 E R I N G D A T A .... 
2420 IF IN>J GOTO Z510 
2430 IF IN=3 GOTO :?460 
2440 IF Xll»X<2> THEN XT•XUI: XUl•Xlll: X<2>-XT 
2450 GOTO 2500 
2460 IF XUl>Xl21 THEN XT•Xl21 : X<ll•Xtll : Xll>-XT 
2470 IF Xl2l>X131 THEN XT•Xl31 : XC31•Xt21 : Xl2l•XT 
2480 IF Xlll>X<2l THEN XT=Xl21 : Xl21•XU> : X<l>-XT 
2SOO FOR I•l TO IN: Y<IlsXCI>: NEXT I: GOTO 2660 
2'10 IM•INTlLOG<IN>/LOGl2>1-1 
2'520 H • 2CIM - 1 
r.5301C • H 
2S40 FOR I • K + 1 TO IN 
2'5!50 XT•XCI> 
2:560.J'•I·IC 
2S70 IF .T < 1 GOTO 2620 
2'580 IF XT )• X!Jl GOTO 2620 
2'90 XCJ+ICl • XCJl: TCJ+ICI • TIJ> 
2600 .J • .r - J[ 
2'10 GOTO 2570 
2620 X<J'+ICl • XT : YCJ+ICl • '1-T 
2630 NEXT I 
2640 H • CH - 11/2 
26:50 IF H >• 1 GOTO 2'30 
2660 GOSUB 3800 
2'70RETURN 
mm DATA VIA TAPE 
2700REM •••INPUT DATA VIA TAPE••• 
2710 CLS I 14-0 : PRiltT·InHrt DAT A TAPE into ESF-eo· 
2720 PRINT : PRINT•Pru• SPACE BAR Aft•r inserting the tA?•• 
2730 IF INKEYt 0 • • GOTO 2730 
2740 PRINT : INPUT •Ent•r DAt& Fil• ••:FI 
~QOPENFI 
2760 I•l 
2no GIHPUT xa> 
2780 T«>-X<I> 
27m IP I•l THEH 2SQO ELSE IF xaKXll-1) THEH 1'11() 
X790 IF xaias1519999 GOTO 2810 
2800 I•I+l: GOTO 2770 
2810 QCLOSE 
2820 IN•I-1 : PRINT: PRIHT•Nl7MSER OF DATA POIHTS ••;J:-1 : FOR I•l TO l'°° I JlEXT I : IF~ TBElll GOT 
0 2410ELSE GOTO 3800 
IXPqI S'IDQ1ART SIAnmcs OKLY 
2'00REM ••• INPUT SUMMARY STATISTICS OKLT ••• 
2'1014-1: CLS: PRINT TAB<20>•SUMMARY STATISTICS INPUT• 
2'20 PRINT : INP~rr-S~le Size":IN : IF IN•l OR IN•O GOTO 2310 
2930 PRINT @1n.•1s 1~1• usumed to b• from &n Expan11ntiu Cistributian?• 
2'40 JCPa2'56 : U••y• : R•••n• : GOSUB 600 
2'50 IF za-•n• OR tQ••N• GOTO 2990ELSE PRINT Gl 92, •ww you ..,t.,. •;LBs;•K•:imsi•e1n or EzpcMntt&l Par& 
nwtmr ·:LBt;•L ·:RSs;• .inbdA": 
2'60 IP-254 I U••m• : Rt•"l" : GOStr!I 600 
2'70 IF'za-.•na• OR ZQ•·M· THEN PRINT: tNPUT•Ent.r Mean•:xB: Vt•XB•XB: V•Vl: GOTO 3170 
2'80 PRINT: INPUY-Ent•r Umbd•":Xe : XB•l/XB : Vl•XB•XB: V•Vt: GOTO 3170 
2990 PRINT Gl92, •ts tti. umcil• •ssurned to b• from & S.mouW PopulAtion?" 
3000 JCP-256 : U••y• : R,.•n• : GOSt7S 600 
59 
3010 IF ZQ=•n• OR ?O•"N" THEN GOTO 3030£LSE PRINT: PRINT•Enter number of ocaJrrencH out of":UWtrius• 
!:INPUT XB: IF XB>IH OR XB<O GOTO 30:?0ELSE IF XBOntTIXSl GOTO 3020ELSE XB•XB/IN: Vl=XB•H-XB>: 
V•Vl I GOTO 3170 
3020 PRINT @192,CHRf<~O>: PRINT Gl92,"YOV MUST ENTER AN INTEGER FROM 0 TO"tIN: PRINT: FOR l•l TO 
2000: NEXT: GOTO ~010 
3030 PRINT @19:?,BU: PRINT: PRINT @192,••;:IHPUT"Si1111pla Mean·:xs 
3040 PRIHT: PRINT"W1ll you enter v•nance or std. da111•ttan ?'" 
3050 KP:..389 : U••v• : Rt••d• : GOSUB oOO 
3060 IF ?Q:•y• OR ?Q•·v· THEH Vf•"S.impl• Vuiance• ELSE V••"5.vnpl• Std. Ce111•tian" 
3070 PRINT : PRIHT Vfi:INPUT SV 
3080 lF Vf•"S~pla V•nanca• THEN CiOTO 3100ELSE Vl::oSV•SV: V•CIIN-l>IINl•Vl 
3090 GOTO 3170 
3100 PRINT"II the umpl• vilrianca: •:cHRttl231:·1•:cHRtt12'1i" the M.L.E. !i.e. linl 
3110 PRINT" •:cHRtt123J;•2•:cHRt<125J:" unbiHed estimiltor 11.e. 11n-ll 
3120 PRINT @640,"SELECT APPROPRIATE ESTIMATOR ":CHRt<12311" •;cHRtll251 
3130 ll:INKEYt: IF zts•• GOTO 3130ELSE PRINT @o70,UlFOR l•l TO 100: NEXT 
3140 IF uo•t• AND ZI0"2" THEN PRINT @o7o,• ·::GOTO 3130 
3150 IF ZI="l" V•SV: Vl=IIN/<Ul-Ul•SV 
3100 IF Zl=":?• THEN Vl=SV: V•<IIN-ll/INl•SV 
3170 CLS : PRINT-When summuy st•tistics •r• •nterad in lieu of d.a.t.a.. sevard subroutines •re not •11.ulwla. 
These include:" 
3180 %laCHRtll23J:Z:?•CHRt<l25>:PRINT:PRINT• ·:zi:- Ca.ta. Transform.a.hons •;z2: PRINT" "IZlt" Five ttU1'0 
., Summary ·:z2: PRINT" ·;ii:· All D.a.t.a. Plots ·;z2 I PRINT" "lZU" All of the Subroutines m Prag. t4 ·;z2 
3190 FOR I•l TO 200: X<Il•O: Y<Il•O: NEXT 
3200 PRINT @390,"PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE" 
3210 Ir INKEno· • GOTO 3210 
3220 RETURN 
SA VE DATA TO TAPE 
3300REH •••SAVE DATA TO TAPE t•• 
3310 CLS : PRINT"JNSTRUCTIONS:• 
3320 PRINT" U> Insert DATA TAPE 
3330 PRINT• (2) If you uu il bliink tape then FILE I will be l 
3340 PRINT" <3> If the tape is not bl.nk then the FILE • must be 
mo PRINT" the number of the l•st d.a.t& IUe recorded PLUS 1 
3360 PRINT I PRINT •When the tape is rHdy press SPACE BAR 
3370 IF INK:ETI 0 • • GOTO 3370 · 
3380 PRINT I INPUT"Entar FILE t•:IO 
3390 YCIN+tl•"99tt 
3400 GOPEN IO 
3410 FOR I•l TO IH+l 
3420 QPRINT TCI> 
3430 NEXT I 
344o QCLOSE 
34~ PRDIT nc:•d.a.t& points recorded u DATA FILE t•tto : FOR I•t TO 2000 : NEXT I RETORN 
DATA TRAMSEORMATIONS 
3:500REM ••• DATA TRANSFORMATION S17BROUTIKE 
3'10 CLS: PRINT TAB122l•OATA TRAHSFORMATIONS• 
3'20 PRINT : PRINT •MENU:• : PRINT'"<ll NO Trill\sforiMtian 
3'30 PRINT"l2l Squue Root Tranliformo1tion 
3'40 PRINT"!~) Cub• Root Tr.nsform.a.tian 
~ PRINT"t4> Log.a.rithlnic Truisform&tian 
3S60 PRINT : PRINT" NOTE ll Other trill\sfarm•tians must be ma.de before d.at& entry 
3:570 PRINT• NOTE 2: R•w d•t& IMY be recDvered by returning to this sub• 
3S80 PRINT• routine .nd selecting Opttan l 
3'90 PRDn"' NOTE 3: Option 2 wlll not wark with n~.ahve dilt~ '11\d option 4 requires ul d.atil grut 
er than ieto 
60 
• 
3600 KP.896 : KS:a4 : GOSUB 500 
3610 CLS: PRINT"EXECUTING TRANSFORMATION OPTION·;xo 
3620 FOR I•l TO IH 
3630 ON IO GOTO 3640, 3050, 3070, 3090 
3640 YCil::11X<I1 : GOTO 3710 
~IF xm < 0 CL.S: PRnn·cAN NOT TAJCE THE SGUARE ROOT OF NEGATIVE DAU.!•: FOR .T•l TO 2000: NE 
XT .T : GOTO 3500 
3660 YCil2 SORlX!IJ> : GOTO 37l0 
3'70 Y<Il•ABStX<IllC.3333333: IF XU>< 0 Ya>-Y<Ilit-l 
3680 GOTO 371 o 
3'90 IF XIII<• 0 CLS: PRINT.CAN NOT TAICE THE LOG OF DATA LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO %ERO• : FOR .T•l T 
0 2000 : NEXT ;r : GOTO ~500 
3700 T<Il•lOG<Xm • 
3710 NEXT I 
CALCVLATE SAMPLE STATISTICS 
3800REM••• CALCULATE SAMPLE STATISTICS••• 
3810 CLS : PRINT G454, "• I N I T I A l I % I N G D A T A B A S £ •• 
3820 SK-0: SUM-0: S2aO: FOR I•l TO IN: SM•SM+Y<II: DVaYtil-SUK: SUM-SUK+DV/l l S2-S2+DV t CTa>-SUI! 
>I HEXT 
3830 XS-SK/IN: Vl-SUIIH-l>: V•S2/lN 
3840 Gl•O : G2a0 l FOR I•l TO IN : Gl•G1+CY«>-XBl13 : G2-G2+CTa>-XBIC4 : NEXT I l G1-0l/lN/VU.5 I G2-<G2 
/lM/Vl2>-3 
3C50 R.ETI1RN 
RAHQOM NYMBER GENEBATOR 
4000REM tu RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR SUBROUTINE 
4010 CLS : 14•0: PRINTGlS,MRANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR" 
4020 PRINT : PRINT : PRINY-Distribut1on Optionw:• 
4030 PRINT" n> Nor!Nl 
4040 PRINT• l21 Uniform 
~PRINT" 13> Ezpcnenti&l 
4060 PRINT" 141 Bernoulli 
4070 JCP-~45 : ICS-4 : GOSUB 500 
4080 PRINTG704,••; : INPUT"How m&ny r&ndom numbers da you w&nt•:IK 
4085 IF IN<•l THEN PRINT (1640, CHRSC2501: PRINT Q640,"WHAT1 ... Ple&A f9q....St & NmPle sue of 1.t leut 2 
• IGOTO 4080 
4090 ON IO GOSUB 4300, 4400, 4600, 4700 
4100 CLS : PRINT•Do you Woint to SH the ,~ ~le · :: u••y• : R .. •n• : JCP!o~ I GOSVB 600 
4110 IF ia-•n• CR ZQ•"N" THEN 2410ELSE PRlllT 
4120 J'-0 
4130 FOR l • l TO IM 
4140 J-.T+l : IF :r > 5 PRIJIT• • 
41'° IF 1 ) 'THEN J•l 
4160 PRINT USING·••HH•.•••·;xcI>;lPRIHT• ·; 
4170 IF IHT(lf'°)aI/50 GOTO 4190 
4180 GOTO 4210 
4190 PJUNT; PRINT"PRESS SPACE BAR TO DISPLAY NEXT SET OF Kl7MB£RS• 
4200 IF INJCEYt 0 • • GOTO 4200 
4210 NEXT I 
4220 PRINT : PRINT"Press SPACE BAR ta conttnue• 
4230 IF INKEYt 0 • • GOTO 4230 
4240 GOTO 2410 
HORMALRNG 
4300REM ••• HCRMAL RHG ••• 
4310 CLS: PRINT @10,"HORMAL RAHJJOH NUMBERS BT BOX-MVLLER METHOD• 
4320 PRIM~ : PRINT 
4330 INPUT"WN.t is the me.n"lMt1 
4340 INPVT"WN.t 11 the vutuca"iV AR : SIGHA-soR<V AR> 
4~ FOR I• 1 TO IX Sl'EP 2 
61 
4360 U l •RNDCOl : U2=RHCCOt 
4370 XII>•SORC-2tLOGtUllltCOSCb.~8315•U2l:XCil•XIIl•SIGMA +MU: YIIl•Xll> 
4380 XII+ll•SQRC-2•LOGIUlll•SlNCb.:?8315•U2>:XII+U•XCI+t>•SIGMA +MU: YfI+ll•XCI+ll 
4390 NEXT I 
439:5 RETURN 
UNIFORM RNG 
4400REMtt• UNIFORM RNG 111 
4410 CLS 
4420 PRINTG::?O, "UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBERS• 
4430 PRINT: PRmT: PRINT· Cl) Continuous 
4440 PRINT" C:?l Uniform Integers 
4450 KP.384 : IC5=2 : GOSUB :SOO 
4460 PRINT : mPUT"Enter Lower Linut•:LL 
4470 INPIIT•Entar Upper LltNt•;uL 
4480 ON 10 OOTO 4490, 4540 
4490 FOR I•l TO IN 
4500 XIIl•IUIDIOl•<UL-LLI +LL 
4510YIIl•XIII 
4:520 NEXT I 
4:530 RETURN 
4~0 FOR I•l TO IN 
4~ xai-IHT<RHDIO>e<UL-LL> + LL ) : IF XIII 0 LL THEN XW-XCil+l 
4:560T<l>•Xat 
4570 NEXT I 
4'80RETURH 
EXPONENTIAL RUG 
4600REM 111 EXPONENTIAL RNG ••• 
460:5 CLS: PRINT Ql:S,•EXPONENTIAL RANDOM NUMBERS" 
4'10 PRlllT 912&,•ww you 9nter the ~onenti.! Pu.nwter t..mbdo1 or ttw t1eo111• : KP-192: U••1• t Rt••m• I 00 
Sl1B 600 
4620 IF za-· 1· OR za-·L· THEN zp.•Umbdo1• ELSE ZPs•M9o1n• 
4630 PRINT Q2'6,•£nter •;?P;:IHPUT Mt1 
4'40 IF ZP.-Li.mbdo1• THEN MV•l/MU 
~ FOR I•l TO IM 
4660 Ul•RNDCO> 
4670 xa>- -MU • LOGIUU 
4680 Til>-Xa> 
4690 NEXT I 
4'9' RETURN 
BEMOVWBHQ 
4700 REM • • t B E R JI 0 U L L I R H G t t t 
47lOCLS 
4720 PRIHTQt:S,•BERHOULLI RANDOM HUMBERS 
4730 PRINT 1 lNPUT·WhAt is thlt pratl.t>ility Of 5UCCHI on o1 stngl• m.i•;PS 
4740 FOR I•l TO IH 
47SO X<Il•RNDCO) 
4760 IF XIIJ <• PS THEH xa>-1 ELSE Xll>-o 
4770 NEXT I 
4780RETVRH 
62 
PBOBABILITI DISTRIBUJIONS MENU 
SOOOREM ••• PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS SUBROUTINE 
5010 CLS I PRIHT TABU81"PROBASILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
5020 PRINT:PRtNT: I:.?20 
S030 PRINT"ME?rn:• 
5040 PRINT"lll Norm.U Distribution 
5050 PRINT"l2> Binomi.U D1str1t1uhon 
5060 PRINT"C31 Neg•t1ve Sincmioll D1str1butian 
5070 PRINT"t4> Poisson Distnbuhon 
5080 PRINT"l51 EJ:pcnenholl Distribution 
5090 PRINT"tbl Ch1-Squ•r• 01strlbution 
SlOO PRINT"l71 Student's· t Distribution 
5110 PRINT" IS> F-D1stributicn 
5120 KP.896: JCS:118: GOSUB 500 
5130 ON IO GOSUB oooo,1000,eooo,9000,10000,11000.12000,13000 
5140 IF I0:112 OR I0•3OR10•4OR10•5 THEN RETURN 
S150 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "Proa, < 1. (:11•;PX:"I a •: : PRINT lJSING•e,HH"lFOX 
5160 PRINT "Prao. ( x > •;Px:·> • ·: : PRINT usmG·•.HO"lQOX 
5170 PRINT G9~o.· Run Ag~ er Quit?•:: KP-978: Ls••r•: Rs••q•: GOSUB 600 
5180 CLS : I2•0 : IF za••r• OR ZQ•"R" GOTO 5130ELSE RETURN 
51'° GOTO 1020 
INVERSE DimIBUIIONS MENV 
5200 REM • • • I N V E R S E 0 I 5 T R I B t1 T I 0 N S • • • 
5210 CLS: PRINT TASU:Sl"INVERSE PROBABILITY DlSTRIBUnONS 
:5220 PRINT G192,"MENU:•:PRINT"U> Invers. Harmtll 
:5230 PRINT"C2> Invers. Chi-Sqiu.re 
:5240 PRIHT"C31 Inverse Stuc:t11nt's - t 
~ PRIH'?-141 InverH F 
:5260 PRINT"<SI Inverse Ezpan11nti.U• 
:5270 XP-960 : JCS•5 : GOSUB 500 
:528012-0 
'290 OH IO GOSUlil 14000, 150001 160001 17000, 18000 
S300 IF IO-' GOTO :53:50 
!5310 PRIHT : PRINT "Far Flxl ,. Prob, C X C• x > •"IPR 
:5320 IF Xa-9E36 THEH PRINT •x • infinity• ELSE. IF Xa-9E-~ PRINT •x • - infinity• 
5330 IP XQs9E36 OR XQ•9E-36 TBEN GOTO 53:50 
!5340 PRINT •x • ·1 : IF ABSCXQl)lOOO TREK PRINT INTCXQI ELSE IF ABSCXQl)lOO PRINT usma········;xa EL 
SE IF AEIS(XQ))JO PRINT USINQ•H•.u·;xQ ELSE PRINT USIHG"H.111•;xa 
~PRINT G960,• Run Ag&in or Quit";: U••r•: at••q• I JCp.976: GOSVB 600 
!5360 IF Za--R• OR ia-•r• GOTO :5280ELSE RETVRK 
BOBMAL OJSIRU!VTIOH 
6000REM ••• HORKAL DISTIUBt1TIOK St1BROUTINE 
6010 IF 12•1 GOTO 6070 
6020 CLS:PRINT 920, "NORMAL DlSTRIBUnOH• 
6030 PRDITIPRINT:INPUT•Enter Me;in•;MV 
6040 tHPUT•Enter Vui..,,ca"IVAR 
6050 IF VARC-0 PRINT ... ERROR " •;v AR"IS HOT A v Al.ID v ARIAHCE•:aoTO 6040 














7000REM••• BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION SUBROUTINE••• 
7010 IF 12•1 GOTO 7330 
7020 CLS: PRINT TAS<20l"BIKOMIAL DlSTRISUnON 
7030 PRINT 
7040 PRINT" The normAl samuio for ttw Bl.nomiAl Distribution is K• 
70SO PRINT"aa:lJrrenc:es out of N tnAls where P is thlt praballility • 
7060 PRINT"oi oa1JT'rencl! en • sangle triAl, 
7070 PRINT: lNPUT"Enter N":H 
7080 IF N<:O OR NOINT<N> THEN PRINT"H ERROR H N MUST SE A POSITIVE INTEGER•:GOTO 7070 
7090 INPUT"Enter P"lPB 
7100 IF PS•I THEN PRINT"THE PROBASIUTY OF"lNl"OUT or·;N:·· 1.o·:GOTO Sl70 
7110 IF PB-0 THEN PRINT"THE PROBABILITY OF 0 OUT OF"lNl"• i.o·:aoTO ~t70 
7120 IF PS<O OR PB)l THEN PRINT"tt ERROR H "lPBl"IS NOT A VALID PROBABIUTY":GQTO 70"'' 
7130 IHPUT"Enter ic·;xx 
7140 JC•XK 
71SO IF K<O OR JCOXJC THEN PRIHT"tt ERROR tt IC MVST BE A POSITIVE INTEGER":GOTO 7130 
7160 IF K>N THEN PRINT"THE PROBABILITY OF ·:K;• OUT OF ·nw. O":OOTO ,170 
7170 IF X:-0 OR N•K THEN BC:al : GOTO 7240 
7180 IF tc<O THEN PR-0 : GOTO 7250 
7190 TB•N I BB•IC 
7200 IF H(l20 GOTO 7230 
7210 GOSVB 7740 
7220 GOTO 72SO 
7230 GOSUB 7 430 
7240 PR• BC• PBCJC • U-PBICCN-JC> 
72:50 PRINT : PRINY-Prao, of enctly"lKl"oa:urrenc::H out oPlN:"tri~s • "llPRINT USIHG"•••••••:PR 
7260 PRINT @960,"Do you w~t Cumul•tive Praballility •:; JCP-992 I U••y• I Rt••n• I GOSUB 600 
mo IF %Q••n• OR ZQ•·N· PRINT G960,su:: GOTO 5170 
7280 PRINT: IKPUT"Enter JC•:x:1: 
7290 JC•XIC : IF JON THEN GOTO 7160ELSE IF JC<O OR JCOXJC PRIHT" .. ERROR H JC MUST SE A POSITIVE IK 
TEGER•IGOTO 7280 
7300 IF N<a4' GOTO 7330 
7310 IF'PB>.l AHO PS<.9 AND PB•N)S TBEH PRINT"HORIUL APPROXIMAT'lOH WILL BE vsm· :GOSVB 7'801 
GOT074l0 
7320 IF PB<••l OR PB>•,f TBEH PRDlT"POISSON APROXIMATIOH WILL SE VSED" I GOSUB 76001GOTO7410 
7330 PR-0 
7340 IF JC<O GOTO 7410 
73:50 IP IC >• N THEK PR-1 ; GOTO 7410 
7360 FOR BBaO TO IC 
7370 TB•N I GOSUB 7430 
7380 PR-PR+ SC• PBCBB • U-PBJ[(H-BBJ 
7390 IF PR>•l GOTO 7410 
7400 HEXTBB 
7410IF12•1 RETURH ELSE PRINT I PRIMT•Prab. of":Jt:•ar les• aaiwrenms out DP:>Wtri&ls • •11PRINT U&INO• 
t.tt••SPR 
7420 PRINT I GOTO 7260 
7430 BC-0 I B-0 I BTaO I SS-BB I as-TS-BB 
7440 FOR EII•l TO TB 
74:50 IP SS>aQB GOTO 7'10 
7460 IF SB >• BI THEN B•B + LOG<BI> 
7470 IP QB ) BI GOTO 7~0 
7480 IF OB • BI TREK BC•-B : GOTO 7=o 
7490 BC•BC + LOG<Bl> 
7SOO GOTO 7'SO 
~to IF QB )• Ell TBEK S-B + LOGam 
7'SlO IF SB > BI TBEH GOTO 7'SO 
'm30 IF SB • Bl THEM sc-e 'GOTO ~so 
64 
7540 BCsBC + LOGISJl 




75'10 V AR•IPB • <l - PB> l/H 
7600 NX•IK + .Sl/N 
761012•1 




7060 IF PB<•,l THEN LAM•N•PB ELSE LAM•N•Cl-PBI 
7670 Tl•l 
7680 IF PB(•,l THEN NC•IC ELSE NC•N-K-l 
74'10 I2•l 
7700 GOSUB 9230 
n1012•0 
7720 IF PB>•,9 THEN PR•l-PR 
n30RETURN 
7740 REM • • • NORMAL APPROXIMATION 
7750 IF PB)•,9 AND U-PBl•N<S THEN GOTO 7880 
n60 IF PB<.l AND PB•N<S THEN GOTO 7880 
n10 MU•PS 
neo VAR•IPB. U-PBl>/H 
n'10 HX•IJt+,S>IM 
780012•1 
7810 GOSUB 6000 
7820PR.:fOX 
7830 HX•<K-.Sl/H 




7880 REM •H POISSON APPROXIMATION 
7890 IF PBC•,l THEM I.AM•N•PB ELSE UM•H-<l-PB> 
7900 TI•l 
7910 IF PB<••l TBEK NC•JC ELSE NC•N-JC 
7920 I2•l 
793o GOSVB 9000 
794012•0 
7"° IF PR)•,9 THEM PR•l-PR 
7960RETURN 
HEGAIJVE BINOMIAL DISTRIBmON 
BOOOREM••• NEGATIVE BIMOKIAL SUBROUTUlE ••• 
8010IF12•1 GOTO 8170 
8020 CLS i PRINT TAEIU::5>•HEGA TIVE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 
8030 PRINT : PRINT• The narm.i 1mn&rio far the Neg•tiv• ElinamUl Distribution is• 
8040 PRIHT•probibility of exKtly JC failures prior ta the Rth suc:cau• 
~ PRINT•wtwn th9 probib1lity of SUCCllSS on & 1ingl• tn.i •• p 
8060 PRlllT ; INPUT•Enter i:·;xIC I K•XlC 
8070 IF JC<O OR lCOXK THEN PRINT•ff ERROR H lC MUST EIE A POSITIVE INTEGER•1GOTO 8060 
8080 INPUT'Entar a•;RA 
8090 IF RACO OR RAOINTIRAI THEN PRlHT"H ERROR H R MUST BE A POSmvE IHTEGER•:GOTO 9080 
1100 INPUT•Ent.,- P';PB 
8110 IF PB-0 THEN PRINT·THE PROBABILITY oF•;K;·FAll.URES PRIOR TO·;RA:·succESSES. l.o·:ooTO 5170 
8120 IF PBal THEM PRINT-mE PROBABILITY OF•;JC;•FAILURES PRIOR To·;RA;·succESsES • o.o·:GOTO Sl 70 
8130 IF PB<O OR P8)1 THEN PRmrH ERROR H ·:pe;•1s NOT A VALID PROBABtuTY•:GoTO 8100 
8140 IF JC-0 ANO RA-0 THEN PRINT : PRINT•H• RNnt•r p&nmeters•:GOTO 8060 
81SO IF K•O THEN PR• PBCRA : GOTO 8200 
81M> IF RA•O THEK PR• Cl-PBltJC I GOTO 8200 
6 5 
8170 TS•RA+K-l : BB=IC 
8180 GOSUB 74'30 
8190 PR•BC • PBCRA • U-PB>CIC 
8200 PRINT : PRINT"ProtJ, of euctly";tc:"F.ailur-s prtor to•:RA1•sucmssn• 
8210 PRINT"is equ~ to •::PRINT USING"•·•••••:PR 
8220 PRINT @9,&,0,"0o you want Cumulahv• Prob.t>ihty •;: KP.992: LS-•y•: Rta•n•: GOSUB 600 
8230 IF lQ•"N" OR 'ZQ="n" THEN PRINT @960, au; : GOTO 5170 
8240 PRaO : PRINT : INPUT"Enter K"iXJ:C • 
8250 JC•XJC: IF K<'.O OR KOXK THEN PRINT"" ERROR" IC MUST BE A POSITIVE INTEGER":GOTO 8240 
8260 IF JC-0 AND RA"'O THEN PRINT : PRINT·... Reenter p..ram9t•r":GOTO 8240 
8270 IF K•O THEN PR2 PBCRA: GOTO 8330 
8280 IF RA-0 THEN FOR I•l TO JC: PR:aPR+ll-PB>U I NEXT I GOTO 8330 
8290 FOR ea-o TO IC 
8300 TB•RA + BB - l : GOSUB 74~ 
8310 PR•PR +<BC t PBCRA • U-PBICBBI 
8320HEXTBB 
8330 IF RA•1 IX••1t• : GOTO 8300 
8340 IF RA•2 ZX:a"nd" : GOTO 8300 
~ IF RA•3 tx••rd" ELSE 'ZX•"th" 
8360 PRINT : PRINT "Prob. of"ilCi"or few•r fAilurn prior to tt••tRA: ZXf 1ua:na• 
8370 PRIHT•t1 e~u.&l to ·::PRINT USING" •·••H•:PR 
8380 PRINT: GOTO 8220 
POISSQN DISTJUBVUON 
9000REM ••• POISSOH DISTRIBOTIOM SUBROl7TIHE 
9010 IF 12•1 GOTO 9°'0 
9020 CLS : PRINT T ABl201"POISSON DISTRIBUTION 
9030 PRINT : INPUT"Ent11r Rate <l~d•)"iLAM 
9040 IF LAM<aO PRINT"H ERROR H ENTER A VALtTE ) o•:GOTO 9030 
~ IHPVT"Enter time period m•:n 
9060 IF n<-o PRINT"H ERROR .. ENTER A v ALl7E > o•:oOTO ~ 
9070 IHPUT"Enter number of occurrences•:NC 
9080 IF NC<O OR NCOINTCNCI PRINT•,. ERROR" EKTER A POSITIVE IKTEGER VAJ.UE•:GOTO 9070 
9090 PD-0 
'100 IF NC<•1 GOTO 9140 
9110 FOR PI•2 TO NC 
9120 PD•PD + LOG<PI> 
9130KEXT Pl 
9140 PR-C-LAM•n> + CHC•LOG<LAM•nn - PD "'° PR-EXPIPRI 
9160 IF 12•1 RETURN 
9170 PRINT t PRDff-Proo. of HAd'ly":Nc;•DC:\Jn'.ncn in•m:•tiftw l.W'lits • •;:PRINT l7SIHG••·•••••iPft 
9180 PRINT G9oo,•oa you W¥\t Cumul~tiY• Prob.tlility? ·:: JCP-992 t u-·y": ftta•n•: GOSVS 600 
9190 IF iaa·x· OR za-•n• THEN PRINT @900.au;: GOTO 5170 
9200 PRINT: lNPVT"Enter ntMntler of ocxurr.nc::n•:Nc 
9210 IF NCCO OR NCOINTINCI THEN PRINT•" ERROR H EHTER A i'OSlfivE IKTEGER VAl.VS-;GOTO 9'200 
9220 IF NC-0 TH.EN PR-EXPH.AM•n>:GOTO 9330 
9230PR-O 
9240 FOR I• l TO NC 
92'° PU-0 : PD-o 
9260 FOR PI• l TO I 
9270 PD•PD + LOG<PI> 
9280 NEXT PI 
924iO PU•C-UM•n> + a•LOGlLAM•m> - PD 
9300 PR•PR + EXP<PUl 
9310 NEXT I 
9320 PR•PR + EXPC-LA*n> 
9330 JF I2al TBEH RETURN 
9340 PRlx:t.: PRIHT"Prob. of•;xc:•or few•r omrrwn ... • 
93:50 PRINT"in"m:·ttme "'1its. ·i:PRINT tJSING ········:PR 
9360 PRINT: GOTO 9180 
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EXfONENTIAL DISIRIBUTION 
10000 REM • • • E X P 0 N E N T I A L 0 I S T R I B lJ T I 0 N 5 O' B R 0 U T l H E 
loocr.I CLS; PRINT TAB(201"EXPONENTIAL DISTRIEUTIO!P 
10010 PRINT : PRINT- An exponenh~ distnbution is oft.,, u .. d in & pra.:tiw• I PHIKT -Prab19m to r.preHnt 
ttw distribution of the tune tn.&t elo1Pses" 
1001:5 PRINT"before the occurrena of some eYent. Pt!rho1Ps the most c:ammon• 
10020 PRINT"example is the 'snterarnv~ times ' between renew~s sn .&• 
10030 PRINT"Poisson Process. A part1CJl1.rly nic. fe.&tur• of the exponen-• 
10040 PRINT·ti~ clistnbuhon is its memoryless property. Th.&t is, it is• 
1~ PRINT"not necess.&ry to consider p.&St oc:urrenc.s of .,.. event in orctw• 
10060 PRINT•to C.&lCJl&t• prDb.&bllities for future oCCJrTenc.s of the event,• 
10070 PRINT : PRINT • Press the SPACE BAR to proatec1.•; 
10080 IF INJCEYI 0 • • GOTO 10080 
10090 CLS 
10100 PRINT.NOTE: While the p.&r.n1•t1tn &nd answws Ar9 e:q>rHSed in tenM• 
10110 PRINT"of time, be .&wu• th.&t this ls not the only aintext poHibla," 
10120 PRINT: PRIKT"Tou m.&y use either th• ~onenti~ bte, LAMBDA 11/MEAlU or ttw MEAll9 
10130 JCP.384 t Ll•"l" : Rt••m•: GOSUB 600 
10140 IEP-ZQ 
101:50 PRINT: PRIHT: PRINT-Enter •;:IF IE••t• OR ZE••L• INPUT"LAMEIDA•;l.AM ELSE IHPUT"KEAH"JUK 
10160 IF LAM<=O THEM PRIHT"H ERROR H YOU MUST EllTER A VALUE > o•:GOTO 101:50 
10170 IF IE•"M" OR IE•"m" THEN LAM•l/LAM 
10180 IHPUT•£nter numb•r of time un1ts•:n . 
10190 PRINT: PRINT•Prob. of"lTIJ-ti.me units er leH until the nezt• : PRIHT•oa:urranm is ••;:pJQHT t79IHG••·• 
tt••a-EXP<-LAMSDA•Til ~ 
10200 PRINT I PRINT-Prob. cf more thMl•:n;•time units until ttw nert• : PRIHT"rxawnnm is ••;:PRDIT VSIKQ• 
t.tttt";EXP<-LAMBDA•TU 
10210 PRINT : PRINT·~.aed time until ttw nnt OCCJrnnm is•:tfUMBDA;:PRIKT" tinw Wlits• 
10220 PRIMT G9b0, BU: GOTO ~170 
CRJ - SQVABE DISIRIBVTIOH 
11000 REM • • • C H I - S Q O' A R E D I S T R I B V T I 0 K S U B R 0 V T l H E 
11010 IF 12•1 GOTO 11080 
11020 CLS: PRINT @20, •cm-sau ARE DISTRIBUTION" 
11030 PRINT Gt92,··::1NPUT·F.nt•r Chi-$ctu&r• Statistic x •;ex 
11040 IF CX(-0 PRIN.T"H ERROR H CH1-5QUARE STATlSTIC Mt7ST BE) o·:oaro 11030 
1 lo:50 IF 12•0 THEN PX-CX 
11060 INPUT"Entar Degren of FrNdorn":DF 
11070 IF DF<-O OR DFOINTCDFl THEN PRIHT"H ERROR ff EJlTER ll IHTEGER) O":GOTO 11060 
11080 IF DF>30 GOTO 11290 
11090 DP.1 
11100 FOR I•tKTIDF>TO 2 STEP-2 
11110 DP.DP.I 
l1120 NEXT I 
11130 HP-CXCCINTl<DF+ll/2»•EXPC-CX/2)/0P 
11140 IF DITCDF/2>aDF/2 GOTO 11170 
111:50 fCaSQRl2/CX/3,14U593l 







11230 IF MC<.000001 OOTO 11260 
11240 LC•LC+HC 





11290 NX•CICX/DF>CU/3) - IH2/(9•0Flll>/SQRl2119•DFI> 
11300 MU=O: VAR:J : 12:al 
11310 OOSUB 6000 
11320 RETURN 
SIVDENT's - t DISTRIBUIION 
12000 REM • t t t - 0 I S T R 1 B U T 1 0 N S U B R 0 U T I N E 
12010 IF I2•l QOTO 1:!060 
12020 CLS:PRINT @20,~T-DISTRIEUTION• 
12030 PRINT: PRINT : INPUT"Enter t-Stahsttc x "lTX 
12040 INPUt-Ent11r Degrees of Freedam•:oF 
l20SO IF DF<=O OR DFOINTIDF> THEN PRINT"H ERROR H ENTER AN INTEGER) o•:GOTO 1204f.l 
12060 IF TX<O 13=1 ELSE 132 0 
12070 IF DF>25 GOTO 1:?500 
12080 THETA:aATNIABSITX>ISQRIDFU 




12l30 GOTO 12450 
l2140 IF IHTCDF/2l•DF/2 GOTO 12270 
121:50 IF DF=-3 GOTO 12420 
12160 TS:aO I TP.1 I TC•COSITllETAI 




12210 NEXT I 
12220 TS•TS+COS<THET Al 
12230 AT•.63M198tfrHET A+CSIH<THET A>*TS>I 
12240 FOX•IAT+ll/2 
122:50 QQX•l·FOX 
12260 GOTO 124:50 
12270 IP DF02 GOTO 12320 
12280 AT•SIN<THETM> 
12290 FOX•CAT+ l>/2 
12300 QOXal-FOX 
12310 GOTO 124:50 
12320 TSaO I TP-1 I TCal 








12410 GOTO 12450 




12460 IF 13:aO RETURN 
12470 QOX•FOX 
12480 POX•l-QOX 
12.\90 RETURN . 
12:SOO HX•( TX 1 Cl - ,25/DFl l/SQRU + ~TXC2/DF> 
&2l510 MV-0 I VAR-1 ; 12-1 I GOSUB 6000 
12520 PX•TX 
1~ AT•2•FOX - 1 
12540 RETURN 
68 
F - DISTRIBUTION 
13000 REM • • • F - D I s T RI B u TI 0 N s u ·a R 0 u T J N E 
13010 IF I2•1 QOTO 13110 
13020 CLS: PRINT @20,"F·DISTRIBUTION• 
13030 PRINT @1:!8, .. ;: IHPUT"Enter F-Stahstic :r "lFX 
13040 IF FX<O THEN PRUIT@l28, CHRtl2:S.1>::PRlNT@l28,•f-STATISTIC MUST BE A POSinVE NUMSER"l:FOR I 
•l TO l~OO:NEXTlPRINT CH:?8,CHRt<2,3>::ooro 13030 
13050 INPUT"Enter DegrHS of FrHdom in Numentor"lDN 
13060 IF ON>O AND ON•INT<Dm GOTO 13080 
13070 PRUIT"H ERROR H ENTER AN INTEGER) o•:GOTO 130:50 
13080 INPUT•Enter Degrees of Freedom 111 Denominator"lDD 
13090 IF OD>O AND DD•INTIDO> GOTO 13110 
13100 PRINT"H ERROR H EHTER AN INTEGER > O"lGOTO 13080 
13110 PX•FX : IF FX•O THEN FOX•O : OOX•l : RETURN 
13120 IF ON> 60 AND DO> 60 GOTO 13720 
13130REM •••APPROX, FOR SMALL TO MODERATE p,f, ••• 
13140 lCl•ON I JC2;1DD : PX•FX 
131~ A•ON•FXllDN•FX+DDl : Al•l-A 
l3UO IF Al( lE-37 THEN Al•lE-37 
13170 Dl•DN•.:5 : 02•DD•.:S I 03•01+02-1 
13180 R-o I Sl-0 : 52•0: OL•l : C•,2:5 
13190 XM•l I XlC•l I PI•3,14l:S93 I ICN•DD 
13200 JCM•INTID2>•2 
13210 IF KMOICN GOTO 13390 
13220 XN•D2-l 
13230 IF KH-0 GOTO 13320 
















l3400 IP lCK-0 GOTO 13490 























l3b30 IF Al< 1E-37 THEN Al•lE-37 
13b40 KN•DN 
13~ GOTO 13200 
13660 IF C<l.125 THEN DL•4/PI • ATN<TI 
13670 FOX•XM•<S2-Sll-DL 
13680 IF FCX<O THEN FOX•O 
13690 IF FOX)l THEN FOX•l 
13700 QOX•t-FOX 
13710 RETURN 
l 3720REM ••• APPROX, FOR LARGE O,f, ••• 
13730 NX•l«FXtC1/31'*11-12/(9•DD>Ul-(1:"'(2/C9•0Nl>l1/SQRCC2/19•DNl>+CFXC<2/31l•2/19tDDU 
13740 MU-0: VAR•l : 12•1 




14000 REM • • t I H VE RS E N 0 R K .A L 5 U S R 0 U T I H E 
14010IF12•1 GOTO 14100 
14020 CLS I PRINT @201 •INVERSE NORMAL• 
14030 PRINT : PRL~T I IHPUT•Enter MHn•:Mo 
14040 IHPUT •Enter V~ri-.c:.":VR 
l~ IP VR<-O PRIN'rff ERROR .. ·1vR:·1s NOT A VALID VARlANCE·~GOTO 14040 
14060 IHPUT•Enter Probability <i••• FCxl • Prob, C X <• s I • •;PR 
14070 IF PR-0 TKEX XQa9E-36 ELSE IP PRal XQ"9£+30 
14080 IP PR-o OR PR-l RETVRN 
14090 IF PR<O OR PR) I TBEll PRIHT·H ERROR .. •;PR:•1s HOT A VALID PROB.ABIUTY·:aoTO 14060 
14100 IF PR>.:5 TBEH RL-SQRCLOGU/Ul-PRltWI ELSE RL-SQRILOG< 1/IPRt2m 
14110 XQaRL-((2.:51~l7+C.S02~3• RL>+C.010328• RL C211/I 1 +U .432788•RL>+t, 18'269• RLt21+C.OO 1308• RLt3Ut 
14120 IF PR>•.S TBEH XQ•Mo+CSQJUVR>tXQ> ELSE XQ•MO-<SQRCVR,.XQ> 
14130 RETVRN 
D1VE89E CHI - SQVARE QISTRJBtmOH 
1:5000 REM • t t I R V E RS 2 C B I - S Q U .A R E S t1 B R 0 t1 T I H E 
1:5010 IF 12•1 GOTO 1:5090 
l~ CLS I PRIHT @20,"IHVERSE CHI-SQUARE" 
1~ PRIHT I INPUT"Enter IlegTttH of Freedom•:cF 
1S040 IP DF<-O OR DFOIHTIDF> TBEH PRIXT"ff EJUlOR.. EKTER AH DITEGER) o•:ooro 1~ 
1~ DCPUT •£nt•r Prab.t>ility i,.. PW • Praa. C X <• s I • •;PR 
1'°60 IP PR-0 THEN XQ-0 I R£T11RH 
1S070 IP PR•l TBEH XQ"9E34: RETURN 
1S080 IF PR<O OR PR>1 THEll PRINT ... ERROR.. ·in;·1s HOT A VALID PROSABIUTT•:ooTC l~ 
1:5090 KO-O I VR•t I 12-S : PZ•PR 
15100 IF DF>l GOTO 1~1:50 
15110 PR•.S•U-PU 
15120 QOSOB 14000 
15130 XQaXQt2 I PR-PZ 
15140 RETURH 
lSl'° IF DF>2 GOTO 15180 
15160 X0-2•LOGC1-Pl> 
15170 RETURN 
15180 GOSUB 14000 
15190DQaXQ 
15200 IF DF>C2+IHTl4•ASSIDOm GOTO lS300 
15210 X9•l.~ - .2237368/DF- .01513904/DFti 
15220 X,_X9+<DFt-~ t DC• 1.4713941 + .02607083/DF - .ooe986007/DF[2U 
l:s230 X9•X9 • Cl/DF • DQt2 t t.0001348028 + .01128180/DF + .022n679/DFt2» 
15240 X,_X9 + CDFt-1.:S t OQC3 t c-.008553069 - 10l 1'37•11DF - .01323293/DFCW 
70 
1:5250 X9•X9 + CDFC-2 • DQC4 • C,003t2:S:58 + ,00:5169654/DF - ,0069503'6/DFCW 
15260 X9•X9 • <DFC-2.5 • OQC5 • !-.0008426812 + .0025300l/OF + .001060438/0FC2» 
1:5270 X9•X9 + IOFC-3 • OOC6 • C.00009780499 - .001450117/DF + .001~5326/DFCW 
1:5280 XQ•DF•X9C3 
l~RETURN 
15300 X9•1 - 2/19•0F> + 1-4•00[4 + 16•00L2 -28>1U215•DFC2l 
15310 X9•X9 + C8•0CC6 + 720•CQC4 + 3126•00[2 + 290.-J/<2296~•DFC31 
1'320 XB•00/3 + <- DQC3 + 3•00l/C162•0Fl 
1S330 X8•X8 - 13•00C5 • 40•00(3 + 45•0011t:5832•Dft2> 
15340 XS-XS• 130l•DQC7 - 1517•DOC5 -32769•00[3 - 79349•DQl/(7873200-DFt3> 
1:53:50 XS- SOR<VDF> • xa 
15360 XO•OF • UX8•X91C3l 
15370 RETURN 
n«yERSE- t 
16000 REM • t • I H V E R S E - t S 17 B R 0 17 T I H E 
16010 IF 12•1 GOTO 16090 
16020 CLS l PRINT @16, •INVERSE-t PROBABILITY DISTRIBt7TION• 
16030 PRINT : INPUT-Enter Degrns af Freedam•;OF 
16040 IF OF<-O OR DFOINT'°Fl THEN PRINT•H ERROR H ENTER AK INTEGER) o•:GOTO 16030 
l~ INPUT•Enter Prati.Oility i.e. F<x> • Prati. I X <• x I • •;PR 
16060 IF PR•t THEN XQ•9~ ELSE IF PR-0 Xa-9E-36 
16070 IF PR•l OR PR-0 RETURN 
16080 IF PR<O OR PR>l THEN PRlHT•H ERROR- •;PR;•1s NOT A VALID PROSASILlTY'"lGOTO 160SC> 
16090 HO-O: VR•l: 12•1 
16100 GOSVB 14000 
16110 XC•XQ 
16120 XQll(,2:5 t CXCC3 + XCl>/DF 
16130 XQ:aXQ + Ul/961 • l:S•XCC:S + l6•XCC3 + 3•XCll/DFC2 
16140 XQ•XQ + Ul/384> • 13•XCC7 + 19•XCC:S + 17•XCC3 -1:S•XCll/OFC3 
161:50 XQ•XQ + ((1/921601. 179•XCC9 + n6•XCC7 + 1482•XCCS -1920•XCC3 -94SeXC>UDFr4 
16160 XO- XC + XQ 
16170 IF Cf)3 RETURN 
16180 IF PR. ... °' AHO PR<.95 GOTO 16230 
16190 IF Of)l GOTO l6210ELSE IF PR>.999 OR PR<.001 THEN DELTA•lOOO ELSE DELTA•100 
16200 GOTO 16240 
16210 IF DF•2 AND PR>,99 THEN DELTA•lOO ELSE DELTA •10 
16220 GOTO 16240 
16230 DELTA•t 
16240 IF PIO•.S TBEH TX:aXQ ELSE TX•-XQTX•XQ 
l'2SO IF PR>•.S THEN PE:ioPR ELSE PE•l-PR 
16260 GOSVB 12000 
16270 IF ABS<PE-FOX> >• ,00001 TBEH GOTO l6290ELSE IF PR-PE TBEX XO-TX ELSE XQi9-TX 
16280 RETURK 
16290 IF PE< FOX THEM TX•TX-DELTA 
16300 IF PE< FOX THEN DELTA•DELTA/10 
16310 IF PE < FOX THEN GOTO l62b0 
16320 TX•TX+DELTA 
16330 GOTO 16260 
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IMYERSEF 
17000 REH • • • I H VER 5 E - F S t1BR011 TI KE 
17010 IF 12•1 GOTO 171:50 
17020 CLS : PRINT G 22, •t N V £ R S E - r• 
17030 PRINT : PRINT 
17040 IHPUT•Ent&r Degree• of Frl!!edom in Nunwr .. tor•;DM 
17~ IF ON::>O AND DN•INTIDNI GOTO 17070 
17060 PRINT•n ERROR .. ENTER AN INTEGER > o·:GOTO 17040 
17070 IMPUT•£ntl!!r OegrHs of Freedom in Oenamun .. tar•:oD 
17080 IF 00)0 AND DD•IHTIDDI GOTO 17100 
l 70'10 PRIHT•H ERROR H ENTER AN INTEGER > o•:GOTO 17070 
17100 IHPUT•£nter Prob.ability i.e. Fix>• Prcb. < X <• :z: I• ·:PR 
17110 IF PR<O OR PIDl THEN PRINT• .. ERROR H •:PR;•Is NOT A VALID PROBASIUTY":GOTO 17100 
17120 IF PR>.9tt PRINT •THIS SUBROUTINE DOES NOT C.&l.Cl1LATE QUANTILES CORRESPOHDIMG TO PROS.A. 
BILITIES GREATER THAN ,999•:GOTO 17100 
17130 IF PR•l THEN PR•,9tt9 
17140 IF PR-0 THEN XQ-0 : RETURN 
171:50 IF DH<20 OR DD<20 GOTO 17230 
17160 MO-O I VR•l : 12•1 
17170 OOSUB 14000 
17180 H • 2 • C U/<D0-1> + 1/<DH-11>[-l I 
17190 LM • <XQC2 - 31/6 
17200 WX•<XQ • SQRtH + LMU/B - I U/<DH-1> - l/IDO-U I• < LM + :5/11 - 2113•81 I) 
17210 XQ • EXP<2•WXl 
17220 RETI1RH 
17230 IF OH01AND0001 OR DN•l AND 0:0-1 GOTO 17330 
17240 PH•PR: IF DN•l THEN PR•<t+PRl/2 ELSE PR-1-PR/2 
17Z50 IF CN•l THEN DF•DD ELSE DF•DH 
17260 I2•1 : GOSUB 16000 
17270 XQ•XQ•XQ: IF DDal TBEH X0-1/XQ 
17280 PR•PB 
17290 IF PR>•,tt THEH XQa,994*XQ: GOTO 17320 
17300 IF PR)•,97' AND ON'3 THEN XQ•,m•XQ: GOTO 17320 
17310 IF PR>•.9:5 AND 0103 TBEH XQa,tt~•XQ 
17320 RET'l1RN 
17330 IF PR),999 AND DD-1 THEN XQ~E36 : RETl1RM 
17340 IF PR>•,997 AND DO-lTllEH DELTA•SOOOOO: GOTO 17410 
173:50 IF PR)•,m AND 00-l THEN OELTA•1:5000: GOTO 17410 
17360 IF PR>•,tt AND OD•l nlEH OELTA~OCO: GOTO 17410 
17370 IF PR>•,97:5 AND DC-1 OR PR>•,9tt AHD DD•2 THEN DELT.A.•1000: GOTO 17410 
17380 IP PR>•.9 AND DD•l OR PR>.tt AND DJX:112 OR PR>•,"9 ~ 00<•3 THEM DELTA•lOO : GOTO 17410 
17390 IF PR)a,tt AND 00<•3 THEN DELTA•:50: GOTO 17410 
17400 IP PR)•,97' AUD DD<•2 THEN DELTA8'0 ELSE DELT.A•10 
17410 LL-0 
17420 FX•DELTA. 
17430 I2•l : GOSUB 13000 
17440 IF ABS<PR-FOXK•,00001 THEN XGaFX: RETl1RH 
174SO IF PR< FOX THEN DELTA•DELTA/2: FX•DELT.A: GOTO 17430 
17460 LL•FX : FX•FX+DELTA : UL•FX : GOSUS 13000 
17470 IF ABS<PR-FOXK•,00001 THEll XQsFX : RETl1RH 
17480 CELT.A•<UL-LLl/2 
17490 fX•LL+DELTA 
17:500 GOS11B 13000 
17~10 IF ASS<PR-FOXK•,00001 TREH XO-fX : RETl11Ul 
l~ IF PR> FOX THEN LL•FX ELSE UL•FX 
17SJO GOTO 17480 
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JHVEBSEEXPQNENT!AL 
18000 REM • • • I N V E R S E E X P 0 N E N T I A L S t1 B R 0 17 T I H E 
18010 CLS : PRINT @20,"lNVERSE EXPONENTIAL" 
18020 PRINT : PRINT- Yau m.y either enter the •xi>anential par~er CLAMSDA> or• 
18030 PRINT"the e:rponenhal MEAN U/l~d&>•" 
18040 K'.P.:320 : LS•"l" : R•••m• : GOSUB 600 
l~ZEP.?Q 
18060 IF ?EP-"l" OR ZEP."L• THEN ZEP-"UMBDA" ELSE lEP-"MliN• 
18070 PRINT : PRINT•Enter ":ZEPI 
18080 INPUT LAMBDA 
18090 IF LAM <• 0 THEN PRINT"•• ERROR .. ENTER A VA.Lt7E > o•:GOTO 18070 
18100 PRINT : INPU'r-Enter Prob.tillity i.e. Prob,( T <• t > •";PR 
18110 IF PRaO THEN TI=O: PR•l : GOTO 181b0 
18120 IF PR•l THEN PRINT: PRINT"For Prob, t T <• t > • l.O t • infintty•:RETIJRN 
18130 IF PR<O OR PR>l THEM PRINT"H ERROR .. •;PR:"IS NOT A VALID PROBABIUTT·:ooto 18100 
18140 PB=l-PR 
18150 IF ZEP-•LAMBOA" TI• - LOGCPB>ILAKBDA ELSE TI• - LOGtPB>•u.MBDA 
181b0 PRINT : PRINT"For Prob. I T <• t ) ··:PRI" t ··m 
18170 RETURN 
EBD OE PROGRAM • l 
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10 REM H• M A I H M E N U H• 
20 CLS : PRINT TABQOI "•H MENU u•• 
30 PRINT 
40 PRINT"fll S~l1t Statistics <mu, s1gm., gl, g2> 
50 PRINT"t2> Seven Number Sunvnary 
60 PRIKT"l3l Histogram, Stem.:. Luf, Prcbability Plots 
70 PRINT"l4l Return ta Program Selection Menu 
80 PRINT @645,"NUMEER OF OPTION DESIRED ·:cHRtU23>1CHRtU 7ol:CHRtC12') 
90 ZI•INXEYt : IF ?I=•• GOTO ?OELSE IO=-V ALlll> 
100 PRINT @671,ZI;: FOR l•l TO too: NEXT 
110 IF IO<:l OR 10) 4 THEN PRINT @640,CHRtc253> : PRINT (i640,"H• HOT A V AUD OPI'ION tH•t FOR l•l TO 
1000: NEXT: PRINT @640, CHRtl2531: GOTO 80 
120 OH IO GOSUEI soo, 1000, 2000, 10000 
130 GOTO 10 
140 CLS 
150 PRINT"Optian•;10;•1s not ~pliabl• 1inat only s~l• statistics w•r• 11nt111'1fd.• 
160 PRINT!i9oo,•Press SPACE BAR to r•tum to nwn menu"; 
170 PRINT ~Kurto!Us •"102 
180 IF INltEYtO• • GOTO 180 
190 CLS 
200 GOTO 10 
DISPU,I SAMPLE STATISTICS 
500REM 111 SAMPLE STATISTICS S11BR011TIME 
:no cLS 
:520 PRINT T AE123)"SAMPLE ST ATISTics· 
:530 PRINT IU 92,-sampl• M-.n ··:xe 
:540 PRINT "5.mpl• Vuianat <unbiased ntUNt•> ••:v1 
S:SO PRINT"M,L.E. for Variance ··;v 
:560 PRINT "Std. Deviation ls(\r• roat of s.mpllt var.> ••:SQRCVU 
570 PRINT •suwness •":Gl 
:580 PRINT "Kurtosis •"lG2 
:590 PRINT : PRIHT"NOTE: The unbiilsltd ntim&t• of vui.nm • 
600 PRINT" •;CHRSU231;• i ... SUM IXIU - XbarlC2 I <n-ll ·:cHR•U~W i• UMd in• 
t.10 PRINT" all 1ubseqU1tr1t C&lcul•tlons throughout the P~9••" 
620 PRINT G96o,•PRESs SPACE BAR TO REn1RH TO MADI MENU"; 
~ IF UUCEYt 0 • " GOTO 630 
~RETURH 
SEVEB NtlMBER SVMMJ\RT 
1000 REM 1t1 • S E V E N H 11 M B E R S t1 M M A R T S t1 B R 0 l1 T l N E 
1010 CLS . 
1020 PRINT TA.B<111•s Ev E H H u M e E R s t1 M M A Ry• 
1030 MD•INT<~•<IH+rn: QD•INTC.:S•<MD+Ul: ED•INT<.:S•IQD+rn 
10~0 IF IN/2•INTIIN/2) THEN M•,S•<Y<MDl+YIMD+lll ELSE M•TlMD> 
l~ IF QDa~•IMD+ll THEN QL•YICD> : CU=YlIN-00+11 : GOTO 1070 
1060 QL•~IT<DD>+YIQD+ll>: QU•.S•IY<I?l-OD>+YUN-QD+l>I 
1070 IF ED•·:S•IQD+U THEN EL•T<ED> : EU•YUH-ED+l> : GOTO 1090 
1080 EL•~tlT<EO>+YIED+ll>: EU•,:S•«YIIN-ED>+Y<IH-ED+lll 
1090 TV•K: GOSUB 12SO: PRINT 9146,•MEDIAM • •;: PRUlT USING Pt;M; 
UOO PRIHT @237, "MEASURES OF•; 
1110 PRIHT@267,"LOWER MUN OPPER SJCEWNESS• 
111::1PRINT9331,"-- • 
1120 PRINT @384,"QUARTER:•: TV:aOL: GOSUB 12'0: PRINT Q39•:•;:PRIHT USIHG Pt;QL; 
1130 TV•~tlQL+QOI: GOSUB 12~0 : ·PRINT (i4o:s,••;:PRIKT USING PS: TVI 
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1140 TVaQU : GOSUB 12'50: PRINT @4lo,••::PRINT USING PS;au: 
11:50 TV• l.5•(QU+QL) - Ml/(QU-QL) : oosue 1:50: PRINT @431,··::PRINT USING Pt:TVi 
115:5 PRINT G512,"EIGTH:•:: TV=EL: CiOSUB 1250: PRINT G5U,••::PRINT USING PtlEL: 
1160 TV•,5•<£L+EUl: GOSUB 1250: PRINT @53:J,••::PRINT USING PtiTVl 
1165 TV:aElJ : GOSUB 12~0 : PRINT @544, ••::PRINT USIHG PS;EUl 
1170 TV•<.5•<EL+EU> - M>ltEU-EL>: GOSUB 1250: PRINT @559,••;:pRilfT USING PS;TV; 
1175 PRINT @040,"EXTREME:·:: TV•Y(l): GOSUB 1:?50: PRINT @650,••;:PRINT USING PS: Tern 
1180 TV•.5•1Ylll+YUNJI: GOSUB 1:?50: PRINT @661,""i:PRINT USING PS;TVl 
ll90 TV•Y<IN>: GOSUB 1250: PRINT @o72•"::PRINT USING PS;Ya!UI 
1200 TV•<,5•<YCIN>+YUI> - Ml/CYIINl-Y(1lJ: GOSUB 1250: PRINT Qbat,••;:PRIHT USING PtiTV 
1210 PRINT @896,"Press SPACE BAR when reoidy ta return ta progr~ menu•: 
1220 IF INKEYtO" • THEN 1220 
1230 RETURN 
l~ HBaABS<TVI 
125:5 Pt•<11·········: Plt(2)a········: Plt<3>-"••·····: Pttm·········: Pttc:n········: PlS<6>-·•··· 
ttet• 
1260 IF HB)•,0001 AND HB<t OR HB•O THEN Pt-Pl SUI; RETURH 
1270 IF HB>•l AND HB<lO THEN PS•PltC21: RETURN 
1280 IF HB>•lO AHD HB<lOO THEN Pt•PU<31 : RETtTRH 
12'0 IF HB)•lOO AHD HB<lOOO THEN Pt•Ptsm : RETURN 
1300 IF HB>•lOOO AND HBCIOOOO THEN Pt-PlS<5>: RETUIUI 
1310 Pl•P11<6): RETURN 
MQY OF DATA pt,OTS 
2000REK •••DATA ?LOTS SUBROUTINE 
2010CLS 
2020 PRINT T ABC23J•D A T A P L 0 T s• 
2030 PRINT : PRINT 
2040 PRINT "MENU:•: PRINT• U> Histogr.m 
2~ PRINT• C2> StllfTI fr Leaf Plot 
2060 OC:aCI 
2070 PRINT• 13> Narmal Prob.tiility Plot 
2080 PRINT" 14> E%i>onentia1 Prab.01lity Plot 
2090 PRINT G64'1"HUMBER OF OPTION DESIRED •;CHRtll23>tC&mU76>;CRRtU2S> 
2100 ZI•INlCEYI : IF %1•"" GOTO 2100ELSE IO•VAL<ll> 
2110 PRINT 1)671,ZI:: FOR I•l TO 100 : NEXT 
2120 IF IO<l OR I0>4 PRINT@640, CHRSl250>;: PRUIT 964(),••H NOT A VAUD OPTIOJI ... •;:FOR l•l TO 10001 
MEXT : PRINT @640,CHRS<2'3) ; GOTO 2090 
2130 IF 10>•3 GOTO 2100 
2140 PRINT @640,"Min Value •"iYU>;• Mu: v..w. ··rccnu:PJUNT- ~ 11•;TaJl>-T<l> 
2150 PRINT: PRINT" AFTER VIEWING•;: IF 10-1 ~RL'lT"BlSTQGRAM•; ELSE PRIHr!TEM f& I.UP; 
2160 PRINT• PRESS Sk"'ACE BAR TO CONTINUE"; 
2170 !F IN<•SO OR 10•2 THEN FOR I•l TO 2000; MEXT 
2180 SC•10CIIXt<LOG<T<IN>-YUU/LOGl10t» 
2190·NB-O : CI•l 
2200 OR IO GOSUB 3000, 4000, '°°°• 6000 
2210 RETVlUl 
BJSIOQBAM 
3000REK •••HISTOGRAM SUBROUTINE 
3010 HBll() 
3020 IF SCCl THEN GF•IMTIYU>/SC> ELSE GF•JHTIYCU/IXT<SCI> 
3030 IF SC<l GOTO 3060 
3040 IF GF + NB-Cl < INTCT<IHlllHT<SCU + lE-6 AlU) NB <• 15 TBEX HB-M!t+l I GOTO 3040 
~GOT03070 
3060 IF GF +NB-CI< IIllT<YIIN>ISC> + lE-6> .um MB<• lS TBEll HB-NB+l : GOTO 3060 
3070 PC•NB/15: IF PC>l THEN CI-Cl+l : NB-o: GOTO 3020 
3080 IF BFSO-OJI• AND PCCl/3 THEM CI-CI/2 I MBsQ : GOTO 3020 
3090 ll•l 
3100 FOR I•l TO HB : Nia>aO 
3110 FOR .r:on TO DI: IF Y<J>ISC < I•Cl + INTCTU>/SCl - lE-6 TBEll Hia>•NI<I>+1 ELSE n..r: GOTO 3130 
·3120 NEXT ;; 
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3130 IF II > IN GOTO 3150 
3140 NEXT I 
31~ MN-0 : FOR I•l TO NB : IF mm> MH THEN MK•HI(I) 
31b0 NEXT I 
3170 IF MN< 11 THEN VS•.25: GOTO 3200 
3180 IF MN< 22 THEN VS=.5: GOTO 3200 
3190 IF MN<:• 45 THEN VS•l ELSE VS•INT<MH/451+1 
3200 IF SC < l GOTO 32o0 
3210 CLS : CN:aINTtYU llIHTISCll : FOR I-0 TO 4•<HB> STEP 4 
3220 THsCH-INTlCNI: IF TN:sO OR TN•.5 THEN PRINT G961+I, ex: 
3230 CNaCH+CI 
3240 IF CNISC ) 15•CI + INTCT<1>/SCI GOTO 3310 
~GOT03300 
32b0 CLS : CN•INTCTU I/SCI : FOR I • O TO 4•NB STEP 4 
3270 TK:aCN-IHTICHI : IF TN=O OR TH:a,5 TBEH PRINT G961+1. CN: 
3290 CN=CN+CI 
3290 REM IF CH > 15•CI + INTCYlWSCI GOTO 1882 
3300 NEXT I 
3310 IF V~•l THEN LN•2 ELSE LN•O 
3320 FOR I::aO TO 14 
3330 IF VS)•l THEN PRINT G896-I•64, MIDl<STRllVS•UU,:L,J1+•-•;: LN,,.LN+3: GOTO 3370 
3340 IF I•2 THEN JC:a2 ELSE IF I•o THEN JC:a5 ELSE IF I•10 THEN IC•8 ELSE IF 1•14 THEN X•U 
~ IF vs .. .:; THEN JC:2•1C 
3360 IF Ia2 OR I"'6OR1•10 OR I•l4 TREH PRINT Qe96-Ieb4,MIDSCSTRt<X>.2,2>+•-•: 
3370 NEXT I 
3380 Xl•9: FOR I•l TO NS : IF Nl<l>-0 GOTO 3440 
3390 J"(1•HI<I>JVS - 1 : EC•NJU>/VS-Jl1 : IF EC<~ THEN GOTO 3410 
3400 IF VS>2 THEH 317-JU+l 
3410 FOR JaO TO JU: Yl-44-J: IF Yl<O THEN Yl-0 
3420 SETIX1,Yl>: SETCXl-1,Yl>: SET<Xl-2,Yl>: SETIX1+2,T1>: SETIX1+1,T1> I SET<Xl-3,Yl>: IF X1<124 TBEH S 
ETIX1+3,YU 
3430 NEXT J 
3440 Xl•Xl•8: NEXT I 
34:50 IF SCOl THEH PRINT@38,•Actu.1 V&lL19s are"lVAL<STRtCSC»;: PRIHT 9102,•ttmn harinnt&l v&b•s•; 
3460 IF IHKEYI 0 • • GOTO 34b0 
3470 CLS : PRIHT•OPTIONS:• : PRIHT• U> R•turn to Menu• : PRINT• <2> Redraw Histogram with l&rg.,. cl&H in 
t.,.,&l•: IF HB<•7 PRINT• 131 Redraw wi.th sm&ller cl&H interv..t• 
3480 :PRINT @453,"NUMBER OF OPTION DESIRED "lCHRSU23>:CHRtU 7b>ICHRIU2'> 
3490 ll•IHJCETt : IF ?I,,.•• GOTO 3490ELSE I~V ALtzU 
3'00 PRINT G479,ZI:: FOR I•l TO 100 : NEXT 
~10 IF NB>7 THEN Il1•2 ELSE 111•3 
~20 IP IO<l CR IO>IU PRINT @448,CHRtl2531 : PRINT (14481·•~ HOT A. V AUD OPTIOH H••: FOR 1•1 TO 100 
0 f REXT: PRIHT G448,CHRt12~3>: GOTO 3480 
J:S30 IF 10•2 THEN BFt:oi•oN• ELSE BFS•"OFr 
3540 IF IO•l THEN RETURN ELSE IF I~2 THEN Cia2•CI ELSE CI..CI/2 
~ CLS: PRINT•AYrER VIEWING HISTOGRAM, PRESS SPACE :SA.R TO COKTINVE•; 
3560 HB-0 : GOTO 3020 
!ITEM i LEAF 
4000REM ••• STEM ft LEAF SUBROl1TIHE ••• 
4010 CLS : IF scot THEN PRINT-ACTUAL v ALUES ARE";sc:·TIMES THOSE SHOWH· 
4020 SP*INTfYUl/SC+lE-o> 
4030 IF SP<O THEH SP.SP-Cl 
4040 EP-INTrTllHllSC> + CI 
40SO IF ABSIEP-SP>ICI<•3 THEN CI-C:l/2 : GOTO 4010 
406016-o: JC•l : tpa•• 
4070 FOR CO-SP TO EP STEP Cl 
4080 IF CO< 0 THEN CJ=INTIC0._.1 ELSE CJ'•UlTICO> 
4090 IF CJ • 0 AND CO< 0 GOTO 4120 
4100 PRINT USING•+•••:cJ'; : PRINT CHRtl124H 
4110 GOTO 4130 
4120 PRINT• -O"lCHRt<1241l 
"4f301FOR J'•JC TO IN 
4140 IF YIU 0 INTl TUI I GOTO 4170 
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41'0 IF YUi/SC > C:O+CI GOTO 4350 
4160 GOTO 4l80 
4170 IF Y<l>tSC + lE-o >•CO +CI THEN GOTO 4~ 
4180 IF Y<J'> )• 0 GOTO 4230 
4190 IF YIJ') <> INT IY<Jll GOTO 4230 
4200 IF Y<J'>ISC - .001 <• CO+l AND Y<J>ISC ) CO - CI+ 1.001 THEN SL•ClO•CY<J'>ISC - IHTCTQ'>ISC+lE-61U ELS 
EGOTO 4310 
4210 IF 16•0 THEN lo•l 
4220 GOTO 42SO 
4230 IF YCJ')/SC+lE-6 )•CO A.HD YCJ'l/SC+IE-6 < CO+CI TBEJI SL•UO•CYCJ'l/SC -INTCT<Jl/SC+lE-6U >ELSE GOT 
0 4310 
4240IF16-0 THEN Io•l 
42'0 IF TIJ><O AND SL 0 O THEN SL•lO-SL 
4260 %SaMIDst STHSISL> ,2,11 
4270 IF IS•· •• THEN zs-·o· 
4280 IF COCO THEN IP.IS + ZP ELSE IPaIP+IS 
42'° JCaJC+l : IF JC> IN THEN J'C•IH 
4300 GOTO 4330 
4310 IF Ibal THEH I6a2 
4320 IF 16•2 GOTO 4~ 
4330 NEXT J 
434016-0 
43SO PRINT IP : 21~•·• : 16-0 : NEXT CO 
4360 PRINT(i960,"PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE•; 
4370 IF IHKEYI 0 • • GOTO 4370 
4380 IF ABSC<EP-SPl/Cl»& THEN RETURN ELSE CLSZ PRIHT•Oo ycu wmt ta SH tlw St1tm ' 1.uf with & smMler 
Cius Interv&l• • 
4390 PRINT Gl97,CHRIU23W Tar N •;cHRIC12'>:· ·:cHRtU23>;CHRtCl76J;CBRIC12') 
4400 ll•INlCEYt : IF zt••• GOTO 4400ELSE PRINT G210,II;: FOR I•l TO 100 : NEXT 
4410 IF U••y• OR zta•y• THEN CI=Cl/2: GOTO 4000 
4420 IF uo•n• AND uo·N· THEN GOTO 43'0 
4430 RE'l11RK 
MOBMAL PROBABILITT PLOT 
:5000REM ••• NORMAL PROSABILITT PLOT St7SROUTIHE 
'°10 CLS 
'°20 PRINT•NORMAL PROBABILITY PLOT OF:• 
5030 PRINT" (l) Every d&t& paint 
'°40 PRINT" 12> Every ether d&t• point 
:5CX50 PRINT• 13) Every Nth d&t& paint 
:5060 PRINT @64,,"NUMSER OF OPTION DESIREO "lCHRt<123>:CHRtU76>:Cl!RtU2'> 
'°70 D•INltETt : IF Its•• GOTO '°70ELSE IQaVAL<ll> 
soeo PRINT (i671,u:: FOR I•l TO 100: NEXT 
S090 IP 10<1 OR I0:>3 TBEN PRINT @640, CHRt~>:: PRIXT (i6-40,·•- HOT 4 VALID OPTIOR _..U FOR I•t TO 
10001 NEXT : PRINT 9640, CHRSl250>:: GOTO ~ 
!5100 IF 10•1 OR IQa2 S•IO : GOTO 5120 
:suo PRINT 9709,••::INPUT"Ent•r x·;.r 
:5120 CLS I PRINT 904,•+3 -•: 
:5130 PRINT @192,"+2 -•: 
S140 PRINT @320,"+l -•: 
51'° PRIHT @...a,• o -•: 
5160 PRINT QS76,•-1 -•; 
5170 PRINT @704,•-2 -•; 
Sl80 PRINT @832,•-3 -•: 
5190 FOR I•l TO 43 
5200 SET ~.I> 
S2U'INEXTI 
mo FOR 18' TO l~ 
S230 SET<I,43> 
'2~HEXT I 
S~ PRINT 920,•HORMAL PROSASILlTY PLOT•; 
5260 SP.INTCYU»: IF TaN> •INT IYIIN» TREK EPaY<DU ELSE EPaINTCT<DD>+t 
S:70 PRINT 9962, SP: 
5280 I• INT< LOG<ABS1£P>l/LOG<lO> > 
77 
~290 PRlNT @lO:t l-1, Sl'tttc~ll 
5300 RG• £P - SP 
'310 MP. SP+ R0/2 : IF MP>lO THEN MP-INTCMPl 
'320 PRINT @990 - INTCI/2l, MP; 
:5330 12• l : MO=O : VRa 1 
5340 FOR I• l TO IH+l STEP J 
53:50 IF DIN THEN I•IN 
'360 OV• 125 - INTC CEP - T!l>l/RG • 120) 
'370 PR• I/!IN+ll 
~GOSOB7000 
'390 IF XQ < 0 GOTO 5420 
'400 DW • 22 - INT< !XQ/3") • 22 I 
'410 GOTO 5430 
'420 OW• 22 + INT C CABSCXQJ/3.5) • 22> 
'430 SETCOV ,OW> 
'440 IF I•IN GOTO 5460 , 
54~ NEXT I 
'460 IF INKEYt O • • GOTO 5460 
'470 RETURN 
EXPONENTIAL PRQBABILIII PLQT 
6000REM ••• EXPONENTIAL PROBABILITY PLOT ••• 
6010 CLS 
6020 PRINT @64, "6 -• 
6030 PRINT@l92t'5-• 
6040 PRINT @320, "4 -· 
~ PRINT @448,•3 -· 
6060 PRINT G576,"2 -· 
6070 PRINT @704,•1 -• 
M>80 PRINT @832,•o• 
6090 FOR I•l TO 39 
6100 SETC3,I> 
6110 NEXT I 
6120 PRINT G83',5TRINGIC60,•.•1: 
6130 PRINT Q20,"EXPONENTIAL PROBABILITY PI.Or: 
6140 CI•YCINl/20 
U~ HS• 10 C <INT !LOG!CI•15>1LOGUO» -U 
6160 Cl• INT CCI/HS> + 1 
6170 FOR l•O TO 19 
6180 %H-sTRt1Cl•<I+lU 
61901F CI•<I+11 >•100 AND INTCI/2) • I/2 GOTO 6210 
6200 PRINT @898+I•3,UU 
6210 NEXT I 
mo PRINT @990, ·x·; 
6230 IF HS • 1 THEN GOTO 6240ELSE PRINT • ••:BS: 
624010-0 
62:50 IX•IM 
6260 FOR 1•20 TO l STEP -1 
6270 IF Yax>) hChHS THEN IG•IG+1 : IX•IX-1 : GOTO 6270 
6280 IP IG-0 OR IG•IH GOTO 6320 
62900V•l•6 
6300 DW• 40 - INT<-LOGCIG/<IH+l» • 6) 
6310 SET COV,DWt 
.:J20 IH•IG 
~NEXTI 
b340 PRINT 9133,"Pr•ss SPACE BAR to continue•; 





7000 REM • • • I N V E R 5 E N 0 R M A L S U S R 0 17 T I N E 
7010 IF PR•.5 THEN XO•MO: RETURN 
7020 C 1:o2,5l5517 : C 22 .802853 : C3•,010328 : C 4,. l • : C5• l ,432789 : C 6•.1 ~69 : C7• .oo l 308 
7030 IF P'R),5 THEN RL2 SORU.OGIC4/<!C4-PmitCC4-PR.lm ELSE RL•SQR<LOGIC4/IPR•PRl>I 
7040 XO-RL-ICC1+<C2•RL>+IC3•RL•RL))/IC4+CC5•RL>+CC6•RL•RLl+IC7•RL•RL•RL»> 
70SO IF PR)~ XQ•MO+CSQRIVR>•XQI ELSE XQ•MO-tSQRlvm.Xa> 
7060 RE'1VRH 
PRQGRAM §ELECTION MENV 
10000 REM • • • p R a G R A K s E L E c T l a N M £ H 17 ••• 
lOOlOCLS 
10020 PRINT TAS120J•PROGRAM SELECTION MENU• 
10030 PRINT G12&,••i Data I/O, Transform.aticins, Prob. ft Inv. Proa. Dlstrtbutigns•lPRIHT 
10040 PRINT••2 S.mc>le Stat's, 7-Num-Sum, Plcts•:PRINT 
l~ PRINT••3 Parametnc Tnts of Hypcthesn & Confidena Intervats•:PRIHT 
10060 PRINT•M Robust Estimatn and Confidence Intl!rvats•:PRINT 
10070 PRINT•., Multipl• Linear bgtl!SSiCltl•:PRINT 
10000 PRINT•t6 Analysis of Varian~· 
10090 PRINT @9oo,•Nt1MB£R OF PROGRAM DESIRED •;CHRIU231lCHRIU 76HC:HRIU2S> 
10100 ll•INlCEYI: IF u-·· GOTO 10100ELSE I~VALaI> 
10110 PRINT @'127,ZI;: FOR I•l TO 100: NEXT 
10120 IF IO<l OR I0)6 THEN PRINT @896,C:HRll253>::PRIHT ()896, ••ff NOT A V AUD OPrIOR ... •;: FOR 1•1 T 
0 1000: NEXT: PRINT@896,CHRtc253>t: GOTO 10090 
10130 IF IOa2 GOTO 10 
10140 IF IO•l THEN ?T••t•: GOTO 10160 
101~ IF IOa3 UR I0•4 TR:EN ?T=•2• ELSE ?T••J• 
10160 CLS:PRIHT"INSERT TAPE 1•;rr:" INTO ESF-eo AND PRESS SPACE BAR• 
10170 IF IHICEYI 0 •"GOTO 10170 
10180IF10-l OR I0•3 OR I0-5 THEN IO•l ELSE IOa2 
10190 GLCAD IO 
EID OF PRQGRAM 12 
79 
lO REM •H M A I N M E N U H• 
20 U-CHR5C1231 : Rf=CHR5U25> : BU•CHRt~21 
30 CLS ; PRINT T AB<201 "•H M E N U .... : PRINT 
40 PRINT"TESTS OF HYPOTHESES & CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR DATA ASSUMED!• 
SO PRINT @:?5o,• <ll Norm.i <or Cantr&l Limit Th.orem ,\tlplles> 
60 PRINT• t2> Exponent1Al 
70 PRINT" <3> Bernoulli 
80 PRINT: PRINT"OTHER OP?'IONS:• 
90 PRINT: PRINT" C41 Input Summuy Sti1.tistia 
100 PRINT" 151 Return to Program Selection Menu 
UO JPa696 : KS•5 : GOSUB 760 
120 IF I0•2 AND XBC:O GOTO 150ELSE IF 10•3 AHO XEl<D OR I0•3 AHO XEDl GOTO 1SO 
130 ON IO GOSUEI 1000, 4000, 6000, JOO, 22000 
140GOTO 10 
lSOCLS 
160 IF I0-2 THEH PRINT"EXPOHENTIAL PARAMETERS MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO": PRINT: PRINT"THE 
SAMPLE MEAN. · ;xs:·AND THEREFORE DOES NOT CORRESPOND TO •• : PRINT·EXPONE:NTIAL POPOUnOM 
•:ooTO 180 • 
170 PRINT"THE SAMPLE MEAN FROM A BERNOULLI POPVLA noN MUST BE A NUMBER BETWEEN 0 ' 1 ·: PR 
Dn': PRINT"THE SAMPLE MEAN. ·;xs:·AND THEREFORE DOES NOT CORRESPOND TO A· : PRINT"EIERNOULL 
I POPVLA TION" 
190 PRINT@896,"PRESS SPACE EIAR TO R£TtJ'RH TO MADI MENl7" 
190 IF INKEYto• • GOTO 190 
200GOTO 10 
IHrn SVMMART STATISTICS 
300REM ••• INPUT SUMMARY STATISTICS ••• 
3lOCLS: 14-t 
320 PRINT TAB(201"1NPUT SUMMARY ST A nmcs• 
330 PRINT Gl28," If summi1.ry sti1.tistics uw 11ntered then ..iy di1.ti1. which wu prwviausly «ttwrwd And All~ 
le statistics e.alall•ted for such di1.ti1. will b• cl-.ired.• 
340 PRINT : PRINT• Do you wish to proalld'?" 
3'0 Tssa•y• : T2S•"N" : .TP-448: GOSUB 710 
360 IF lQ••n• OR %D••N• TREK I4a0 : RETURN 
370 CLS: PRINT"CUARING DATA ••• • 
380 FOR I • l TO 200 : TUP-0 : XII>-0 l NEXT : IK-0 : Vl-0 : V-0 : XB-0 : CLS 
390 PRINT TAB<20l•INPUT SUMMARY STATimCS" 
400 PRINT : IHPt7T"Enter 5~111 Siie":IN : PRIKT @128, BU 
410 PRINT @128,•Is data .ssumed·to be from .an Exponwntl&l f'apul•tion ?-
420 Tt .. •y• : T2t• •N• : J'P.256 : GOSUB 710: IF IQ••n" O.R %Q••N• GOTO 500 
430 PRINT @128, BU : PRINT @12a,•wi11 you wnter the MEAH or th• EJ:ponenti.&l Parameter LAMBDA?• 
440 Tt .. •M• : T21•"L • : GOSUB 710 
4SO PRlHT @128, BLt: PRINT BL•: PR1HT Ql28,•Entwr •;:IF ia-•m• OR za-•K• PRINT "MHn"; ELSE PRINT "La 
mbda•1 
460 IKPUT XB: IF XB<-O THEH PRINT Q~4, .... ERROR ... EXPONENTIAL PARAMETERS MUST SE GREATER 
THAM IERO"lGOTO 450 
470 IF za-·1· OR IQ•"L. THEN X~l/XB 
480 Vl•XEl•XB I V•Vl 
80 
490 RETURN 
~o PRINT CH28, BU : PRINT Gl:?S,"Is the HmPl• Hsumed ta be from A BemauW PcpulAticin?-
510 JP..~6: Ttt:a"Y" : T:!t••N• : OOSOB 710 
520 IF ?Q•"n" OR ?02 "N" GOTO %0 
:530 PRINT CH28, BU: PRINT BU: PRINT @128,"Entitr the number af occurrencH aut af•:Df19triA1s"::lNPUT XB 
540 IF XB<O OR XIDIN GOTO 550ELSE IF XBOINTCXBl GOTO 5SOELSE XB•XB/IH: Vl•XB•H-XB>: V:aVl ; RET 
t1RH 
5!50 PRINT @128, BU: PRINT G64, "•H ERROR n• ENTER AN INTEGER FROM 0 TO "llH I GOTO '30 
560 PRINT @128, BU: PRINT BU: PRINT G\18,"Enter S.mpl• MHn"lllNPUT XB 
570 PRINT G256,"0a you w.,,t ta •nter S.mpl• VARIANCE ar STD. DEVIATION?• 
seo JP.320: TU•"V" : n•··o·: GOSUB 710 
590 PRINT @2~, BU : PRINT BU 
~IF ?Q•"v" OR ZQ=·v· PRINT @256,"Ent•r S~l• Vui.nce•::IHPUT Vl : V•tUN-11/lN>•Vl : RETURN 
410 PRJNT@256,"Ent•r Std. D•viAtian"UlNPUT Vl: Vl•VteVl: V•lllH-1>/lNl•Vl: R£Tt1RN 
omON SELECTION 
700 REM • • • 0 P T I 0 H S E L E C T I 0 K • • • 
710 PRINT @JP+:S,U;• •rru;• or •;nt;• •:as;• •;u;CHRtU74llRt 
720 lQ•INKEYt : IF za··· GOTO 720 
730 PRINT G.TP+18, ZQ : FOR IJ•l TO 100 : NEXT 
740 IF 1QOTU AND 1QOCHRllASCIT1f>+32> AHD ZOOTlt AMO 1QOCBRttASC<T2S1+32l TBEK GOTO 710 
7:50 RETURN 
76.0 PRINT QJP+S,•NUMBER OF OPTION DESIRED •;U:CHRtH7411RI 
no ll•INKEY• : IF U··· GOTO noELSE IO•VAL!lll 
780 PRINT GJP+31, ZIZ : FOR I•l TO 100 : NEXT 
790 IF IOCl OR IO>ICS THEK PRINT GJP, BU: PRINT (JJP,•H• NOT A VAUD OPTION •H•;t FOR I•l TO 1000 I 
HEXT : PRINT GJP, BLS : GOTO 700 
800RETUM 
KEHV OF TESTS FOR NORMAL DATA 
I 
1000 REM • • • K E H 11 0 F T E S T S F Q R C A T A F R 0 M H 0 R M A L D I S T R I S t7 T I 0 K • 
•• 
1010 CLS: PRIKT"DATA ENTERED IS ASSUMED TO SE NORMAL 
1020 PRINT I PRINT•MENlJ:• 
1030 PRINT• CU THt Hypothesis Canatming the M•M1 
1040 PRINT• 12> Test H}'l)athesis Conatming ttw 'VAnmc:a 
1050 PRINT• C3> Confidena Int•rvAl far the M•.n 
1060 PRINT" t4l Canfldenm Int.rvAl for the 
0
Vui&ne9 
1070 .T"P-040: C-4: GOSlJll 700 
1080 OR to GOSUB 1100, 2000, 3000, 3300 
1090 RE'Tt7RH 
Hn'OlJIESE9 CONCiRNJNG THi HEAN 
1100 REM • • • II T P 0 T H E S E S C 0 K C E R H I M G M E A H • • • 
1110 CLS 
1120 PR1HT QM,"BYPQTBESlSI NVLL ALTEUIATIVE• I PRINT 
U30 PRINT• Ill mu • spec:ifilld vAlu. mu •/• 1pedfi9d vAlu• 
1140 PRINT• t2l mu <• spedfied vAlUlt mu > specified valutl 
11:50 PRIHr t3J mu>• sped.filld vAlu• mu < speafllld v&lum 
1160 .T"P-040 I ES•3: GOSt1B 71>0 
1170 CLS : PRIHT"I1 the vui~ known?• 
1180 JP-44 I Tts••y• : T:?t••H• ; GOSUB 710 
1190 ll' %Q•"n" OR 1Qa"R• GOTO 12'0 
1200 PRIHT"Da yau w.nt ta •tn VARIANCE or STD. OEVlinON?-
1210 J'Pa1'2: T1t••v• I T21•"0- I GOSUB 7101 ZV•ZQ 
1220 PRIKT"Ent., ·: : IF 7.V ... V. OR %Vattv• PRINT ·v ARUKCE"I ELSE PRDl'rSTD. DEvunoH·: 
81 
1230 INPUT AV 
1240 IF 'ZV••c• OR ?V•"d• .AV•AV•AV 
1~ CLS: IHP11T•Enter the Yalu• t~t the meAn is hypothesized to be•:Ml 
12b0 IF za-·N· OR 'ZQ••n• GOTO 1400El.SE OH IO GOStra 12801 14801 1b30 
1270 RETURN 
HULL HYPOTHESIS 1 
1280 REH • • • K t1 L L H Y P 0 T ll E S I S 1 • • • 
1290 T%•t SDRaN> • tXB - Ml> )/SQR<A V> 
1300 PRINT : PRINT·THt Statistic ··m 
1310 NX•ABSm>: VAR•l : Mt1a0I12•1 : GOSl7S 10000 
1320 PIUNT"P-V~u• • •:21aox 
1330 PRINT: INPUT"Enter Desired AlphA Leve1•;AL 
1340 IF ALCO OR AJ.)1 THEN PRINT" ... ERROR H• ENTER A VALUE BETNEEH 0 ii l•:GOTO 1330 
13:50 PRINT I PRINT•For Alph.a ••;AL: 
1360 IF AL<t2•QOX) THEN PRINT• .u:upt•J ELSE PRINT- rejeet"f 
1370 PRINT" the hypcthHis th.at the true meAn •"fMl 
1380 PRlNT"-ys- tn. Alternative hypcthni• th.at tru. meAn •/••:MI 
1390 GOTO l 4SO 
1400 OK 10 GOSUB 14101 1!5901 17SO: RET17RH 
1410 Ti-< SQR<IH> • tXB - M?J >ISDRlVU 
1420 PRINT I PRINT•Test St.ati1tic. ·m 
1430 TX•ABSm> I DF•IH-l I 12•1 I GOSl7S 1~ 
1440 GOTO 1320 
14!50 PRINT (i9601"Prn• SPACE BAR when reildy to return to Nin menu"f 
1460 IF IHXETt 0 ••GOTO 1400 
1470 RETt1lUI 
HULL HJPOIHESIS 2 
1480 REM • • • II U L L B 1 P 0 T JI E S I 9 2 • • • 
1490 Ti- CSQR<DU • IXB - MlU/SQR<AV> 
l:JOO PRDITl PRINT-YHt Statistic ••m 
1~10 KX•TZ I VAR•l I MU-0I12•1 I GOSl1B 10000 
1:520 PRDIT"P-V..W. a•;oox 
"1530 PRDrr:DIPUT"Enter dHirec:I Alph.a i..ve1•:AL . 
1540 IP AL(O OR~· THEK PRIHT••ff ERROR... EKT!R"' VALVE BETNEEJI 0 rr 1 •;aoro l~ 
1=o PRlllTZPRIHT•For .uph& ··:w _ 
1~ IF AL ('qpx TKEH PRINT·~t·I ELSE PRINT""•;Kt"f . 
1~0 PRDIT" the hypothffi• th.at the m.. mean <••ua : PRDIT •-vs- tt. &ltemattv• hypottwsi• thAt the true 1111 
.n 1. >•nu 
1'80 GOTO 14'° 
190 TZ•C SQR<DU • 1xs.:..K%> )JSQR(Vl) 
1600 PRDIT I PRIHT"Tett St.attstic ••m 
14•10 TX-TZ I DF•CIH-U: 12•1lGOBVEI1~ 
&620 GOTO 1520 
/"' 
IVLI, HXfQfRQIS 3 
1'30 REM • • • ll U LL II T P 0 T II E S l S 3 • • • 
1"40 TZ•<SQR<Dt) • IXB-MZU/SQRCAV> 
·~ PRIHT I PRIHT•Test Statistic ··m 
16'0 llX-TZ I VAR-l I M11-0 : 12•1 I GOSlTB 10000 
1670 PRlNT"P-V~ue ••JfOX 
1680PIUHT:1HP11T"Enter dnirec:I Alph.a lAY•l•rAL 
1690 IP .l.LCO OR Al.)t TREK PRINT"•H ERROR ... EllTER A VALVE BETWEEK O fc t•:GOTO 1680 
1700 PRDIT I PRDIT"For Alph.a ••;ALI 
1710 IP AL< FOX TBEH PJWrr•KCmPr; ELSE PRIK1' "ntjlct"J 
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l 720 PRINT• th• hypothesis th~t the tr..,. mean )••;MZ 
1730 PRINT •-..-s- the i.lt•m~ti..-e hypothesis t~t true mean <•;MI 
1740 GOTO l450 
17~0 TI•C SQRCIN> • IXB-M%> l/SQRCVI> 
l7M> PRINT : PRINT"THt st~hstic •":TI 
1no TX=TI: DF .. IN-1 : I2•1 : GOSUB ·1'000 
1780 GOTO 1670 
BXPOIHESE5 CONCEBNING THE VARIANCE 
2000REM •••HYPOTHESES CONCERNING VARIANCE••• 
2010 CLS 
2020 PRINT 064,"BYPOTHESIS: NULL 
2030 PRINT" CU Vu• specified v~ 
2040 PRINT" or Std. D.v, -dita-
2~ PRINT" 12> Vu<• specified vi.lue 
20M> PRINT" or Std, Dev, -dito-
2070 PRINT" (3) Vu )• specified Yi.11.19 
2080 PRINT• or Std. Dev. -ctito-
2090 .JP-8'6 : ICS•3 : GOSUB 760 
ALTERNATIVE•JPRIHT 
VAr •I• sp•dfied value 
Std, D•v• -dito-": PRINT 
VAr > specified v&lU9 
Std. O•v• -dito-• : PRINT 
Vu< specified vi.lue 
Std. Dev. -dito-•r PRINT 
2100 CLS I PRINT"Da you want to enter VAHIANCE or STD, DEVIATION?• 
2110 JP.04 I Ttt••V•: T21•"D•: GOSUB 7101 %V•ZQ 
2120 PRlNT"Enter the vi.lu• the•;: IF %V••V• OR ZV• .. v" .PRDIT"VARIANCE"I ELSE PRIHT"STO, DEVIATION•; 
2130 PRINT" is hypathHiJed·to be~ ;: INPUT AV 
2140 IF ?V••o• OR %V•"d" AV•li.V•AV 
21!50 PRINT Ql92,"II the IMAn known?" 
2160 .rp.r.16: TU•"Y" I T21•"N" I GOSUB 710 
2170 IP za-•n• OR ZQ•"N" GOTO 2190 
2180 INPVT"Enter MHn";Ml 
2190 IP za-·H· OR za-•n• OR 14-1 T%•<CIH-ll •VU/AV: GOTO 2210 
2200 T%-O I FOR I•l TO IH : TZ•n + IY<I> - M%)[2 I NEXT I I T%•T%/ AV 
2210 PRINT I PRINT "Tut StAtistic ··rn 
2220 IP za-•N• DF•IH-1 ELSE DF•IH 
2230 CX•n I 12•1 I QOSUB 12000 
2240 PRDlT •ti-Vi.lue ••: 
~ OH 10 GOSUB 2270, 2410, r.120 
2260 HETt1RK 
IVlJ. HX&JHQIS 1 
2270REM ••• HULL HYPOTHESIS 1 ••• 
2280 IP 2•FOX <•1 PRIHT 2•FOX ELSE P1Wrr 2itOOX 
2290 PRINT: IHPOT"Ent•r Dnired Alph& l.ev•t•;AL 
2300 IF AL<O OR AUl TBEK PRINT" ... ERRDReH EHTER A VALVE BETWEEN 0Ii1•:GOTO 2~0 
2310 PRDlT : PRINT"For A~hA •":AL 
2320 IP 2•FOX > l GOTO 23'° 
2330 IP AL< 2•FOX fRIHT•Accapt•; ELSE PRINT"R..ject•S 
2340 GOTO 2360 
23:50 IF AL C 2•QOX PRINT" ACC9Pt•t ELSE PRINT"R9ject9; 
2360 PRIHT" th9 hypothesis th&t ·u IP zv.-v• OR %V•"v" PRINT "VARIANCE"; ELSE PRIHT "STD. DEVIATIOM·s 
2370 PRlHT. ··::tF IV•·v· CR ZV ... v. PRIHT AV ELSE PRIHT AV[,:I 
2380 PRIHT"-vs- the i.ltem~tive t~t •;:IF ZV•"V" OR zv.-v• PRlllT"VAlUAHCE"f ELSE PRINT "STD, DEVIATID .. , 
2390 PRINr •/••;:nt ZV•·v· OR ZV•"v'!' PRIKT "AV ~ PRINT A Vt .s 
2400 GOTO 14:50 • . 
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NULL HYPOTHESIS 2 
2410 REM • • • NU LL. HT P 0 THE SI S 2 • • • 
2420 PRINT aox 
2430 PRINT t INPlJ'f-Enter DHired .Alph• Leve1•;AL 
2440 IF AL<O OR AL) l THEN PRINT" .. • ERROR H• ENTER A V ALOE BETWEEN 0 ' 1 •:GOTO 2430 
24:50 PRINT : PRINT "Far Alph• s":AL 
2400 IF AL<OOX PRINT ".leapt•; ELSE PRINT •Reject•; 
2470 PRINT• the hypothesis th•t the•:; IF ZV••V• OR %V••v• PRDff•VARIANCE*l ELSE PRINT-STD. DEVIATIOH 
·i 
2480 PRIHT* (••u IF %V•·v· OR %V••v• PRINT AV ELSE PRINT AVC.S 
2490 PRINT*-v•- tt\9 .ttern•tive tti.t tt\9 •;:IF 1V••v• OR %V••v• PRIHT*VARIANCE*: ELSE PRIHT"STD, DEVIA 
TIOH•; 
2500 PRINT- )"IS IF zv-·v· OR %V••v• PRIHT AV ELSE PRINT AVC.!5 
2'10 GOTO 14SO 
HVLL HYPOIHiSIB 3 
2'20REM •••HULL HYPOTHESIS 3 ••• 
2'30 PRIHT FOX 
2S40 PRINT i IHPUT•Entar Desired Alph• Leve1•t.AL 
~IF ALCO OR Al.)1 THEN PRINT*•ff ERROR ... ENTER A V.U.t1E BETWEEN 0' t•:ooro 2S40 
~ PRINT I PRINT*Far Alph.a ••;AL 
mo IF ALCFOX PRINT ~ACC9pt•; ELSE PRINT *Rejltct•; 
2'80 PRINT* thm hypothesis thAt thm •;:IF ZV••v• OR :ZV••v• PRIN'f-VARIAKCE*l ELSE PRDIT"STD. DEVIATICll 
·1 
2S90 PRINT· )••u IF iv··v· CR :zv••v• PRINT AV ELSE PRINT AVC.!5 
2600 PRDIT"-v•- tM .. tem.ativ• thAt the ·n IF :zv··v· OR :ZV••v• PRINT "VARIANCE"J ELSE PRINT*STD. DEVU 
TIOK•J . 
2610 PRINT. c·u IF iv··v· OR ZV•"v• PRINT AV ELSE PRINT AVC,, 
2620 GOTO l4SO 
compENCE JNTEBVAL FOR THE MEAN 
3000REM •tt COHFIDE•CE INTERVAL FOR THE KEAN ••• 
30l0CLS 
3020 PRIHT"Is VMianm ICnown?• l JP-041 T1 .. •T": T2t••H• l GOSUB 710 
3030 IF 'ZO-•H• OR :z:a-•n• GOTO 3190 • 
3040 PIWIT GOt EILI: PRUIT BLS: PRINT GO.~ )'OU want ta entllf' VARIANCE or sm. DEVIATIOH?- I Ttt•·v· 
I n..-o· I .TP-64' GOSUB 7101 'ZV•%Q 
30SO PRINrEntwr •;; IF IV••v• OR %V•*v" PRIHT"V AJUAKCE•; ELSE PRDIT *STD, DEVU TIOH•J 
3060 INPUT AV 
3070 IF lV•"d• OR :ZV••o• AV•AV•AV 
3080 PRIHT I INPtJT "Entllf' Desired CanfldenCll Levwl Ce.g •• 9S.•J.AL: IF AL>l THEN AL•AL/100 
3090 IP l.L<O OR A!Jl TBEH PRJHT*•ff ERROR .... ENTER A V.AL'C1E EIETWEEH 0' 1·:aoto 3080 
31~ K0-0: VR-1 : PR•Cl+AL>l2 U2•1 I GOSUB 17000 
3110 CLS I PRINT li84t ALHOOI"~ CONFIDENCE LIMITS• 
3120 PRINT' PRINT ·TWO smED COHFIDEXCE UMITSt• 
3130 PRDfr• •;:PRD1T USIHG*H••······:xB-lXQ. SGRtAV/INn;:pJUHT• (True l&i111 <•:IPRIJIT tJSIJlQ•• 
••••·H••IXB+CXQ • SQRtA V /INU 
3140 PR-AL I CiOSVB 17000 
31~ PRDIT I PRINT"ONE SIDED CONFIDENCE LIMITSI" . 
31MJ PRIHT* t1pp•r ··::PRINT USING·H•••···•·;xs + CXQ. SQRIAV/INU 
3170 PRINT* Lawer •"::PRINT USIHG"H•••·•••";XB - lXQ • SQR<A V /IHU 
3180 GOTO 14~ 
3190 PRINT I INPUT "Enter Dnired Confidttncm lAvel <••Q• ,9:n•;.AL I IF AL>l THEN AL•AL/100 
3200 IF AL<O OR AL>l THEN PRIRT" ... ERROR._ EHTER A VALUE BETWEEN O' &•:GOTO 3190 
3210 DFatlH-U I PRaU+ALl/2 I I2•l I OOSUB 19000 
3220 CLS I PRINT 0841 AL•1001*'\ CONFIDENCE UMITS" 
3230 PRINT : PRINT "TNO SIDED CONFIDENCE LIMITS:• 
3240 PRlXT" •::PRIHT USING•H•••·•••"IXB-<XQ • SQRCV/<IH-U))flPRIHT" <True Kean <"::PRIHT tJSIRG• 
......... ·:xB+CXQ. SQRlVllIN-un 
32'0 PR•AL : G05UB 19000 
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3260 PRINT I PRINT"ONE SIDED CONFIDENCE UMITs:• 
3270 PRINT" Upper .. •::PRINT USING .......... ·;xs + IXQ. SQRtV/aN-HU 
3290 PRINT· Lawer •"llPRINT U5ING"HtH.Ht":xa - <XQ. SQlUV/<IN-UU 
3290 GOTO 14~0 
CONFID£NCE INTERVAL FOR THE VARIANCE 
3300REM ••• COMFIOEMCE INTERVAL POR VARlldlCE ••• 
3310 CLS 
3320 PRlHT"I1 th• Mean Jtnown?• l JP-MI T1 .. •y• 11'2..-)l•: GOSUEI 710 
3330 IF za .. ·N· OR zo••n• GOTO 3:140 
3340 INPOT•Enter Meoin" IXB 
~ IHPUT"Enter Onir9d Canfidene9 Level Ce,g, .9S)•;AL: IF AL>l THEN AL•AL/100 
3360 IF ALCO OR Al.)l THEN PRINT" ... ERROR •H ENTEll A VALUE BETWEEN 0 Ii 1"1GOTO 33'0 
3370 IF I4-l W2•IN•V I GOTO 3390 
3380 W2::s0 I FOR I•l TO JN I W2•W2 + C Ta> - X'S )t2 : HEXT I 
3390 CLS I PRINT 984, AL•too:•.,_ CONFIDENCE UMITS• 
3400 PRINT Q320,•two SIDED CONFIDENCE UMITS:• 
3410 DF•IN I PR•ll+AL>l2 I 12•1 : GOSVB 18000 
3420 PRINT@3S4,• •JtPRIHT lJSING"•H•••tH"iW2/XQllPRIHT" <VARIANCE<• 
3430 PRINTG448," •;:PJUNT USING"H•tt.H1·uw21XQ>C.5;:PRIHT" <STD. CEVIAnoN (• 
3440 PR•U-ALl/21GOSUEI18000 
34~ PRINT 04ldt,""llPRIHT usma•HH•.H•·:wvxa1 
3460 PRINT 9493,••;:PRINT USING"•HH,l••"llW2/XQlC.:I 
3470 PRINT:J'RIHT"OHE SlDED CONFIDENCE LIMITS:• 
3480 PRIHT" Vuianca Std. Dev.• 
3490 PR-l-AL: GOSUB 18000 
3:SOO PRINT. Upp•r ··::PRIKT USING·•······••"IW2/XQU PRINT usmo··················uwvxa>e.:i 3:510 PR-AL I GOSUB 18000 
3:520 PRINT. Low•r ··::PRIHT USING·H•••·····:wvxa;: PRIHT USIKG·•············•••"JCWUXQJt.:i 
3:530 OOTO 14:!0 
3:540 PRDIT I INPUT"Ent•r dHir9d ainfidena level C•.g• ,9:1)•JAL : IF Al.>1 THEN AL•AL/100 
mG IF AL<O OR Al.)1 THEH PkJNT"H* ERROR._ ENTER A VALUE EIE'l'WEEH 0 Ii l ":GOTO 3:140 
3:560 CLS Z PRINT 984, AL•l001""4 COHFIDEHCE UMITS• 
3:570 PRlHT Q320,"TWO SIDED COMFIDEKCE LIMITS&• 
3:580 DF•CIH-11 Z PR•U+AL)/2 112•1 : GOSlJB 18000 
3:590 PRIHTG384," •;:PRIKT USIHG••••••·•••"ICDl•VJ/XQliPRINT9 < V~CE c• 
3600 PRINTG44E1,· "llPRIHT lJSING"••Ht1tM•:ctIH•V>IXQ)[.5llPRDrr' < STD. DEVIAnOH <"I 
3410 PR•tl-ALl/2 I GOSlJB 18000 
3620 PRINT Q416, .. ;:PRIHT USDtG"tt••t,t•t•:aH•VVXQI 
343o PRDIT Q483, .. ;:PRIHT lJ5DtG•t•tt•.H••:((IH•VJ/XQJ[.5 
3640 PRIHT:PRDIT"OKE SIDED CONFIDEKCE LlMITSr" 
~ PRDrr Vui.ll'lca Std. o.v.• 
3660 PR-1-AL I GOSUB 19000 
3670 PRDrr Upper ··:lPRIHT OSING"••······•·iax•VJIXQ::PJWIT USIHG"•H•••M••••·····:caJl•VUX 
Q)[.:I 
3680 PR•AL I GOSVB 18000 
3490 PRDrr Lower ··1ZPRDtT USDIG·•••••·M••uIJl•V1/XQl:PRIHT USIHa·••••••••M••·H•"U<Dl•V>JX 
Qt[.:! 
3700 GOTO 14:!0 
KEHV OP TEm FOR EXPONENTIAL PATA 
4000REM ••• KEHU OF TESTS POR EXPOJlEHTIAL D.t.T.A. ••• 
4010 CLS I PRINT •DATA IS ASSUMED TO EIE EXFOllEHn.AL 
4020 PRIHT : PRIXT"KEHU&• 
4030 PRINT" CU Tnt HypothHi• Cone1ming Ke.11'1lor1/mHn> 
4040 PRDIT" 12> Confidenc. Int•rv.i far K•.11'1 !or llmHn> 
40:50 PRINT t PRlll'r-NOTEZ both of the .&Dove option• ~w eitlwr the M9an or the• 
4060 PRIHT" ~enti..i puanwter LMixt& U/nwan) ta b• UMd u ttw• I PRINT • arg.....nt 
4070 J'P-896 I ltS-2: GCSUB 760 
4C80 OH IO GCSUB 4100, :!000 
4090 RETURN 
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HYPOTHESES CONCEBNING THE MEAN 
4100 REM t • • HT P 0 THESES C 0 H CERN l NG ME AH • • • 
4110 CLS: PRINT TAEl<28J•M£NUt• 
4l20 PRINT @128,"Da ycu w&nt to use thlr M1tilll er Umbd& U/mean> u the ugument?• 
4130 JP.192: Ttf••M• : T:?t••L• : GOstJB 710: ?A•ZQ 
4140 IF ?A••1• OR ?A••L • THEH At••t.m!Jd&• ELSE At••me.n• 
41:50 PRINT G128, CHRSC25:5l: PRINT CHRSC2sS> 
4160 PRINT Qo4,"HYPOTHESIS:• 
4170 PRINT G128,• NULL ALTERNATIVE• 
4180 PRINT•cu •:As;• • sp•cified valu••:: PRIHT TAEIC3:51 Atl• •/• spltcifiltd v.W.• 
4190 PRINT•C2l •:Atl• <• sp.afiad vatue•:: PRINT TABC3') Atl• > specifiltd v&lue• 
4200 PRJNt•c3> •:As:•>• specifiltd v&lue•n PRIHT TASl3') At1• < specifiltd v&1ue• 
4210 JP-896 I ICS•3 I GOSVEI 760 
4220 CLS I PRINT •Ent•r th• hypathHiad v&lu. af •:AtJ:INPUT Ml 
4230 IF L\••1• OR ?A••L• THEH CX•2•IN.XB•Ml ELSE CX•2•IH•XBllU 
4240 DF•2•lll 
42:50 PRINT I PRINT •tnt St&tistic ··icx 
4260 GOSUB 12000 
4270 OH IO GOSVB 42'0, 4410, 4:530 
4280 RETVJUt 
Ntll.L trffQTBESJS l 
4290 REM • • • K V L L B T P 0 T B E S I S l • • • 
4300 IF 2•FOX <• 1 THEN PV•2•FOX ELSE PV•2tQOX 
4310 PRIKT•P..V&lue ••;PV 
4320 PRlllT I IHPUT•Enter Detirltd ~phA Lltv•l •J,i\L 
4330 IF ALCO OR AL> l TH.EH PRINT•tH ERROR tH EHTER A VALUE BETWEEH 0 Ii t •:GOT04320 
4340 PRDlT : PRINT•Far Alph& ••JAL 
~IF ALCPV PRJ.HT•Acapt•; ELSE PRDlT •ff9ject•; 
4360 PRlllT9 the hypothesis thit the true •:.u1• ··:m 
4370 PRIKT"-v•- the &lt•m&tiv• th&t the true •;A11• •/••;Ml 
4380 PRDIT Q960,•PRESs SPACE BAR TO RETURN TO MAIN MEJIU•; 
4390 IP IUETS 0 • • GOTO 4390 
4400 RBTQlUI 
MULL BXPQTBESIS 2 
4410 REM • • • ll 11 LL HT P 0 T JI ES I S 2 • • • 
4420 PRlJIT•P..V&lue a•;1 IF U•"l• OR U•-L• PRINT FOX ELSE PRIHT QOX 
4430 PRDlT : IHPUT"Ent•r Desired A~h& Lev•l•fAL 
4440 IF AL<O OR AI.>1 THEN PRINT-tff ERROR ... DlTE1l A V Al.VE BETNEEH 0 it 1 •:GOTO 4430 
44SO PRDlT"Far AlphA •":AL 
4460 IP u.-1• OR U•"L• GOTO 4490 
4470 tF Al.(QOX PRINT • Aa:llpt-1 ELSE PRDIT •ff9jltct"I 
4480 GOTO 4:500 
4490 IP ALaox PRDlT • Accept•1 ELSE PIWlT •ff9jltct"I 
4SOO PRINT • th9 hypothesis th&t th9 true •1••s• <••ua 
4'10 PRUIT "-v•- th9 &lt11m•tive that the true •1As;• )•pa 
4:520 GOTO 4380 
Mru HXPOTBESIS 3 
4'30REH ••• Hl1LL BTPOTBESIS 3 • •• 
4'40 PIUNT"P..V&lue ••:: ll' IA•"l" OR U••L• PRINT QOX ELSE PIUHT FOX 
4S50 PRDIT s lHPUT"Ent.,. Dnired Alph& L9ve1•:AL 
~IP AL<O OR AUl THEN PRIHT-lff ERROR ... EHTER A VALVE BETNEEH 0 fi r:oaro 4~ 
~o PRDlT •ror Alpha ··;AL 
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4!580 IF IA••t• OR ?A••L• GOTO 4010 
4590 IF AL<FOX PRINT • Act11pt•: ELSE PRIHT •ff9ject•I 
4000 GOTO 4o20 
4610 IF AL, OOX PRINT • Acatpt•: ELSE PRINT •Re1ect•; 
4620 PRINT • the llypothet1 th•t the true •;A1;• :>••;MZ 
4630 PRINT• -ys- the altern•tive tn.t the trU9 •:At;• <•:m 
4040 GOTO 4380 
CONFIDEUCE lllTERV AL EOR THE EXPONiHIJAL MEAN 
SOOOREM ••• CONFIDENCE LEVEL FOR EXPONENTIAL MEAK ••• 
'°10 CLS I PRINT•C:ONFlDENCE INTERVAL FOR EXPONEMTUL MEAN• 
5020 PRIHT: lNPUT•Enter Oesirltd Confidence LeYel I ••9• .9!S ••;AL: IF AI.>1 THEN AL•AL/100 
'°30 IF AL<:O OR AL>l THEN PRINT•H• ERROR .... ENTER A VALUE BETWEEN 0 r. t":GOTO 5020 
'°40 PR•U-ALl/2 : DF•2•IH : 12•1 I GOSUB 18000 
:50:50 L•XOJ<2•IH•XB• 
S060 PR•U+ALJ/2: OOSUB 18000 
5070 U•XQl<l•IN•XB> 
5080 CLS: PRINT 1184, AL•tOOI•" CONFIDENCE UMITS• 
5090 PRINT I PRINT·two SIDED CONFIDENCE UMITs:· 
:uoo PRINT USING·•••H1.1 .. ~a1u;:PRIHT· < Tn.Nt Me.n <"HPRIMT USIHG·••••••·H•·a11. 
5110 PRINT USING•HttH.ll•"IL;:PRIKT• < 1.Mnbdi1. (•f:PRDlT OSING•tHH•.ttt•;v 
5120 PRINT I PRINT•ONE SIDED CONFIDENCE UMITs:• 
5130 PR-AL I GOSUB 180001 U•XOJ<2•IN•XB> 
5140 PR•1-AL I GOS11B 180001 L•XQJ<2•IH•XB> 
5150 PRINT "MEAKI Upper ••1111. 
51~ PRINT• I.ewer •"Ull7 
S170 PRINT •LAMBDA: Upper •"JV 
5180 PRINT • I.ewer •";I. 
5190 GOTO 4380 
MElW OF Tm'S FOR BEBHOtlJ.LI QAIA 
6000REM ••• MEMU OP TESTS FOR DATA ASBlJMED TO BE BERROVLLI 
6010 CLS I PRIKT"DATA IS ASSUMED TO SE BERH011LLI 
6020 PRDIT I fRINT•MEHV:• 
6030 PRINT• CU Te•t Hypothnit1 Conmming Praportion <P) 
6040 PRD1T• 12) .Conftdenca Interval far P 
6050 Jp.4.g J ICS-2 I GOSOB 760 • 
6060 ON 10 GOSUB 6100, 7000 
6070 RETt7RH 
;x NTIJESES coNCEJOONG m PBQPOmoH 
HOO REM • • • B T P 0 T H E 9 E S C 0 K C E RR Ul G PH 0 P 0 RT I 0 R • t • 
6110 CLS I PRlllT li"r"HYPOTBESISI HULL Al.TERlUTIVr I PRIHT 
•120 PRINT- m p • spedft.d v.W. p •/• specified v&lu9 
6130 PRDn"' 121 P <• specified v&lum P) specified v&lw 
6140 PRDn"' 13> P >• specified value P < spedft.d v.W. 
01~ JP-640 I ICS-3 I GOSt1B 760 
6160 CLS I INPUT"Enter Hypothesized V&lum of P"IPB 
lt170 IP PB<O OR PED1 TREK PlUNT"•H ERROR... P MlJST SE 4 VALUE BETWEEX 0 dD 1 • I FOR I•l TO 
2000 I JIEXT: GOTO ol~ . 
6180 IF IN>• 20 THEN YS-<IH • XB - IH •PB> I SQRUM •PB• U-PBU ELSE TS-IM• XS 
ll190 PRUIT l fRINT•Tet1t StAtistic ••:TSJ I IF DI ( 20 PRDIT" <Vsing BinamUl CDP>• ELSE PRDlT" rosing H 
onM1 CDF>• . 
~OM IO GOSVB 6220, 6410, 6=o 
'210 RET1JJUI 
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NULL HYPOTHESIS l 
6220REM •••NULL HYPOTHESIS 1 ••• 
6230 IF IN >• 20 GOTO 6300 
6240·NaIN: 12•1 : JCaYS: Ci0St7B 11000 
62'° PV•2•PR 
6260 IF PV C 1 GOTO 6290 
6270 'IC•YS-1 : OOSUB 12000 
6280 PV112•U-PR> 
6290 GOTO 6320 
6300 MU•O : VAR•1 : HX•ASS(YS> : 12•1 : GOSUB 10000 
6310 PV•2-aclX 
6320 PRINT: PRINrP-Valu• ··:PV 
b330 PRINT : INPUT•Enter Desired .Upha Lave1•;AL 
6340 IF ALCO OR Al.)1 THEN PRINT••H ERROR ... ENTER A VALUE BETWEEN 0' 1•: GOTO 0330 
~IF AL C PV PRINT •Acnpt•: ELSE PRINT •ftaject": 
6360 PRINY- the hypothesis that th• true value of P •·:PB 
6370 PRINT•-vs- th• alt•m•tive that tl'I• true value cf P •/•":PB 
6380 PRINT: PRINT"••• PRESS SPACE BAR TO RETURN TO MAIN MEN'IJ-
6390 IF INJCEYt 0 • • GOTO 6390 
l>400 RETURH 
HVLL HJPQTHE5IS 2 
0410 REM • • • HU LL HT P 0 TH ES IS 2 • • • 
6420 IP 1H >• 20 GOTO 6460 
6430 K•Ol 1 IC•YS-1 : 12•1 I GOSVB 11000 
6440 PV•l-PR 
64'° GOTO 6480 
6460 MV-0 l VAR•l: HX•YS I l2•1 I GOSU'B 10000 
6470PV-OOX 
6480 PRINT I PRIHT•P-V&lu. ••:py 
6490 PRINT: IllPl1T"Enter Desired Alph& Level"lAL 
6:500 IF ALCO OR AI.>1 THEN PRINT•"* ElmOR "* ENTER A. VALVE BETWEEJI 0 s. t•:GOTO 6490 
~10 IF AL < PV PRIKT • Acapt•J ELSE PRIHT •R9ject•; 
6.520 PRINT• the hypothesis that the true vW. of P <••:PB 
6:530 PRnrf•-vs- ttw altem&tiv• th&t the true v&lue of P )";PB 
'540 GOTO 6380 
BVLl. BTPOTBESJS 3 
6:SSOREH ••• HULL BTPOTHESIS 3 ••• 
6:564 IP DI )• 20 GOTO 6600 
6:570 X•DI f X•YS I :12-l : GOst18 11000 
6SBOP9•PR 
~GOT06020 
..00 MlJ-0 f Vil•l I KX•T!l I I2•1 I GOSOB 10000 
6610 PV'•FOX 
6620 PRIHT I PRIHT"P..Value ••;PV 
6630 PRlHT f IHPUT•Enter Cesired Alph& Leva1 •;AL 
6040 IP AL<O OR AL>l TBEN PRIN'r ... ERROR ... ENTER AV ALlJE EIETWEEN O r, 1 • I GOTO 6030 
~IP AL< FV PRlllT •Accitpt•: ELSE PRIKT •ftaject•; 
6660 PRINT" The hypothesis that the \'rue v~u• of P )••:PB 
6070 PRINr-vs- tti. ~t1mativ• tNt the true value of P <•;PB 
6080 GOTO 6380 
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CONDDEHCE IHTERV AL FOR PROPOBTION 
7000REM •••CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR PROPORTION••• 
7010 CLS 
7020 INPUT•Enter the desired ccnfidence l•vel !e.g •• 9S1•;AL I IF AL>l AL•AL/100 
7030 IF AL<O OR Al.)1 THEN PRINT•H• ERROR H• EHTER A VALUE BETWEEN 0 & 1•:GOTO 7020 
7040 PR•<l+ALl/2 
7~ DH•2eIN - 2•IH•XB + :! : DD•2•IH•XEI; 12•1 I GOSUEI 20000 
7060 CLS; PRINT @84. AL•lOOl·"4 CONFIDENCE UMrrs· 
7070 PRINT I PRINT•TWO SIDED CONFIDENCE LIMITS:• 
7080 L•IIN • XSI I CIIN•XBI + llH - IH•XB + 1l • XQ) 
7090 PRINT• •:L~·< In.. V•lu. af P <•1 
7100 DH•2•IH•XB + 2 : OD•2•IH - 2•IH•XB I GOSUB 20000 
7110 1J•UIN • XS +ll • XQI I UIH - IH•XB> +UN• XS+ U • XQ> 
7l20 PRINT t1 
7130 PRINT: PRINT•OHE SIDED COHFIDENCE LIMITS:• 
7140 PR•AL I GOSVEI 20000 
71~ PRIN'r Upper ··:um. XS+ ll •XO> I C<IH - IH•XB> + a1i.xe. u. XQ) 
7U.O OH•2•IH - 2•1H•XB I DD•2tIN•XB I GOSUEI 20000 
7170 PRINT· Lawer ··:ax • XB> I UH • XS ... <IN - IN•XB + l> • XQ> 
7180 GOTO 4380 
MQRMAL PISTJUBVUOH 
10000 REM • • • H 0 RM A L D I S T RI B VT I 0 111 t • t 












11000 REM • • • B I>I 0 M l ~ l. D I S T RI B lJ T I Q X • • • 
11010PR-o 
11020 IP ~<O GOTO 11080 
11030 IP JC)• M TBEH PR-11GOTO11080 
11040 FOR BEl-0 TO E 
uo=so TB-N r GOSVB 11090 
11060 PR-PR+ BC• PSCBB • 11-PS>tlH-BB> 
11070HEXTBB 
11080 RETVRH 
11090 BC-0 I S-0: BT-0 I SS-BB I ClllaTB-eB 
1UOO POR BI•1 TO TB 
11110 IF SB)-QS GOTO 11170 
11120 IF SB )• SI THEN B-B + LCG<EII> 
U 130 IP QB> Bl GOTO· 11210 
11140 IP QB • BI TBEH ac-a r GOTO 11210 
111~ BCaBC • LCGCBI> 
11160 GOTO l1210 
11170 IP ae )•BI TBEK B•B + LOGlBl) 
11180 IF SB) Bl TBEK GOTO 11210 
11190 IP SB. BI TBEH ec-s I GOTO 11210 
11200 BC•BC + t.OGl!W 
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12000 REM • t • C H I - S Q U A R E D I S T RI S U T I 0 K t t t 
12010 IF 0F)3Q GOTO 12220 
12020 DP.l 
12030 FOR I•IKT<DFI TO 2 STEP -2 
12040 DP.DPtl 
l2o:50 NEXT I 
12060 NP.CX caHT«DF+ ll/WtEXP<-CX/21/DP 
12070 IF INTIOF/21aDF/2 GOTO 12100 
12080 PC•SQR<21CX/3,l4l:S931 







121b0 IF MC(.000001 GOTO 12190 
12170 LC•LC+MC 




12220 :NX•l<CX/DFICU/31- 11-C21C9•DF>llUSQRt2/19•DFU 
12230 KU-0 I VAR•t I 12•1 
12240 GOSUB 10000 
122:50 RETURll 
t - DI§TRISVDOH 
1~ REM t t t t - D I ST RI B U TI 0 K • t • 
1:5010 IF TX<O 13•1 ELSE I~ 
1~0 IF DF>25 GOTO 1 :54:50 
1:5030 THET A•A TH<ASS<TXllSQRIDF» 




1'°80 GOTO 15400 
1~ IF IHTIDPl2>-DF/2 GOTO 1'220 
1:5100 IP DF-3 GOTO 15370 
15110 TS-o I TP-1 I TC-COSCTBET 4J 
1:5120 FOR I•l TO IHTUDF-31/2J 
1:5130 TPaTPtl•l/U +2tI) 
1:5140 TC•TC•CCOS<TBETAJt2J 
l:Sl:IO TS-TS+rrPtTCJ 
1:5160 NEXT I 
1:5170 TS•TS+COSCTHETAI 
1:5180 AT•.63601 '8•CTHETA+ISIH<THET AltTSU 
1:5190 FOX•CAT+U/2 
1:5200 QOX•t-FOX 
1:5210 GOTO 15400 
1:5220 IF DF02 GOTO 1:1270 
1'230 AT•SIHITHET Al 
15240 FOX•(AT+U/2 
l:S:ZSO QOX•l-FOX 
l 5260 GOTO 1 ~400 
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15270 TSaO : Tpsl : TCal 








153'.0 GOTO 15400 








154~ HX•C TX t Cl - 12:5/DF> l/SQRct + ,5tTXC2/DF) 
15460 KlJ-0: VAR•l : 12•1 : GOSlJB 10000 
15470 PX•TX 
15480 RElVRN 
F - mBIRIBtzTIQM 
16000 REM "* F - D I S T RI B t1 T I 0 M ... 
16010 IF FX~ THEN FOX•O : QOX•l : RETt1RH 
16020 IF DJ040 AND DD)40 GOTO 16010 
16030 JCl•DN I 1C2•DD 
16040 .A.•OH•FX/IDH•FX+CDI l,.A.1•1-.A. 
160:50 IP Al<lE-37 THEN Al•lE-37 
16060 Dl•DN•.5: 02•00•.5 I 03•011'02-1 
16070 R-0 I Sl-0 I 52-0: DL•l I C•,25 
16080 XM•l I XlC•l I Pl•3,14U593 I Dl•DO 
,16090 JCM•INTID21•2 
16100 IF JCMOJCN GOTO 16280 
16110 Dl•D2-1 
16120 IF JOl-0 GOTO 16210 














16270 GOTO 16460 
16280 KN•IHTID21 
16290 IF KN-0 GOTO 16380 








16370 NEXT I 
16380 Sl•XK•Sl 
16390 S2•XIC•S2 
16400 ART=-SQRlA l) 
164l0 XM•XH•ART 










1~0 IF Al<lE-37 TBEH Al•lE-37 
l~KH•DN 
1~40 GOTO 16090 
l&SSO IF C<l,12~ THEN DL-.4/PI • ATHrr> 
1~ FOX•XMt(S2-SU-DL 
1~70 IF FOXCO THEN FOX-0 
l~ IF FOX>l THEN FOX•l 
16~90 QOX•l-FOX 
lUOO RETURN 
16410 HX•U<FXC C 1/3)>*( l-(2f l~DDU»-U-C21<9•DH>U>ISQRl<2/l~DHU+CF:tC 1213>>*21<9• ODU 
16620 MU-0 I VAR• 1 
16630 GOSl1B 10000 
16640 RETURN 
DIYQSE NORMAL 
17000 REM • .• • I H VER S 2 N 0 RM AL DIST RIB '11TI0 K • • • 
17010 IF fR).5 THEil RL-SQRa.OGU/U1-PR>C2>J> ELSE RL-saRlLOGl 1/lPRC2>U 
17020 XQ•RL-<t2~ l ~17 +1.8028'3• RL)+(,01032S•RLC21>/( 1 +U .432788•RL)+f, 189269•RLC 2>+C.001308•RLC3>U 
17030 IF PR>•~ TBEX XQmMQ+CSQRIVR>* XQ) ELSE XQaKO-CSQRCVR>* XO> 
·17040 RETURX 
IHVEBSE CBI=SQVABE 
18000 REM • • • I R V E RS E C B I - S Q t1 A R E D l S T R I B 11 T I 0 K • • • 
18010 KC-0 I VR-1 112•1 I PZ:oPR 
18020 JP DF>l GOTO 18070 
'18030 PRa~tl-PZ> 
18040 GOSUB 17000 
180:50 XQaXQC2 I PR-Pl 
18060 RET11RK 
18070 IF DF>2 GOTO 18100 
18080 Xa-2•LOGU-Pn 
18090 RETt1RR 
18100 GOSlJB 17000 
llUOOO-XQ 
18120 IF DF><2+IHTl4•ABSCDOm GOTO 18220 
18130 X9alo0000886 - .2%37368/DF - .Ol:513904/DFC2 
18140 X9•X9+tDFt-.:5 • DQ • (,4713941 + ,02607083/DF - ,008986007/DFE2U 
181SO X9aX9 + <1/DF • DQC2 • f.0001348028 + .01128186/DF + .02277679/DFC2U 
11160 X9aX9 + IDFC-1,5 • DQC3 • <-.~9 - .01153761/DF - .Ol323293/DFC2U 
18170 X9aX9 • IDFC-2 • 00[4 • f.G0312SS8 + ,QOS1696S4/DP - .0069S03S6/DFC2H 
18180 X9-X9 + IDFC-2~ • DOCS • <-.0008426812 + .00253001/DF + .001060438/DFC2U 




18220 X9=-l - 2/l9•DFI + 14•DOt4 + l6•DOC2 -281/Cl215•DFC21 
18230 X9•X9 + <8•DOC6 + 720•DOC4 + 3126•DQC2 + 29~1/Cl2963!5•DFC31 
18240 XB=-00/3 + t-OQC3 + 3•00)/Cl62•DFI 
182:50 XS-XS - 13•DQC5 + 40•DQC3 + 45•DOl/C~32•DFC21 
1e21>0 xe-xa • 1301•cac1 - 1s17•Dots -J2769•DOt3 - 79349•DOllC7873200.0Ft31 
18270 XS• SOR<2/DFI • XB 




18320 GOSVB 12000 
18330 IF ASSlPR-FOX)(,00001 THEN xa-cx t RETURN 
18340 IF PR< FOX THEN ex-ex-DELTA 
l~ IP PR< FOX THEN DELTA•DELT~lO 
18360 IP PR < FOX GOTO 18320 
18370 CXaCX+DELTA 
18380 GOTO 18320 
IHVERSE- t 
19000 REM • • • l H V ER S E t - D 1 S T R 1 B t7 T 1 0 ll • • • 
19010 MO-O I VR•l I 12•1 
19020 GOSVB 17000 
19030 XC•XQ 
19040 xa-c.~. CXCC3 + XCU/DF 
l~ xa-xa .. 111/961•15-XCC:S + 16•XCC3 .. 3•XC»IDPC2 
19060 XO-XQ + CU/384) • C3•XCC7 + 19•XCCS + 17•XCC3 -15-XC»IDFC3 
19070 XO-XO+ IU/92160> • C79•XCt9 + n6•XCC7 + l482•XCC5 -l'20ttXCC3 -945•XC»JDFC4 
19080 XO- XC + XQ -
19090 IF DF>3 RETlJIUI 
19100 DELTA•l 
1'110 TX•XQ 
19120 GOl1Jll 1:5000 
19130 IP ABSCPR-FOXI < .00001 TBEll XO-TX l RE'tOlCX 
19140 IF PR (FOX THE>I TX•TX-DELTA 
191:50 IF PR< FOX THEN DELTA•DELT~lO 
19160 IP PR (FOX THEN GOTO 19120 
19170 TX•TX+DELTA 
19180 GOTO 19120 
DCVQSE-F 
20000REM 111 IRVBRSE P-DISTRIB1JTIOM t•• 
20010 IF DX < 20 OR DD < 20 GOTO 20090 
20020 MO-O I VR•l l 12al 
20030 GOSVI 17000 
20040 a• 2 • c 111mo-u • 11mx-rnc-1 , 
200:50 UC• CXQll • 3>16 
20060 NX•CXQ •SGROI+ LMUIB - C C1/CJJX-U - l/CDD-U > • C LM + "' - 21C3•8) » 
20070 XQ • EXP<2•WX> 
20080 RE1VRH 
20090 IF DHOI AND DDOI OR DH•l AJID DIJall GOTO 10190 
20100 PH•PR 1 lF DH•l TBEH PR-Cl+PR>/2 ELSE PR-1-PR/2 
20110 IP DN•l THEN DF•DD ELSE DF•DH 
20120 aosvs 19000 
20130 Xl>XO•XQ I IF DD-1 THE>I XQ-1/XQ 
20140 PR•PK 
20l:SO IF PR>•,99 TBEH X0-,994•XQ : GOTO 10180 
20160 IP JIR>-,975 AJID DI03 TBEX xo-.m.xa I GQTO 20180 
93 
20170 IF PR>•.9S AND Dl03 THEN XQ•,9'6•XQ 
20180 RETURN 
20190 IF PR>,999 AND DD:ot THEN X0=9E+34 : RETURN 
20200 IF PR>.997 AND DD"'l THEN DEL.TA2 500000: GOTO 20270 
20210 IF PR),995 AND DD"'l THEN DELTA=lSOOO: GOTO 20270 
20220 IF PR>.99 AHO DO:ol THEN OEL.TA=SOOO: GOTO 20270 
20230 IF PR),975 ANO 00•1 OR PR>.999 AND 00•2 THEN DELTA•lOOO: GOTO 20270 
20240 IF PR>,9 AND DD:1t OR PfC>,99 AHO DD<:12 OR PR>•,999 AND 00<•3 THEN DELTA •100: GOTO 20270 
20~ IF PR>•,99 AND DD<2 3 THEN DEL T A2 50 ; GOTO 20270 
20260 tF PR>•,975 AND DD<•2 THEN DELTA~O ELSE DELTA•lO 
20270 LL•O 
20280 FX•DEL TA 
20290 GOSUB t bOOO 
20300 IF ASSIPR·FOX><•,00001 THEN XQ>sFX: RETURN 
20310 IF PR<FOX THEN DELTA•DELTA/2: FX:sD£LTA: GOTO 202CX> 
20320 LL•FX : FX•FX+DELTA: UL•FX : GOSUB loOOO 
20330 IF ABS<PR-FOX><•,00001 THEN XQ•FX: RETURN 
20340 DELTA:a<UL-LLl/2 
2~ FX•LL+DELTA 
20360 GOSUB lbOOO 
20370 IF ABSIPR-FOXK•,00001 THEN XDMFX : RET17RN 
20380 IF PR>FOX THEN LL=FX "ELSE UL•FX 
20390 GOTO 20340 
PROQRAM SEI,ECTION MEHV 
22000REM ••• PROGRAM SELECTIOK MERV ••• 
22010 CLS 
22020 PRINT T ASC20>•PROGRAM SELECTION MENU• 
22030 PRINT @l28ttl Data I/O, Trillsfar~tians, Prob. & Inv. Prab. Distrlbutians•:PRIHT 
22040 PRINT••2 Sampl• Stat•s, 7-Num-Sum, Plats•:PRINT 
220SO PRINT•t3 Panmetnc THts of Bypothffu and Canfid11nC8 lntervus•:PRIMT 
22060 PRINT•M Rcbust Estun&tH oll'ld Confidenc. Internls•:pJUNT 
22070 PRINT·~ Multiple LinH.r RRgression•:PRIHT 
22080 PRINT·~ An.iysis af VviMtc.• 
22090 JP.896: ES:O: GOSUB 760 
22100 IF I0•3 GOTO 10 
22110 IF IO.._. THEN lt:a•2•:GOTO 22130 
22120 IF I0-1 OR I0•2 THEN IT•• 1 • ELSE n:a•3• 
22130 IF IO•l OR IO-S TB.EH IOal ELSE I0•2 
22140CLS 
221~ PRIHT•IHSER?' TAPE ••rrt:• INTO ESF-80 AND PRESS SPACE BAR• 
22160 IF IHEETto• • GOTO 22160 
22170 QL0£D IO 
94 
PROGRAM #4 
10 LBl•CHRIU23>: RBl=CHRSU:~S>: BLS=CHRSC250l 
20REM H•MAIN MENUH• 
30 IF 14= l GOTO 130 
40 CLS : PRINT TABl20l "H• MENU H•" : PRINT 
:50 PRINT"U> Rabust-t CanfLdence Intervals for the Papul&hcn M•an" : PRINT 
60 PRINT"l2l Confidence Interval far the Median" : PRINT 
70 PRINT"l3l J'ackknife lflamt Estim&tes it Canfidena Intervals!": PRINT 
80 PRINT"l4) Return to PragrAm Selec:ticn Menu 
90 I0'-706 : ICS•4 
100 GOSUB ISO 
110 ON IO GOSUEI 500, 2000, 30001 10000 
120 GOTO 20 
130 CLS 
140 PlUN?MNon• af the subroutine in Prognm •4 AH &ppliwle sinC9 only Hmpl• st&tistia were entermd. Pre 
H th9 SPACE BAR to ACCllH the prognm selectign nwnu. 
lSO IF IHJCEYtO• •GOTO 150 
160 CLS 
170 GOTO l 0000 / 
180 PRUIT GKP+5,•0PTION DESIRED "ILBl;CHRIU76>lRBll 
190 ZI•INJCEYs : IF ZI•"• GOTd l 90ELSE IOaV AL<ll> 
200 PRINT (JKP+21 1Zl: FOR l•l TO 100: NEXT 
210IF10<1 OR l0)1C5 THEN PRINT @KP, BLS I PRIHT GJCP,••H NOT A VALID OPTION .... I FOR I•l TO 1000 I 
NEXT I PRINT tiJCP, BLS I GOTO 180 . 
220 RETURN 
RQBu§T-t 
SOOREK ••• ROBVST-t 9VBROVTINE5 ••• 
'10 CLS 
~ PRINT T il<22>•ROBUST-t TECHNIQUES" I PRINT 
~ PRINT" TM two rob1JSt techniques listed below u• useful in• 
'40 PRINT•alcuuting canfidenca interv&ls for the popul&tian mean" 
=<> PRIHT"when known or suspected outli•r• v1al•t• the usumptian of" 
~ PRINT•neu nor~ty:• 
'70PRINT 
'80 PRINT· ( l) Winsorued-t TechniqUll 
'90 PRINT• W Trinvn9d-t Technique 
600 D'-896: JCSa2: GOSUB 160 
610 CLS 
620 IF IO•l %R-"Winsorizing• ELSE %R••Trimming" 
630 PRIHT9Ent•r Dnired Lmvel of •;m;• 110 max1•;: INPUT JG 
640 IF .JG-0 THEN WM•XB t WS•SQRIVU I GOTO 910 
6SO FOR 1•1 TO JO 
6'0 wa>mY<J'G+U 
670 WWII>•YIIH-JG> 
680 HEXT I 
690 SM-0 
700 52-0 
710FOR1~1 TO JG 
720 SK-SM+W<I>+WWU> 
95 
730 S2:zS2+WII>C2 • WW<I>C2 
740 NEXT I 
7'° FOR I•JG+l TO IN-JG 
760 SM•SM+Y<II 
770 52•52+Yi llC2 
780 NEXT I 
790 WM•SM/lN 
800 NS•SQR«S2-<SMC2>1INl/11H-l)) 
810 OH IO GOSUB 1000, l~ 
820 RETVRH 
WINSORI?ED - t 
1000 REM • • • W I H S 0 R 1 % E D - t • • • 
1010 CLS 
1020 PRINT T il12~J·WIHSORI?ED - t" 
1030 PRINT @128,"At l.av•l •";.J'G 
1040 PRINT"Ninsoriad Point Estimate for ttw MHn a•;NM 
l~ PRINT t INPtrr-Enter Cetir•d Confid11nm Lev•l <e.g •• 9'>•JAL 
1060 IF AL>•l THEN AL•AL/100 
1070 Pftatl+ALl/2 
1080 DF•lN-2•JG-l 
1090 GOSVB 8000 
1100 PIUHT I PRINT AL•lOOI • ._, CONFIDEHCE IHTERVAI.:• 
1UO PRIHT I PRINT TAsn:n WK - <Dl-l>l<DFl. XQ. WS/SQRQHW ( Tn.. KHn <·;WM+ CIH-Ul<DF>. XQ. w 
S/SQR<IHI 
1120 PRINT 9960,•PRESS SPACE BAR TO RETV1Ul TO MAIN KEKlJ-1 
1130 IP INKETI 0 • • GOTO 1130 
1140HETVRH 
TIUKMEI>-t 
1:500 REM • • • T R I M M E D - t • • • 
1:uo CLS 'PR1HT TABC2'l·TRIMMED-t• 
l~O PRINT 9128,•At Level ••;.JG 
1:530 PRDl'l""Tritnn Point Estimate for the Mean ··i 
1540 &K-0 
l~ POR 1-.TG+l TO Ill-JG 
1560 SMaSK+Ta> 
1:170 HEXT I 
15ia TM-SKl<Dl-2•.TGI 
190 R'W•U<lll-ll/IDl-2tJG-Ul•WSC2> 
1600 PRIHT TM 
11•10 PRINT t lHPUT'Enter Desirmd Ccnfidenm 1.ev91 C..g •• 9'J•:AL 
1'20 IP AL>•l THEN Al.•AL/100 
1'30 DP.lH-2•.JG-l 
1640 PR•U+AL>J2 
16:50 GOSUEI 8000 
1660 PRINT I PRINT TASCl'l TM - XQtSQRfRW/<IK-2•.TGUJ•< True MHn <•mt+ XQ•SQR<R1fl<IN-2•J'GU 
1670 PRIKT'G960,•PRESs SPACE BAR TO R£1Vml TO MAIN MEHU•J 
·1680 IF lNJCET• 0 •• GOTO u~eo 
1690 RETVRH 
COHFlpENC! JHTERV AL FOR m MEJllAH 
2000REM ••• COHFIDEHCE UITERV.&LS FOR THE MEDIAN ••• 
2010 CLS 
2020 PRIHT Qs:s.·coNFIDENCE IKTERVil FOR THE MEDIAN· 
2030 PRINT 912&,• c.icul•tian of & a:infid.ncm interval for tlW l'Mdim is• 
2040 PRINT•buect an ttw binamiiil distnbutiCln which i•• of a::uH• & di•-• 
96 
20SO PRlNT•crete distribution. An interv.&l will be ala.tl~ted such thAt• 
2060 PRINT.th• a:inf1dence level you sgecfy will be met or exatededo" 
2070 PRINT: INPUT"£nter Desired Canfidenat Level <e.g •• 9'>";AL 
2080 IF Al.):al THEN AL;AL/100 
2090 CLS: PRINT @471,"CALCULATIHG" 
2100 p.,5 
2110 PR-0 
2120 IF IH<=JO BB•O : GOTO 2180 
2130 IF IN)•150 88:55 : GOTO 2170 
2140 tr IN)•lOO BB=J5: GOTO 2170 
21!50 IF IN>•60 BB=-20: GOTO 2170 
2160IF1ID•40 THEN BB•12 ELSE BB-S 
2170 KU•.!5: VAR,.,25/IN: GOTO 2210 
2180 GOSUB 2500 
2190 PH• PR 
2200 PR•PR + BC • PCIN : GOTO 2220 
2210 PH•PR : NX::a(BS+,51/IN : GOSUB 5000: PR-FOX 
2220 IF PR< fl - ALl/2 THEM BEl•BB+l : n' IID30 GOTO 2210ELSE GOTO 2190 
2230 PR•l-2•PH 
2240 CLS 
22:50 tr PR-1 THEN PR-.m 
2260 PRIHT@lo,• .. ;:PRINT U5ING· .. ····:PR•100JIPRINT-'\ COHFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR TBE HEDI.Ur 
2270 tr BBsO THEN BB• 1 
2280 PRINT Gl48, Y<BB1;•< Medi.n <•; YCIH-BB+U 
2290 FOR BB• Rt TO 51-1 
2300 PRINT G960,•PRESs SJ!ACE BAR TO RET11RH TO MEHV•; 
2310 IF IHJCEYS 0 • • GOTO 2310 
2320 RETURN 
~REM ••• BINOMIAL COEFFICIENT ••• 
2'10 EIC-0 : S-0 : SB•BB : QS-IN-BB 
2:520 FOR Bl•l TO IN 
2'30 IF SB)llQB GOTO 2590 
~O IF SB>•BI THEN B•B+LOGIBI> 
2'SO IF aa;e1 GOTO 2630 
2560 IF QB:o:BI THEN BC•-B ; GOTO 2630 
~O BC•BC + LOGIBU 
2580 GOTO 2630 
2:590 IF OB>•BI THEN S-B+LOOCBI> 
2600 IF SB:>BI THEN GOTO 2630 
2~10 IF SB•BI THEN ec-s : GOTO 2630 
WO BC•BC+LOGlBI> 
2'30HEXT BI 
2'40 BC • EXP<BC> 
26:50 RETlJ1UI 
lACIQIEE gmum i COHFIDENCE IHmVAU 
3000REM ••• JACJCJCNIFE SUBR0t7TIHE ••• 
3010 CLS: PRINT TAB<22> •J AC JC lt KIF E• 
3020 PRINT : PRIHT"Tha ~ife tKhniqu. i• uuful far r.ducing biu in tt. ntim&t" of puanl9t9n and i 
n aotUfling ratMat interv.&l estimAt ... 
3030 PRIN.T 
3040 PRINT·NoTE 1: Es~t• & Canf. Int. Far Vui.nm AN bued en JllX- knife of loglbu. to> of 11• i PRINT 
3050 PRIHT•NOTE 2: J'.c:kkn1fe Est. & Canf. Int. for ttw Kaan ue id9ntic.al to clu1ic.al c.alcul•tian• and &r• incl 
ud.ct her• for ccnvenienca cnly. 
3060 PRINT 
3070 PRINT" ·~u1:•1 ·:u1;• Mean• 
3080 PRINT· ·:u1;•2•;RBt;· VUiuica• 
3090 JCPa960 I ES•2 I GOSUB 180 
3100 CLS:IF I0-1 THEM PE•XB: IH•l : SD-SQR<VU : GOTO 3220 
3120 PM•LOG!SQR<Vl»/LOGUOI 
3130 PE-0: 52-0 
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3140 FOR I•l TO IN STEP IH 
3l:SO oosue 34~ 
3160 SV•UH/IHl•PM - IIN/IH-ll•LOl 
3170 Sl-S2 + SV•SV 
3180 PE:11PE + SV 
31'° NEXT I 
3200 SD•SQRt 152 - IPEC2>J<INIIH))/(IN/IH-1>) 
3210 PE:11PE•IH/IH 
321:5 CLS 
3220 PRINT @O,CHRSl253> : PRINT.Point est~t• cf "i 
3230IF10•1 ZP..•Mun• ELSE ZP."Var1M1t:m" 
3240 PRINT zp;• •"; 
32:50 IF 10•1 PRINT PE ELSE PRINT 10C<PE+PE> 
3260 IF 10:112 PRINT"Pcint estimilte of Std. Deviation •"UOCPE 
3270 PRINT : INPUT"Enter the desired Ccnfidenat t..v•l <•.g. ,95J"iAL 
3290 IF AU•l THEN AL•AL/100 
~ PR•l - !l-ALl/2: IF PR)l PR=PR/100 
3300 DF•INIIH-1 : 12.•l : GOSUS aooo 
3310 L•PE - XQ • 50/SCRIIN/IHl: IF IOs2 L•lOCIL+Ll 
3320 U•PE + XCl • 50/SQRCINIIH> : IF IOs2 tJstOCIU+UI 
3330 PRINT : PRINT AL• 100;""4 Confidenca Interval:• 
~o PRINT" •:t:• <True Value cf •:zp;• <•;tJ 
33:50IF10•2 PRINT" ":SQRILli" < Truit Villue of Std. Deviation <•;sQR<l1l 
3360 PRINT: PRINT I PRINT: PRINT""• PRESS SPACE SAR TO RETURN TO KADI MEHl7" 
3370 IF lNXEYs 0 • " GOTO 3370 
3380RETURN 
3400 SP-0 : FOR I• l TO 5 
34°' IF IN/lsINTIIN/I) THEN PGII>-1 ELSE PGlll-0 
3410 IF PGII>al THEN SP"aSP+l 
341:5 NEXT I 
3420 CLS: IF SP>l THEN 3432 ELSE PRINT• Sincm•;JN;•cttw Htnpl• sial is il prinw ni.mb•r it is anty• 
342' PRINT"possible to jackknife in grcups of t. Far large So1111Ple sues, camput.ation time i• HC•H1v•.•: 
3430 PRIHT:GOTO 3433 
3432 PRINT• Yau m.ay jackknife in groups u list•d below. Ccmputaticn tim. is a function of beth ttw wmpl• 
•b• .and group si11 and b1CDm1s excessiv• with large s~lH i.nd small groups.· 
3433 PRINT:PRDll'••.g• S..nple Sue Group Sue Appra:t. Timlf•:PRIHT" 100 2' min.•:zr 
BP.>l PRINT" 100 2 e min.•:pRIHT• 50 1 4 nun.• 
3434 PRINT:PRINT•You may: •:LSs:•a•:us:•uit• 
343S .TI.•llPRIHT" or•:PRJNT•Jack.kn1fe in groups of:• 
343' FOR I• 1 TO ' 
3438 IF PGCJL)•l TBEH PRINT" ·:i.ss;JI.:RS•: ELSE .TL-.Jl.·H : IF JL<., THEH 3438 
344'2 IF PGIJLJal THEN JL-.JL+t: NEXT I 
34-" PRINT @965,•tndicati Option •;LBSiCHRSU76J;RSll 
3446 Ot•INJCETI: IF Qs:s•• OR 0S-CHRIU3l THEH 3446 ELSE PRINT Ci 982,0t;:FOR I•l TO lOO:HEXT 
3447 IF os-·a· OR o~·q· THEN 40 ELSE FOR IH"'l TO ' 
3448 IF VAL!Ot>•IB AND PG<IH>-1 THEN RETURN 
3449-HEXT IH : GOTO 344• 
34'° LOl-0 : SM-0 
3460 FOR J•l TO IN 
3470 IF J'<I OR J>•l+IB TBEH SM-SM+RYlJ'l l L0l•L01+RT<J>C2 
3480 NEXTJ 
3490 LOl•CL01 - ISMC21/CIH-mntaH-m-u 
3SOO LOl•LOOtSQR<LO 1 J>ILOGUO> 
3S10 RETURN 
3S:50 FOR 1•1 TO nt : RTcr>-YCI> : NEXT : IF D!•l RETVRN 
~ FOR I•IN TO 1 STEP -1 
3:560 Il7•RNDIIN> 
3S0.5 RT•RYa> : RYU>-RY<It1> : RT<IU>-RT 




?SOOOREK ••• NORMAL DISTRlBUTIOH ••• 











t - QISIRJBUUON 
6000REM ••• t-DISTRISUTIOH ••• 
6010 IF TX<:O 13•1 ELSE I3-0 
6020 lF DF>2' GOTO 6450 
6030 THETA•ATH<ABS<TXl/SQR<DF>l 




6080 GOTO 6400 
6090 lF IHTIDFl2>-DF/2 GOTO 6220 
6100 lF DF•3 GOTO 6370 
6110 TSaO: TP-1 : TC=COS<THETA> 




6160 NEXT I 
6170 TSaTS+COSITHETAl 
6180 AT•~l 9S-lTHETA+<SIHCTBET A>*TSU 
6190 FOX•<AT+U/2 
6200 QOX•l-FOX 
6210 GOTO 6-400 
6220 lF DF02 GOTO 6270 
6230 AT-sIH<TBETA> 
6240 FOX•<AT+U/2 
~ QOX•l-FOX • 
'260 GOTO 6-400 
6270 TSaO I YP.1 I TC•l 
6280 FOR I•l TO IKTltDF-2112> 
6290 TP-TP*IC2•Il-l l/12•1> 
6300 Tt•TC•<COSlTHETA>C2> 
6310 ts-TS+ms.TC> 




'360 GOTO 6-400 




MlO IF 13-o RETtJRK 
6-42000X•FOX 
6430 FOX•t-QOX 
6440 RETUU • 
6450 lilX•I TX • Cl - ~Fl l/SQRll + .S-TXC2/DFI 
99 
·. 




7000REM •••INVERSE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION••• 
7010 IF P!D.S THEN RL:SQR<LOGU/Ul-PRIC2m ELSE RL,.SQR<LOG< lt<PRC:?IU 
7020 XQ•RL-t<2.:S 15517+C,802853•RL>+C,O 10329• RLC 2>1/C l •<I .43276S•RL)+t, l 89269•RLC2J+(,001308•RLC3nt 
7030 IF PR>•,5 THEN XGaKO.CSQRtVRl•XO> ELSE XQ=MO-CSQRlVR,.XQJ 
7040RETURH 
IRVEBSE - t 
BOOOREM ••• INVERSE t-DISTRIBtJTIOK ••• 
8010 K0-0 : VR•l 112•1 
8020 GOSUB 7000 
8030 XC•XQ 
8040 XQ-<ol!I • tXCt3 + XCll/DF 
SOSO XO-XQ • Cll/96l • t5•XCC:5 + 16•XCC3 + 3•XCl>/DFC2 
8060 X~XQ + tll/384l • t3.XCC7 + 19•XCt:S + 17•XCC3 -1:5•XCU/DFC3 
8070 XO-XQ + tll/921601 • <7hXCC9 + 776.XCC7 + 1482•XCC:5 -l920•XCC3 -945eXCU/DFC4 
8080 XQ• XC + XQ 
8090 IF DF>3 RETURN 
8100 DELTA•l 
8110 TX•XQ 
8120 GOSUB 6000 
8130 IF ABS<PA-FOXl < .00001 THEN XQaTX : RET11RH 
8140 IF PR< FOX THEN TX•TX-DELTA 
81:50 IF PR< FOX THEN OELTA•DELTA/10 
1160 IF PR<: FOX THEN GOTO 8120 
8170 TX•TX+DELTA 
8180 GOTO 8120 
m>m.tl rn FCIIOH MEH1J 
10000 REM • • • P R 0 G R A M S E L E C T I 0 N M E H 17 • • • 
10010 CLS:PRIHT T ABt20J•PROGRAM SELECTION MENU• 
10020 PRINT Ql2&,•t1 Data l/O, Tr;ansfarmAtians, Prab. Sr Inv. Prob. Distributtcns•:JIRIHT 
10030 PRIHT••2 S~l• St~t·s, 7-Nucn-Sum, Plots•:PRDtT 
10040 PRINT••3 Parametric: Tests afHypathffH .rid Canfidenca lnterv&ls•:PRINT 
1~ PRINT•M Robust EstilNtH uid Confidence lnten&ls•; PRINT 
10060 PRINT·~ Multiple Line~ Regressian•:PJUMT 
10070 PRINT·~ An&ly!ns af VMiuiat• 
10080 XP-896: J:S-0: GOSUB 180 
10090 IF I~ GOTO 20 
10100 IF I0-3 THEN tr••2•: GOTO 10120 
10110 IP IO-l OR I0-2 THEK ZT••1• ELSE %T•-J• 
10120CLS . 
10130 IF I0-1OR10•3 OR I°"' TI!EN 10-l ELSE 10-2 
101.WCLS 
101~ PRIJrr•tNSERT TAPE ··:z·n· INTO ESF-80 AND PRESS SPACE au· 
10160 IF IHJCEYtO" • GOTO 10160 
10170 QLOAD1 




lO DIM MMU00,101, VCllOO,lO), VTV<l0,100), RVClOO), RHUOO>, £1100), BllOOI, IDl201 
20 DEFSTR % : DEFINT I-!C 
2S LSS•CHRtl1231 : RBS&CHRtH25) : SU&CHRt12'21 
30REM ••• PROGRAM DISCREPTIOK ••• 
40CLS 
:SO PRINT• • K U L T I P L E L I N E A R R E G R E S S I 0 N •• 
60 PRINT: PRINT• This progr.am fits• linHr moo•l to the d.it.i l>y th•.methad of Ordinuy Lust ~n COLS 
), P.irameters .ind st.itishcs al-cul.ited include the equ.it1cn caltff1cients, st.indvdued caltffi- ci.nts, •; 
70 PRINT •p.irtw F st.itlstia for the cceffiaents, carnl.itian m.itn:c, H.it Matrix Ccb..;aon&l •l.,,.,.tsJ Mld A.HOV 
A t.abl•· 
80 PRINT 
90 PRJHT• MODEL: T '" BO + Bl • X 1 + S2 • X2 + ... + Sn • Xn 
100 PRINT: PRINT• WHERE: Y • RespcnH V.iri.tile 
110 PRINT• Xl "' Xn • C.irrier Vari.-DlH 
120 PRINT• BO • Const.int < T Interc.pt I 
130 PRINT• Bl ... Bn • Coefficients of Camer Vm.tiln 
140 PRINT: PIUHT"• PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE•: 
l:SO IF INICETt 0 • • GOTO l~ 
160 CLS -
170 FOR I•lB TO 59: SETII,31: NEXT 
1'7S PRINT CHO,·PROGRAM LIMITAnONs·: 
180 PRINT @12a,•c&J No mar• th.in 9 arrier var1.tiles 
190 PRIHT@250,•!b) Ho mare th.in 100 oburvations 
200 PRINT @465,•MENU:•: FOR 1•30 TO 46: SETa,24>:!lEXT 
210 PRINT osn.-m D.it• uo 
220 PRINT : PRINrt2l Progr.im Selec:tlon Menu• 
230 JCP-S'96 : JCS•2 : GOSUB 300 
240 OH 10 GOTO 400, 10000 
OnIQN SELECTION 
300REM •••OPTION SELECTIOM 
310 PRINT QEP+5, "OPTION DESIRED •;LSs;CHRtU 76)iRBtl 
320 ll•IHXEYt : IF %I•"• GOTO 320ELSE IO•V .A.L<ZI> 
330 PRINT @IJl+21, U;: FOR I•l TO 100: NEXT 
340 IF IO<l OR IO>JCS THEN PRINT @JCP, BLtl: PRIKT QJCP,• ... NOT A V41.ID OPl'IOH .... r. FOR l•l TO 1000 
I KEXT : PRIHT QJCJ', eu:: GOTO 310 
3:50 RETURN 
360 PRINT QJCP+5,LSs;• ·:u1• ar •;RtlRBt;• ·:LB•iCHRt<l76)1RBt; 
370 IC>INJCETS I IF ZQ• .. GOTO 370ELSE PRINT @ICP+l7, ta;: FOR l•l TO 100: NEXT 
380 IF %QOU A.ND %QOCHRtl.lSCU.tl-32> AND %QORt AND %QOCHRttASCCRll-32J THEJI 360 
390 REI ORK 
400REM ••• IHPVT/OVTPUT OPTIOHS ••• 
410 CLS 
420 PRlH'r T illlO>•INPOT /OUTPUT OPTIONS• 
430 PRINT Q128, •m Input D.it& vi& K•yba.ird 
440 PRINT9l21 Input Dat.i vi& T .ape 
4SC\ PJUHT•r.3> Sav• Data to T.ip• 
~ EP>i~o : JCS•3 : GOSUB 300 
470 OM 10 GOTO 1000, soo, 700 
101 
INPUT DATA V!A TAPE 
'°°REM • •• INPUT DATA VIA TAPE ••• 
S10 CLS: PRINT"lnsert DATA TAPE lnta ESF-80 .and press SPACE BAR• 
~O JF INKETSO" • GOTO 5:?0 
'30 PRINT CH32,"Data File Number ·:uis:CHRSC176>:RB•r 
~O ll•INXEYt : IF ZI=u THEN 540; ELSE FI=V ALIZI) 
~ PRINT @l'50, ZW FOR I•l TO 100 : NEXT 
S60 IF FI<l THEN 530 
~O @CLOSE 
5BOGOPEHFI 
S90 GINPUT CV,IN,YM,Y2 
600 FOR I•l TO IN 
610 GINPUT RVIII 
620 FOR J•l TO CV 
62S IF IO l THEN &30 
628 GINPUT MUIJ>.X21J> 
630 GINPUT MMII.Jl 
640MEXT J 
6.:so NEXT I 
660 9CLOSE 
66S TAs••T• 
670 CLS: PRlHT"CALCULATl.NG CORRELATIOR MATRIX ... ": GOT01230 
HYE PATA IO TAP£ 
700REK •••SAVE DATA TO TAPE••• 
710 CLS: PRINT"Insert DATA TAPE inta ESF-80 .and press SPACE BAR• 
720 IF IHJCEYtO• • GOTO 720 
730 PRINT @132,"Fila Hunmer ta 5&11• D&t& Under ":LBs:cHRtCl761;RBti 
740 ll•INXEYs: IF ll•"• THEN 740ELSE FI=-VALlllJ 
r.50 PRINT 9164, U;: FOR I•l TO 100: NEXT 
7MJ IF FI<l THEN 730 
770 QCLOSE 
780 GOPEN FI 
790 liPRINT CV,IH,TM,Y2 
800 FOR I•l TO IN 
810 QPRINT RVa> 
820 FOR J•l TO CV 
82:5 IF 101 THEN 830 
828 GPRINT M11CJl,X21Jl 
830 QPRIMT MM<I,JI 
l40KEXTJ 
&:50 NEXT I 
860 ,QCLOSE 
870 PRINT GS12,"0PTIONS:• 
880GCLOSE 
890 ~ CU Ccntinu. with Regression 
900 PRINT" 12> Return ta Progra.m Menu 
910 PRINT• 13> Ga ta Pragr&m S.htcticn Mmnu 
'20 JCP!s896 : JCS•3 : GOSt1S 300 
930OJI10 GOTO 1~00, 160, 10000 
IlWVr PATA V!A JEIBOARD 
1000 REM • • • I H P t7 T C A T A V I A IC E T S 0 A R D • • • 
1010CLS , 
1020 IHPUT•Mi..m11er af Carrier v .. ri&bln ta be .nterea•:cv 
1030 IF CV)9 PRINT• ... ERROR... NO MORE TR.Al\, 9 CARRIERS .ALLONEJ:l•:ooro 1020 
1040 IF CV(l PRINT" ... ERROR H• Mt7ST EAVE AT LE.AST l CARRIER V.ARIABLE":GOTO 1020 
104l5 FOR I•l TO CV: MUCil=O: XSII>-0: X21I>-O: SX<I>-0: llEXT I 
lOSO IHP11T"Ent11r the Number of Otlurv.itions":IH 




l«*S YS-0 I Yl-0 : SY•O : TM-0 
1090FOR1•1 TO IM 
UOO PRINrOBSERV ATION ••:I 
1120 PRIHT•Entar the obser.-ed v&.lue for th9 rt19C1onH v&ri.til•1 y•;:IHPOT RV<U 
1122 YM•YM•RV<I>: SYsRVfI>-YS: YS•YS+SY/I I T2•Y2+SY•fRVU>-YSI 
1130 FOR J•l TO CV 
1140 PRINT•Enter the V&.lue for CMriar. Y&rt.tll•1 x-:Mm•tsmsc.r1.2,21;:IHPUT MM<I..T> 
11~2 MU!Jl•MU<J>•MMtI,JI: SXCJ>-MMCI,J'l-XSIJI: XS<J>-XS<J>+$X·l.Tl/l: X2CJ'JaX2<J'>+5XCJ',.IMM11..T>-XS<J'U 
1150 NEXT J' 
lll>O PRINT 
1170 NEXT I 
CALCVLAIE AND DISPLAY CORBELAUON MATlUX 
1180 CLS: PRIXT•CALCVLATING CORRELA.TIOJ1 MATmx,,.• 
1190 TM•YM/IN 
1200 FOR J•1 TO CV 
1210 MUIJl-MV<J'l/IN 
1220 NEXT J' 
l~TA•••M• 
1230 FOR l•l TO lH 
1240 IF TAto•y• THEM RVU>-<RVIIl-YMl/SQR<T2> 
12:50 FOR .T•l TO CV 
• l2l>O V.C II,J>aCMM!I,Jl-MUl.Tl l/SQR(X2CJH · 
1290 NEXT J • 
1290 NEXT I 
12" FOR I•l TO IN : VCII.J>-RV<II : NEXT 1 
1300 lV-C:VH: RETt••Y•: GOSt7B 2000 
1310 RET .. ·H• : EPS=-lE-5 
1320 CLS: PRINT·COR.RELATIOH MATRIXI": PRINT 
1325 IF CV<•S THEN PRIMT• •; :ELSE PRINT- , 
1330 FOR l•l TO CV: PRIMT • X-:RIGHTt<STRtCI>.1>;: IF CV<~ TBEll PRDIT • •:ELSE PRINT••; 
1335 NEXT : PRINT• y• 
1340FOR1•1 TO IV 
l~FORJ•l TOIV 
l~ IF CV)S THEM P1••1,•11• :ELSE Pl•••, t111• 
1360 IF J•l AND I<-CV THEN PRINT •x•:RIGHTllSTRlal,u;• •; ELSE IF J•l PRlHT "T •; 
13'2 lP ABS<VVll..Tl-lKEPS AND CV)~ THEN PRINT• 1 •: l GOTO 1380 
136-4 IF ABS<VVa..THKEPS THEN PRI:N"r• 1 •;:GOTO 1380 
1370 PRINT USIHG P1;vva..r1:: IF CV<•l5 THEN PRINT· ·:ELSE PHIHT· ·: 
1380 HEXT J 
1390 PRINT 
1400 HEXT I 
1410 PRillT (i9&9.•Pr9ss SPACE BAR to Contim.-•; 
1420 IF INEETSO• • TBEH 1420 
mpjT SVJISET OF CARRIEB VARIABLES 
1500 REM • • • S E L E C T S 11 B S E T 0 F C 4 R RI E R S • • • 
ll510 IF CV•l TBEH 1580 
1!520 CLS : PlUXT' Ttw data array •ntered ccnt&ins•;cv;•carrier v&riablft. Tw • 
1'30 :PRINT"mAy r11gr9H on &.ll•:cv;•cuners or .ity Muto• 
1540 PRINT @197,L.Bli'A.iRB•;·u or ·:Lst;·s·:RBtj•ubs.t ·:LE1•:CBRtU76>:RSs: 
1~ HCl•INJCETS : IF Hes .. •• THEN GOTO l~:ELSE PRINT @221,HCS : FOR I•l TO 100 I JIEXT 
1'60 IF HC•O·A· AND HCso•.i• AND acso·s· AND 11cso•s• TBEK 1540 
1~0 IF HCt••s• OR BCt••s• THEN 1600 
1l580 FOR I•l TO CV : usa>-·Y· : NEXT : GOTO 1810 
IMX> REM • • • CHOOSE S1JSSET OF CARRIERS 
1620 CLS : IF IlO-S THEN ~ :ELSE JO-IN 
11.30 PRINT"Ta f&alitat• ntccgrutiono tn. first•:.ro:•va!ws for •Kh curie,-·: P'RIRT"are displ&ym belaw. When 
pr~ted 11\diut• whettwr you wilnt• 
&MO PRINT•to •;t.as;•R•;RSs;•et&in or •;LBS;-D•:RBS:••l•ta •Kh CArTi•r for th9 r.grnsion.• 
li>SO JCP-2'6 
103 
1600 FOR I=l TO CV 
1670 PRINT GICP+5,"X-lMIDSCSTRS<Il,2,2>l• •: 
1MIO FOR J"•l TO JD 
1490 PRINT MM<J,I>l:IF JOJO PRINT•,•; 
1700 NE.XT J 
1710 KP.KP+64 
1720 NEXT I 
1730 KP.256 
1740 FOR I•l TO CV 
17SO PRINT @ICP,LBs:cHRIU7l»lRB•l 
1760 RTS•INJCEYl: IF RTS•"" GOTO l760ELSE PRINT @KP+t,RTS; 
1770 IF RTSO"R" AND RTSO"r" AND RTSO"O" Alto RTSO"d" THEN l ~ 
1780 IF RTS•"R" OR RTS•"r" THEN usm•·Y· ELSE usm:o•N• 
1790 ICP.Kp+M . 
1800 NEXT I 
1810 Utfoia•y• 
1820 IV•O 
1830 FOR l•t TO CV 
1840 IF Utm••T• TREH lV•lV+l I IW<IV>-1 
l&:SO NEXT I 
1860J-O 
1870 PRINT 9896,"RegrH!S cnl •; 
1880 FOR l•l TO CV 
1890 IF Vt<I>•"Y- TBEK IPCJ+ll•I: J•J+l 
1900 NEXT I 
1910 IF IV-0 THEN PRINT @896, .... ERROR ... YOU JUVE DELETED ALL CAJUUERS":FOR 1•1 TO 2'°° I HEXT 
I GOTO 1500 
1920 FOR I•l TO IN 
1930 FOR J'•I TO IV 
1'40 IF J•IV AND IC•IV THEN PRINT •x•;MIDst~IIWIIJl,2,21;•, •; 1"° VCU,J>alMMU,IPCJ>>-MUllPCJlll/SQRIX21IP<Jl>> 
l960 NEXT J' 
1970 NEXT I 
1980 PRIHT IJ9lt0,"C~cul•ting .. ,•; 
CALCVLAUOM OE OLS ESTJMAm 
CALCVLAU: X'X 
2000REM••• CALCULATION OF LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATOR••• 
2010 REM BETA.M.t • < X' X >.inverse X' T 
2030 REM • • • C A L C 0 LA T E X' X • • • 
2040 FOR I•l TO IV. 
~FOR J'•l TO IV 
2060 vva,.ri-o : V11I..rl-O 
2070NEXTJ 
2080 NEXT I 
2090 FOR I•l TO IV 
2100 FOR J•l TO IV 
2UOSVM:o0 
2120 FOR IIC•l TO IN 
2130 SUM-SUM+ VCCIJC,I>•VCWC,J> 
2140 HEXT IlC 
21:50 VVU,J>-SUK 
2160 HEXTJ 
2170 NEXT I 
2ld0 IF ffETSa"T• TBEJI RETVRH 
CALCVLAT£ IX'X>tnvrrn 
2SOO REM • • • C A L C t7 L A T E < X' X >inv••• • • • 




3260 em • SUM 
3270 NEXT I 
IRANSfOBM BETA COEfflCIENTS IO HEGRESSJON EQVATION COEFflCIEJrn 
3300 REM • • • TRANSFORM BETA COEFFICIENTS TO REGRESSION EQUATION COEFFICIEHTS • • • 
330S B<O>-YM : SCIO)sYM 





CALCVLATE ELEMENTS OF ANOVA TA&LE 
3SOOREM ••• CALClJLATE ELEMENTS OF AMOVA TABLE ••• 
3510 RSS:sO : ESS-0 I E2S-O 
3S20TSSaY2 
3570 FOR I•l TO IH 
3S80 SUM-0 : S2M-O 
3'90 FOR IJC•l TO IV 
3600 SUMaSUM+MMU,IP<IX>l•SaJCJ 
360S S2Ma52M+vca.uc1•sc1DC> 













3710 FOR I•l TO IV 
3720 TIIJaSCa>/CSGlR<M25. vxa,Im 
3770 SE<IJaSORlM2S • vxa.:rn • SOR<Y2>1SQRa2<IP<Im 
3780KEXTI 
. 
mlPl,AX AHOVA TASL£, BEGRESSJON ECVADOM, 01J1ER STATISTICS 
4000REM ••• PRINT OLS SOLQ'TIOX. AKOVA. fl OTHER STATISTICS ••• 
4010 CLS 
4020 PRIHT 921>. •A N 0 V A• 
4030 PRUIT" Sourc. CF 5c.m al S~uun KHn Squu• F-Ratio 
4040 FOR l•S TO 15: SETII,611 NEXT: FOR 1•26 TO 2'1 SETil,611 HEXT: FOR I-..0 TO il7: SETa,6>: REXT: FOR 1•78 
TO 9': SETII,6>: NEXT: FOR I•l06 TO 120: SETII,61: NEXT 
~PRINT Gl92,•RegrHsian•;:PRINT G204,IV;:PRINT G213,RSS;: PRINT @231,MRSUPRDn' 9243,• •;:IF F)9'9,99 
t THEN PRINT USING•H,H•••c ct C •;F El.SE PRINT USJNG•••••·H••:F 
4060 PRINT @258.•Errar• ;:PRINT @268,IN-<IV+.rn:PRIKT IJ277,ESS::PRIHT929'.KES 
4070 PR.TNT (}322,•tot&l•;:PRIHT 9332,m-1;:PRINT G:Ml.TSS 
4080 PRINT : PRINT "Tlw Rllgr.ssian Equ&tian ist• 
4090 PRINT9 T • •; 
4100 FOR l-0 TO IV 
4UO IF I 0 0 GOTO •140 
4120 IF Bl~J:>-o THEN PRDn' • •:ELSE PRlllT •- •; 
~l30 GOTO 4150 




4UO IF PV)9999,9999 OR PV<.0001 THEN PU••"•·••••Uct• ELSE PUs••t••••·••••" 
4170 PRINT USING pus:Pv: 
4180 IF IOO PRINT" X-:MIOSCSTRSCIWII»,2,::?>:" •:ELSE PRlHT" •; 
4190 IF I=2 OR I 2 S OR I=8 THEN PRINT" " : PRINT" •; 
4200 NEXT I 
42~ IF IV<:i:S THEN PRINT @704,"": ELSE PRINT @768,"": 
4210 PRINT "R-Sciu•re: ·;:PRINT USING" t.H .. ":R2;:PRINT• •:•Adjusted R-Sql.IM91 
••••••;1-U-R2>•IIN- l l/IIN-IV-l > 
4220 PRINT"Std. Error:";:PRINT USING" t••••·••••"tsORIMES> 
4225 PRINT"Std. Error •s '•of Response Me.1n:•;:PRINT USING"•••••••·••t•;1saR<MES>ITM~lOOUPRIHr'\•; 
4230 PRINT @960,"PRESS SPACE BAR TO DISPLAY AilDITIONAL STATISTICS"; 
4240 IF lNXEYtO" " GOTO 4:_ ,0 
42'0 REM••• P'7INT COEFF's, t-STAT's, STD, ERROR cf COEFF's, r. STAHDAROilED COEFF's • • • 
4260CLS 
4270 PRIHT"V•r· Cceffic.nt Putt~ F Std. ErTor Set.a Ca.ff• 
4280 PRINT"-
42'0 UtSs•••••••••••·•••••: u21··•·••••cccc• 
4300 FOR I•l TO IV 
4310 PRINT"X"!MIDSISTRtUWII»,2,21: 
4320 IF ABSIB(1)))999999 OR ABSISII»<.0001 THEN PRlllT. ·;tPRIMT USING u21;em;:GOTO 4340 
4330 PRINT USING uu:am; 
. 4340 IF ABSCTII>•Ta»>999999 OR ASSlTlI>•TII>K.0001 TKEM PRINT" ·::PRINT USING t72$;'f!I>•Tam GOTO 43 
40 
43:50 PRINT USING uurrm•Tm; • 
4360 D' ABSCSEll»)999999 OR ABSISE!Ill<.0001 THEN PRINT" •;:PRIKT USING t7211 SEa>::OOTO 4380 
4370 PRINT USING u1s: SEm: 
4380 IF ABSISCII)l)999999 OR ABSCSCII>J<.0001 THEH PRINT" ·::PRINT USING u21; sea>: GOTO 4400 
4390 PRINT USING 1111: scm 
4400 NEXT I 
4410 PRINT (;896,"Do you w.&nt to su the Di&gcn&l Elem.nts of the B.at M.atrtx1•; 
4420 LS••y• : Rt••n• : JCP-960 : GOSUB 360 
4430 lF za-·N· OR za-•n• THEN PRINT (!896, eu:: PRlllT G960, eu;:GOTO 4970 
PlSPJ.AT DIAGOHAL ELEMENTS OE HAT MATRIX 
4500REM ••• &:>ISPLAY DIAGOKAL ELEMEMTS OF HAT MATRIX ••• 
4:510 CLS . 
4S20 PRINT • Tt. di.agon&1 al11ment1 cf the H&t M&tru: < B • XIX'X>inv, X' )giv• & nwuur• of tt. infl&Mnm of th 
• 1 th cbs•rv&tion of thtlrHponu v•nii.bl• i:in tlW ccrr•spcnding fitted v&lu..•; 
4530 PRIHT• A 'l&rge'v&lue cf h!i,1> is indiativ• of .&n outlier. This, of CDKS•• does not ~ly th.at tt. d&t& po 
int is MCJt•urily & 'b.a' point.but should Alert you to m~wr• into its n•ture." 
~ PRINT : PRINT" A ruscnii.bl• rule cf thumb for wMt is cans1dered • lug• H<iti> is .iny v~ l&rg.r th.an 
twtm the r.ink cf the h&t m&- trix dividecl by tl'l9 number of otlsarv&tlcns. • 
4S:SO PRINT 9704, ". i·•• Consider HU,U )•:2•IV IIN:" u luge• 
4560'1F'LHt••N• GOTO 4'590 
4:570 PRINT GS:34.-NOTE: A blinking a.1rsor will highlight 1.rge' BU1i>'s" 
4S80 FOR J'G•l TO 10: PRINT @832,CHRSC143>:: FOR JB•l TO 2S : HEXT .nil PRINT @832t" •::FOR J'B•l TO 2:5 l 
UXT .TB :NEXT J'G : PRINT G832, ••; 
490 PRIRT (;960,•Pr.ss SPACE BAR to displ&y tlw H<i,U •s•t 
4600 lF INICETS 0 • " GOTO 4600 
4'.10 CLS 
.U.20 PRIXT•Dt.;cn&l Elements of Hat M.atrtx:• 
4630 FOR I• 1 TO IM STEP 3 
4'.40 D' INT<I/37> 0 I/37 AND INT<I/73> 0 1173 GOTO 4700 
46.:50 lF LHt••y• GOSUB 4810 
4660 PRINT Q960t"Press SPACE SAR to displ.iy r9'Nining ei.m.nts•; 
4670 IF INJCETt 0 ••GOTO 4670 
~CLS 
.U.90 PRIHT•oto1gon&1 a.m.nts of S&t M.atrU <aintinuecSJ:• 
4700 FOR J-0 TO 2 
4710 D' I+J >IN GOTO 4790 
4720 D' :r-o GOTO 4740 
4730 IF .T•l PRINT TAB12U: ELSE PRINT TABC42>J 
4740 J .. MIOtlS"rala+J'J,~,3> 
47'0 PRIHT"HC·:.rs:·. "jJs;") ··:aa+J)J 
106 
4760 NEXT J' 
;,no PRINT 
4780NEXT1 
4790 IF LHl•"Y" GOSUB 4810 
4800 GOTO 4980 
4810 FOR J'X"'l TO JL 
4820 IF I<•J7 AND IDtJX><37 THEN GOSUB 4870: GOTO 4~ 
4830 IF 1)37 AND I<• 73 AND IDIJX»,.37 AND IDIJ'X><73 TBEK GOSUS 48701 GOTO 4~ 
4840 IF 073 AND IDtJ'X))•73 THEN GOSUS 4870 
48:50 NEXT JX 
4860 RETURN 
4870 FOR J'Z•l TO 10 
4880 IF 1<•37 THEN IP-IDIJ'X> 
4890 IF D37 AND 1<•73 THEN IJ'aIDIJ'X>-36 
4900IF1)73 THEN IPaIOIJ'X>-72 
4910 IF lP/3•INTtlP/3l TREN PP.CIP/3>eb.4 ELSE PP.<INT<IPl3>+1>eb4 
4920 IF IP/3:aINTIIP/3) THEN PP.PP+42 : GOTO 4940 
4930 IF IIP+1>/3 • INTUIP+l>/Jl THEN PP.PP+21 
4940 PRINT QPP,CHRSU4:ll;: FOR JY"'1TO2S: NEXT JY: PRINT QPP,•&•: 
49:50 NEXT JI 
4960 RETURN 
4970 PRINT @896,•Do you w&nt to SH the rnid~s?": 
4980 PRINT G89b,"Do you want to SH the rnid~s1•: 
4990 JCP-960 : U••y• : Rt••n• : GOSUB 360 
~ IF ZQ••r OR ZQ••y• THEN 6010 
:5010 PRINT G896, au : PRlHT G89o.·Do you W&nt to SH & plot of the rnidu&ls?•: 
S020 GOSt1B 360 
'°30 IF %Qa•y• OR za-•y• THEN 6Sl0 
:5040 GOTO 6910 
DISPl.AT RESIPVALS 
6000REM •••DISPLAY RESIDUA.LS••• 
6010 CLS 
6020 PRINT" T ObNrvff T Estim&te Rftidu-'1• 
6030 FOR l•l TO IN 
6040 PRINT OSING•H•••H,H••:RVII>eSQRfY2l+TM::JiRIMT" •::PRIHT lJSIHG•t•ttt••ttH,Ht•JRJI 
<I>UPRINT• •;:PRINT USING"H•••••••·••1•;ECI> 
60SO IF I/12 0 INTII/12> GOTO olOO 
6060 IF I•IK GOTO 6100 
6070 PRINT:FRINT"PRESS SPACE BAR TO DISPLAY REMAINDER OF RESIDUA.LS• 
6080 IF lNJCEYS 0 • • GOTO 6080 
6090 CLS:PRIXT GO,• T Obs.rved T Esttm.t. Rnidu&l• 
olOOHEXTI 
6110 PRINT Q89o.•Oa you w~t to SH A plct of thlt rnidu&ls?•: 
6120 ~60 : LS••y• ; Rt••n• I GOSUB 360 
6130 IF %Qa•y• OR zo-•y• THEN 6Sl0 
6140 GOTO t.910 
DISPLAY Pt.OT OF BESJP!lALS 
6SOOREM ••• PLOT OF RESID11ALS ••• 
6510 CLS:PRIHT @(),"THE HORI%0NTAL AXIS REPRESEHTS T ESTIMATE 
~O PRINT ti l 92,"THE VERTICAL AXIS REPRESENTS RESIDUAL OR ERROR OF ESTIMATE 
6:530 TS-1E+25 : Til•l:E-2' : RL•YS : RB-YB 
~FOR l•l TO IM 
6!5SO IF Rlllll<TS THEN YS•RH(l) 
6S60 IF RHa»XEI THEN'TB:-RHU> 
~O IF EQKRL THEN RL•E<I> 
~ IF EII»RB THEN RS•ECI> 
~KEXTI 
6600 PRINT (]M. • RANGE OF Y ESTIMATE a•;xs:•To•;n 
6410 PRINT Q250,• RANGE OF RESIDUALS ••:RLl"TO•;RE1 
6420 PRINT Q768, .... AFTER VIEWING THE PLOT, PRESS SPACE DAR TO CONTINUE• 
10 7 
6030HU•t18/IYEJ-Y!:i> : VU:s.48/IRS-HL> 
6640 IF YS:>2 0 TllEN VA•lO ELSE VA::1tO+ABS<YS•HUl 
~IF RL):a-0 T ;!EN HA.:47 ELSE HA=47-ABSCRL•VUl 
"°°PRINT @89t.,"PRESS SPACE BAR TO DISPLAY PLOT-
6670 IF INICEYS •'.) • • GOTO ~70 
6680 CLS 
6690 FOR I•O TO 47 
6700 SETIV A,Il 
67l0 NEXT I 
6720 FOR I•lO TO 127 
6730 SET a.HA> 
6740 NEXT I 
6~ ltl•UITfVA/:?l-5: JC2sC160+INTCVAJ2>-5: 0-INTCHA/3+1,:n: IF HA/3 - INT<BA/3))•2/3 TBEll JC3•1C3-1 
676"' IF JC3>15 THEN 1C3•t5 
6770 PRINT @JCl."";: IF ABSIINTIRS+,5)))•l TllEH PRINT STRt<IHTIRB+,5»: ELSE PRINT t7stNG••,•H•JRBJ 
6780 PRINT @JC2,"";: IF ABS<INTIRL+.51>)•1 THEN PRINT STRtCDlT<RL+.!5U: ELSE PRINT t7SING"••••••;RL; 
6790 IF VA<•14 AND YS<O THEN K4:K3•64 ELSE K4•JC3•04+6 
6800 PRINT Qtc4,"";:IF ABSIINT<YS+,5)))•1 THEN PRINT STRt<INTIYS+.:lm ELSE PRINT USING••,t••t•;TS; 
6810 IF ABS<INTC'{B+.5n>•l THEN PRINT GJC3•64+63-LEll<STRtCINTCYB+,5m,STRttINT<YB+.:m; EI.SE PRINT (HO 
11..-;:AUHT USUlG"•·• .. -rre: 
6820 FOR I•l TO lN 
6830 0 • lO+CRH<I>-YSl•HU : D • 47 - I IEa>-RL>-VU > 
6840 IF 0>127 TH!N 0•127 
68:50 IF D<O THEN D•O 
6860 IF O•IHTCVA> THEN 0-0+1 
6870 IF 0-IMT<HAl THEN RESETC0-1,Dll IF 001%7 THEN RESETlO+l,D> 
Ml80 SET co,D> • 
6890 NEXT I 
6900 IF lNJCEYt <) • • GOTO 6900 
6910 PRINT Q832, SU : PRINT SU :PRINT su; 
6'20 PRINT 9932,•m RETURN TO AHOVA TABLE•: 
6930 IF CV)l THEN PRINT Q896,"12l RERUN REGRESSION WIT1I A DIFFERENT SUBSET OF CARHIDS•: 
6940 IF CV)l THEN PRINT @960,"C3>w: ELSE PRINT G96o,•m•: 
6~ PRINT G964,.RETURN TO PROGRAM MEKU•; 
6960 JCP-768: IF CV)l 1CS•3 ELSE JCS•2 
6970 GOSUB 300 
6980IF10-t THEN 40lOELSE IF 10•2 AND CV•t TBEH UiOELSE IF I0•2 TBEH l'°°ELSE 16"' 
PROQRAM srucnoN MENV 
10000 REM • • • P R O G R A M S E L E C: T I 0 Jll M E M V • • • 
10010 CLS 
10020 PRINT TAB<2o>·PROGRAM SELECnOH MEN17• 
10030 PRIRT G128,••t C•t& 110, TrMlsfonMtons, Prcb. ' InverH Prob. Distributtana• 
10040 PRIHT"•2 S~l• St&t's, 7-Num-Sum, Plots•tPRINT 
tOO:SO PRIHT"t3 Pu.metnc Tests of HypothnH Mld Confid91'\C9 Interv&ls•:PRDCT 
10060 PRINT•t4 Rctust Es~tH Mid Confid•ncm Interv&ls•:PRIMT 
10070 PRINT••s Multiple UnHr Regress1an•:PRIHT 
10080 PRINT"~ An&lysis of Vut.ncm• 
10090 JCPae96: JCS-0; GOSUB 300 
10100IF10<1OR10)6 PRINT @896,CHRtc2'CUl:PRINT @896, .... HOT .A VALID OPrlOJI -·::FOR I•l TO 1000: 
HllT : PRINT G896.CHRS<250l;:GOT010090 
10110 IF IO-S GOTO 30 
10120 IF lo-6 THEN rr.-3• ELSE rr··1· 
10130 CLS 
10140 IF 1006 THEN PRDlT"'From pragrim "Kens to progr~ tl thn.I M 1• through the CantTal Madul• in 
program 11.•: PRINT 
101SO PRINT"IHSERT TAPE •·;rr:• INTO ESF-80 AND PRESS SPACE BAR• 
1016"' IF INJCETSO• • GOTO 10160 
10170 IF IOao THEN 10•2ELSE10•1 
10180 IP IQal THEN PRINT : PRINT •ProgrMI It is now being lo&decS ... • 
101'° GLOAJJ IO 
EBD OF PROGRAM tl5 
108 




30 DEFINT I-IC: DEFSTR L 
3:S LBt-CHRIU231: MBl=-CHRtU761: RBl-CHRtU25l: SL..CHRl~21 
40 DIM PSUOOI, cuo.201 
SO PRlHT TABl201;•An.J.y51s of VuiAnc.• 
60 PRINT T ABl26WCANOVAJ• 
70 PRINT:PRIHT"Menu:• 
IO PRINT" UI On.-Wo1y Clusifiation 
90 PRIHT" l~IMJ or un~u.i no. of obHtv&tions for •&eh f~or1• 
100 PRINT• (2) Two-Way Clus1ficahon 
UO PRIHT" Cwath or withaut rei:iliutlonl 
120 PRIHT" 13> Thrett-W&y Cless1ficatlan 
130 PRINT• (4l Rmturn to Progr&m Selection Menu• 
l:SO LW-CHRl<mH J.Ps•••H•t,H•• : LO-••t• 
160 JCP-896 : JCS•4 : GOSUB 1000 : 'WS•IO : XZ-0 
170 CLS : IF WSa.4 THEN 20000 
180 PRINT "Will Do1t& b• .Entered vi& •:un;•E•;RSs;••yboud or •;L.B1:•r:RB1;•ape r;: l:P-128 I LS••k• I Rt 
_.t• t GOSUB 1200 
190 IF Qt-•JC• OR QS••1c.• THEN ll:sl ELSE ll•2 : GOSU'B 6000 
200 CLS 
210 OH ws GOS11B '°°°•10000.1sooo.20000 
PRINT ANOVA TABLE 
2l~CLS 
220 IF WS•l LB•"IOn.-W&y Cl&ssifiation1•:GOTO 260 
230 IF WS•2 LH••ctwa-W&y Clus1fic:.aticn1•:GOTO 260 
240 IF WS•3 LH•"<Thre.-W&y Cl.aH1fic.&tion>• 
260 PRINT TASU5>J"ANOVA "ILH 
270 PRINT• SOURCE O.F, STJM OF SQUARES KUK SOVARE F 
280 PRINT ST1UNGS<62, •-•> : ON WS GOSUB 300,400,800 
28:5 CLS: PRINT"Oa you w.nt to !I.ave tn. d&t.a to tape?";: JCPa37: Lt••y• : Rt-•n• : GOSl7B 1200: Lo-QI 
290 IF LQO•y• AHO Lao·y• AND LQO•n• A.MD LQO·N· TBEX GOTO 28:5 
2" IF LQa"y" OR LQs•y• GOSUB 7000 
297 CLS:GOTO 50 • 
300 PRINT LC:TilU31:CDF;TilU9J;:PRDlT VSIHG LP:TRTS;:PRINT TA.BC36>;:PRIHT VSIMG LPJMCj:pRIHT TAB<S 
Olr.PIUNT USIHG LP;F 
310 PRINT 
320 PRINT"Rniduu•rr ABll31:£DFrr ABU 9t;:PRIHT t1SDIG"HH••·•·•·;ss;:PRIHT T A.BC36l;IPRDIT USING·•· 
·······•·:ME 330PRINT 
340 PRINT STRINGtf62,•-•1 
3:SO PRINT"Tat&l":TASl1311TDF:TASC19H:PRIKT USIHG"H••••.H•·ms 
360 PRINT @960,"Pr.ss SPACE BAR to mntull.-•J 
370 IF INJCEYI 0 • • GOTO 370 
380 CLS : RETURN 
400 IF IJD1 PRINT •1ntenction"iTABC131i:PRIKT USING LD:ADFi:PRINT TASU9>i:PRIXT t7SIHG LP:rISSUPRlHT 
TASC3611lPRINT USING LP:MA;:PRINT TAS"OmPRINT USING LPIFA~ 
41U IF IE•l PRINT Ql92,"•; ELSE PRINT Q32o,••: 
109 
410 PRIHT LRiTA9113l::PRIHT usrnG LDiRDF::PRIUT TABll91;:PRINT USING LP:TRSS;:PRINT TAB(36>::PRIHT u 
SING LPlMR;:PRINT TABl~O>;:PRIUT USING LPlFR:PRINT 
430 IF IE•l PRINT G310,""; ELSE PRINT G44S,""l 
440 PRINT LC;TABll31l!PRINT USING LD;CDF::PRINT TABU9lllPRINT USING l.PlTCSS;:PRINT TABt3oJ;:PRlNT U 
SING LP:Mc::PRINT TAB!SO>;:PRINT USING LP:FC:PRINT 
450 IF I£izl PRUlT 9448,""l ELSE PRINT G:l7b,""l 
'460 PRINT "RHidu~"lTABU3>i!PRINT USING LD:EDr::PRINT TABU9H:PRINT USING LP;ESSllPRINT TASC36U:PR 
INT USING LP:ME 
470 PRINT STRINGSC/:12,•-•) 
480 IF X?al GOTO 670 
490 PRINT"Tot~·;TABU3>HPRIHT USIHG LO;TDF::PRINT TABt19>::PRINT USING LPrtrS 
500 IF IE•l CiOTO 670 
'10 FOR l•l TO 25: PRINT G253,CHRSU3'l I FOR J,.1TO25: NEXT J: PRINT G25J.• •:FOR J•l TO 25 i NEXT 
JI NEXT I 
S20 PRINT @832,"REMINCER: & l&rge F-st~tistic •> rej9ction• 
530 FOR 1•1 TO 1'°° : NEXT I 
S40 PRINT @832, LW : PRINT LW 
SSO PRINT @832,"Do you KQPt or re]Kt the hypothesis t~t there is no inter-•:PRJHT•..:nan between the row & 
nd cclumn factors?•:UtP.936: u••&•: Rt••r•: GOSUB 1200 I LQaQI 
!$70 PRINT G832,LW I PRINT LW 
SSO IF LQa•&• OR LQ••A• GOTO 620 
590 PRINT G7o8,"SinC9 you reject the hypothesis of no interaction the linHr•tPRIHT"mod•l i• violilt9d &nd the re 
m.Under of the AHOVA is inv~id":PRIHT"... Pren 5f1AC9 b.r to mntmu.•; 
600 IF INJCEYS 0 • • GOTO 000 
•to CLS:RETURN 
•20 PRINT @832, LW I PRINT LW 
030 PRIHT Gl92, LW: PRINT @192,"Bypothesi• tNt there is no interACtion is KC1tptad• 
040 PRINT G832,"Do you w.nt io pool inter&Ction &. residu&l?•: U••y• : Rt••n• : JCP-873: GOSUEI 1200 11.QaQt 
~ IF LQ • •yll OR LQ a•y• GOTO 700 
•70 PRINT Q768t LW t PRIX'fLW I PRIKT LW I PRllrt @708,LR;• ft ";I.Cl" hypothnn CM be UMsud using": PR 
INrthe F-riltios shown &Dove.•: PRINT" ( Pr•H sp&Clt bu to ccntinue)•I 
080 IF INJCEYS 0 • " GOTO 680 
. 090 CLS I HETURN 
700 ESS•TISS +£SS: EDF•4DF+EDF I ME•ESS/EDF: FC•MCIME I FR•KR/MB I Xl•l: GOTO 410 
800 PJUHT LR:TABU31t:PRINT USING LD;RDF;IPRINT TABC19lllPRlHT USDIG LP;TRSS;:PRIHT TABC30U:J1JUNT U 
SJHG LPIMRUPRINT TABl'°>::PRIHT USIHG LP; Fl - • 
810 PRINT LC;TABU3>::PRIHT USING LD:CDF;:PRINT TASU9U:PRDIT USIKG LP;TCSS;:PRDIT TABC30);:PRIHT t1 
SDIG IF,MC;:PRIHT TABt50>::PRINT USING LPI F2 
820 PRINT LG;TA!IU3>::PRIHT USDIG LO;GDF;:PRIHT TAB<19>UPRINT USIHG LP;TGSS;:PRIHT TABC30>1IPRDIT V 
SIHG LP:MG;:PRINT TASC:5011tPRlNT USIHG L.P; n· 
830 PRINT I PRIHT"lnterKtions1• . 
840 PRINT LEFTSILR,SW-"ILEFTSU.C,S>lTABC13>1:PHINT USING LDIDDFttPRIHT TASU9U:PRDIT USING LP:DOSS 
:rPRINT TA!IC30H:PRIHT USING LP:MD::PRIHT TASC5<»1:PRINT USING LP: F4 
8:50 PRlllT LEFTSCLR,5>1·-·:LEFT1lLG.Sl:TABU3>::PRINT USING LD;SDF::PJWIT TASU9>1:PlUHT USING LPmBSS 
nPRINT T ABt36>::PRIHT USING LPIKSllPRIKT T AS<SO>::PRINT USING LP;~ 
860 PRINT LEFTttLC.SH•-•;L£FTSCLG.S>:TABU3U:PRINT USING LDIADFUPRINT TAEIU91HPRINT USING LP:AISS 
i:PRINT .T ABtJO>::PRIHT USING LP;MA;!PRINT T AB<50>llPRINT USING LP; Fil 
870 PRINT I PRINT"Rasiduu•;t.UU13J;:J'RIHT USIHG LDiEDFilPRIHT TABU9U:PRIHT USING LPJESSi:PRIHT TAB 
06>UPRIHT VSIHO LP1 ME 
880 PRINT STRIHG1t63,•-•> 
8'90 PRINT "Tot&1•:TABl13>1tPRIHT USING LD:TDFi:PRIHT TASU9>ilPRIHT USING LPlTSS 
900 PRINT G960t"H• Press SPACE BAR to return to cantinue"I 




1000 PRINT GKP+S,•OPTIOH DESIRED •:i.atlHBt:RBt: 
1010 Il•lNICETt I IF IS•"• THEN lOlO ELSE IO•VALtIS> 
1020 PRINT GJCP+2t, Itl I FOR I•l TO 100: KEXT 
1030IF10<1 OR IO>JCS THEN PRINT GtCP, BLs;: PRINT GICP,"H• NOT A VALID OPTION H••:: FOR I•l TO lOO 
0 : NEXT I PRINT @KP. eu:: GOTO lOOO 
110 
1040 RETURN 
1200 PRINT GKP..'5,LB•:· "lLS:- or ·:Rs:· ·:Res;• ·:uis:MB•lRBS: 
1210 Qt•INKEYI: IF O•=·· THEN 1110 ELSE PRINT@Kp+20.as;: FOR I•l TO 100: NEXT 
1220 IF OtOLS AND QtOCHRtCASC<Ul-32> AND QSORt AND QtOCHRtCASC<Rt>-32> THEN 1200 
1230 RETURN 
ONE-WAI CLASSiftCAUOK 
:5000 REM H• ONE-WAY CLASSIFICATION 
~IF ll•2 THEN ON OL GOTO '51 M, 53<10 
SOlO PRINT TABl27>l"ANOVA": PRINT TASU7WCOn.-W;ay Clusificitton1• 
S020 PRINT @128,"Enter ii reference no1me for the fAl:t:or 11 ... Oper;ator•:INPUr1.,,t.r 1.4» to 12 ch&rKters>•fLC 
S030 PRINT G128,LW : PRINT LW 
S040 PRINT @128."Enter tl\9 numtier of ·;Le:· levels 11.4» to to>•::XHPUT IC 
~PRINT 9128,LW: PRlNT (1128,"Ar• there~ equill number of experiment• I obHrv&tions•: PRIMT"far e.at 
lrl•l'?·: 
!5052 ICP-2°' : U••y• : Rf:s•n• : GOSUB 1200 : LQ:sQS 
SOS5 IF LQ••y• OR LC•"Y" THEN QL•l ELSE QJ.•2 
S060 PRINT @129,LW: PRINT LW 
soeo IF LQ••n• OR LQ:s"N" GOTO '53'10 
S090 PRINT @128,LW : PRlKT LW 
5100 PRINT Gl28,"Ent•r number of observ&hons for •&eh •;LC;" ~ to 201•:ncPUT IE 
S110 S-0 t'<:)SaO 
SUS CLS: IF ll•2 THEN PRINT GO,"CillculAting• 
5120 FOR I•l TO IC 
5130 IF ll•l THEN PRlKT LC:I 
5140 csm-o 
Sl:50 FOR J'•l TO IE 
5160 IF ll•l THEN PRIKT• !:nter value of obMrvatton•;.r;:IHPUT CQ,.J) 




5210 IF ll•l THEN PRINT 
S220 NEXT I 
S230 CLS : PRINT QO, "Cilla.il&ting" 
5240 OS-O~~V<IC•IE> 
52:50 TRTS•O 












S380 CLS : RETURH 
S390 CLS : IF ll•2 THEN PRINT @O,"Cillcul~ting· 
5400 os-o : s-o : coe-o : J'N-O 
5410 FOR I•l TO IC 
5420 IF ll•l TBEN PRINT•Ent•r the number of observations for •;Lc:z:•<l.4» to 201•aMPUT IX<I> 
S430 CSU>•O: CBII>-0: J'KaJX+IX<I> 
5440 FOR J'•l TO IX<Il& 




5490 HEXT l 
11 1 
'5500 PRINT 
5510 NEXT I 
55:!0 CLS : PRINT Go,·c~c.il .. ting" 
5525 TRTS=O 
5530 FOR I=l TO IC 
5540 TRTS=TRTS+CStilC:?IIXIU 










~ CLS : RETURN 
LOAD QAIA FROM TAfE 
6000REM •••LOAD DATA FROM TAPE •tt 
6010 CLS 
6020 PRINT•HoTE: You must specify .. file nurnb•r cont~ing data which wu• 
6030 PRINT•r•cardltd in th• format for•: 
6040 IF WS•l PRINT"one-way clusifiation.• : GOTO 1>100 
6°'° IF WS•2 THEM PRINT•twa-way du1ifiution.• ELSE PRINT •thrn-w&y ~&Hlfiatian" 
6100 PRINT I PRINT"Insart Data Tape inta ESP-80 .nd prHs SPACE BAR• 
6110 IF INKEYsO• • GOTO 6110 
6120 PRINTiINPUT •Enter FUe •of Oat& tab• t.o.d•d•;sf 
&130 9CLOSE 
6140 <JOPEH JF 
61SO~WS 
6160 GIHPUT WS 
6170 IF WS-SS GOTO 6300 
6180 CLS I PRINT"ERROR ... the d&t& fU. you..,. &tt•mpting to lo~ i• far• 
6190 UU>••on•• I Utl>••two•: LLl3l-•three• 
6200 PRINT LL<Ws>;·-w .. y dusifiutian inst•~ of •;LLISSW-w&y cl&Hifie&tian!• 
6210 PRINT I PRINT•oca you w&nt to ccntinue to lo~ di&t& &nd .,., • •1LLIW&>J•-w•y" 
6220 PRINT"da111ific.ation ANOVA or do you w&nt fa start over?• 
623Q PRINT Q896,••;:mPUT• m Continue 12> St&rt Ov•r 11 or 2 >•;IO 
6240 IF IOOl AND IC02 PRINT Q896, LW I PRINT Q896,•ff1t NOT A VALID OPTION •H•: FOR I•l TO 1000: NE 
XT I GOTO 6230 
6250 IF I0-2 RUH 
6300 OH WB GOTO 6310, 6SOO, 6700 
6310 GIHPlJT LC 
6320 GIHPUT QL 
6330 DINPUT IC 
6340 IF QL•2 GOTO 6400 
63SO DINPUT IE 
6360 FOR I• l TO IC 
6370 FOR J'• l TO IE 
6380 QINPUT ca.J» 
o38S NEXT 3 
6390 NEXT I 
63?5 GCLOSE 
6397 RETURN 
6400 FOR I•l TO IC 
0410 QIMPlJT IXII> 
0420 FOR J'al TO IX<II 
6430 QIKPUT ca.JI 
0440NEXT1 




6500 @IHPUT LR.LC 
6510 @INPUT IR.IC.IE 
6S20 FOR I•l TO IR 
6530 FOR J:sl TO IC 
6:540 FOR K•l TO IE 
6S~ @INPUT xa,J,Kl 
6S60 NEXT JC 
6570 NEXT J 
6580 NEXT I 
6590 ()CLOSE 
6600RETURH 
6700 <ilNPUT l.R,LC,LG 
6710 @INPUT IX,lR,IC,IG 
6720 FOR I•l TO IR 
6730 FOR J•t TO IC 
6740 FOR lC•t TO IG 
o7~ liINPUT xa,J,JC> 
6760 NEXT IC 
6770 NEXT J 
6780 HEXT I 
6790 GCLOSE 
6800RETURH 
SAVE DAU TO TAPE 
7000 REM • • • S A V E D A T A T 0 T A PE • • • 
7~CLS 
7010 PRIHT"Data will b• rea:ird•d in KC11rdM1ca with th9 farm&t of" 
7020 PRIKT"ANOVA ":LR 
7030 PRINT i PRIHT•In59rt Data T~e into ESF-80 .,,d prHs SPACE SAR• 
7040 IF DUCETS 0 • • GOTO 7040 
7~ PRINT I INPUT"Ent•r FU. • under which you w&nt data Hc:orded•fJP 
70:S:S (iCLOSE 
7060 QOPEN :IF 
7070 CiPRIHT WS 
7080 OK WS GOTO 7100, 7400, noo 
7100 QPRIHT LC 
7110 CiPRIHT QL 
7120 GPRIHT IC 
7130 IF Cll."2 GOTO 7250 
7140 CiPRIHT IE 
71:50 FOR I•l TO IC 
7UO FOR J• 1 TO IE 
7170 CiPRIHT Cll,J'I 
7180 HEXT J 
7190 NEXT I 
7200QCLOSE 
7210 RETURN 
72:50 FOR l•l TO IC 
72~ GPRIHT IXm 
7260 FOR J•l TO IXa> 
7210 QPRIHT Cll,.J> 
7280 NEXT 3 
7290 NEXT I 
7300 ()CLOSE 
7310 RETURN 
7400 QPRIHT LR,LC 
7410 GPRIKT IR1IC1I! 
7420 FOR l•l TC IR 
7430 FOR J•l TO IC 
113 
• 
744\> FOR K•l TO IE 
74~0 GPRINT XCI,J,JCI 
7460 NEXT K 
7470NEXT1 
7480 NEXT I 
7490GCLOSE 
7500 RETURN 
7700 GPRlNT LR,LC,LG 
7710 9PRINT IX,IR,IC,IG 
7720 FOR I•l TO IR 
7730 FOR J'•l TO IC 
7740 FOR K•l TO IG 
nso GPRlNT xa.J,JCI 





THO - WAT cussmcmoH 
10000 REM ... nm-WAY CLASSinCATIOH 
1~ IF II•2 THEN GOTO 10070 
10010 PRINT TABl271J"AHOVA"IPRINT TABU 7U-1Two-W~y ClusmuticnJ• 
10020 PRINT 9192,•Ent•r a rmrttnc:. n..n. for the raw fKtcr <up ta 12 c~rKters••:INPUT LR 
10030 PRINT 0192, LW: PRJNT.LN l PRINT G192,•Ent.r the nUINler of "ILRJ" lev•ls•;UNPUT IR 
10040 PRINT 11192, LW I PRINT G192,"Entttr a r•f•r1tnC11 n.ame fer the cclulm fKtor Cup to 12 cNr.'s>•IINPUT LC 
1~ PRINT G192, LM: PRINT LW l PRDIT Q192,•£nter the nUINl•r af •;Lc;• tevels•itlNPUT IC 
lOO:S:S PRIHT 9192, LM 
10060 PRINT Gl 92,•Ent•r thlt number of r•plic.atian• in •Kh Cllll lup to 101•;:tNPUT IE 
. 10070 CLS I IP IE 0 1 PRINT "The model i9 & l" ELSE GOTO 10130 
10080 PRINT" m Fixed Effects Mad•l 
10090 !'RIHT" <2> R.lndcm Effttct• Mad•l 
10100 PRINT" 13) Rows Fixed, Columns Jbndam 
101 lO PRINT• 141 Column• Find, Rows IWtdam 
10120 JCP-896 I JCSa4 ; GOSlJB 1000 I JM•IO 
10130 CLS I IF IE•l THEN JM•l 
10135 IF n•2 PR1HT QO,·c~QJurtng• 
10140 SaO I OS-O 
lOlSO FOR 1•1 TO IR I RSa>-O 
10160 IP II•l TBEH PRIHT"for •:LR'1 
10170 FOR .T•l TO IC 
10180 IP ll•l TBEH PRIHT" For ·u.c;;r 
10190 IJ•Cl-ll•IC + J: PSaJ'>-0 
10200 FOR JC•l TO IE 
10210 IF JI•l THEH PRIHY- entwr r911liatian •·nc;:IHPUT xa..r,x> 
10220 T•X<I,J,X:l 
10230 S-S+YC2: OS-Os+T : RSW•RSU>+T l PSaJ'>-PSUJ>+Y 
10240 NEXT JC 
102'0 NEXT 1 
l~ IF II•l THEN CLS 
10260 NEXT I 
10270 CLS I PRINT"C~lAting• 
10280 OS-OSC2/UR•IC•IE> 
10290 FOR J•l TO IC 
10300 CSCJ>aO 
10310 FOR I•I TO IR 
10320 FOR K•l TO IE 
10330 CSIJ>aCSCJ>+xa,.r .JO 
10340 HEXT JC 
103SO NEXT I 
10360 NEXT J 
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10370 TRSS=v : TCSS=O : TISS::O 
10360 FOR I:sl TO IR: TRSS•TRSS+RS<I>C2 l NEXT I: TRSS=TRSS/<IC•IEl-OS: RDF•IR-l : MR•TRSS/RDF 
10390 FOR J•l TO IC : TCSS=TCSS•CS(JIC:Z: NEXT J': TCSS•TCSS/CIR•IEl-05: COF•IC-1 : MC•TCSS/CDF 
10400 IF IEz:l ADF•O: TISS=O: GOTO 10420 
10410 FOR K•l TO IC•IR: TISS•TISS+PSUCH2: NEXT K: TISS•TlSS/lE-05-TRSS-TCSS: ADF•RDF•CDF: MA-Tl 
SS/ADf 
10420 TTS•S-OS : TDF•IR•lC•tE-1 
10430 ESS•TTS-TR5S-TCSS-TISS: EDF•TDF-AI>F-CDF-RDF : ME•ESS/EDF 
10440 IF IE•l MA•ME 
104~ ON JM GOTO 10460, 104SO, 10,00, 10520 
10460 FR•MfUME : FC•MC/ME : F A•MA/ME 
10470 GOTO IOSJO 
10480 FR•MR/MA: FC•MC/MA: FA•MAIKE 
10490 GOTO 10530 
lOSOO FR•MRIMA: FC•HC/ME: FA•.U/ME 
IOSlO GOTO 10~ \ 
1~0 FR•MR/ME l FC•MC/MA: FA•MAIME 
10S30 CLS : RETURN 
THREE - HAI CLASSIFJCAUON 
1:5000 REH • • • T HR EE W A I C LASS IF 1 C 4 Tl 0 N • • • 
1'°°2 IF II•2 THEN GOTO 15085 
15003 IX•O 
15010 PRINT TABC27l•AHOVA• I PRINT TASl16>•CThrett-WAy ClusifiattanJ• 
15020 PRINT @192,•Enter • ref,renat nMW few the row f.ctor""" ta 12 chu&eters>•IIHPUT LR 
1:5030 PRINT <U 92, LW :PRINT LW 
15040 PRINT Gl92,•Ent•r the number of •:ut• levels lup ta 101•::INPOT IR 
15045 IF IR>IX THEM IX•IR 
150$> PRINT 9l92,l.W: PRINT 9192,•Enter • rllfer8f1ce nM!e for the colucm factDr <up to 12 cn&r.'s)•IINPUT LC 
15060 PRINT Q192t LW: PRINT LW I PRlXT 9192,•Ent•r ttw numb•r cf ·:Lc1· 1•v•l• lup to 101•;1INPUT IC 
l~ IP IC:>IX THEK IX•IC 
15070 PRINT CJ192t LW I PRINT LW I PRINT 9l92.•Enter & r•ference n.me for the grgup factor <up ta 12 dw'.'s> • 
:IHPVTLG 
1~ PRINT Gt92. LW I PRINT LW I PIURT (Jl92,•Enter the nl.MM•r of •:Lor lev•l• <up ta 1os·;:INPOT lG 
1S082 IF IG>IX THEN IX•IG 
l~ CLS : S-0 : OS-O 1 ll' ll•2 TREK PRIHT"C~&ttng• 
15090 FOR I•l TO IX 
15095 RSUl•O I CS<I>-0: GSU>-0 
&5100 FOR 1•1 TO IX 
15105 RCII,J'>•O: RGU,.J'>-0: CGa,J)aO 
15110 NEXT J' 
15115NEXT1 
15130 FOR I•l TO IG 
1:5140 IF II•l THEH PJUHT•For •1LGll 
151 SO FOR J'• l TO IR 
15160 IF II•l THEN PRINT' Far ·:LR~ 
i:neo FOR JC• l TO IC 
15190 IF II•l THEN PRIXT• Enter ob .. rv&tton for •JI.CUCl:INPUT X<11X1I> 
15200 Y•XIJ,JC,U 
15220 S•S+YC2 I OSaQS+Y 
1::1230 RSIJ'l•RSIJ'>+Y: CSCIC>•CSUC>+Y I GSa>aGSII>+Y 
15240 RCIJ.JCl•RCCJ,K>•Y: RGCJ,I>-RGIJ,I>+Y: CGUC.I>-CGUCtll+T 
&5250 NEXT JC 
15260 NEXT J 
1526S IF 11• 1 THEN CLS 
1::1270 NEXT 1 
15260 CLS I PRINT•C.icul•tang• 
15290 05•05[2/UR•IC•IGl 
1::1300 TRSS•O I TCSSaO: TGSS•O 
1:5310 FOR l•l TO IR: TRSS•TRSS+RSCI>t21 NEXT I: TRSS-TRSSllIC•IGI - OS I ROF•IR-1 : MR•TRSSIRDF 




1~ FOR X:•l TO IQ: TGSS•TGSS+OSIJCJC2: NEXT K: TGSS•TGSS/URtIC> - OS: GOF•IG-1 : MG•TGSS/GDF 
1S340 DOSS=O : DBSS-0 : AISSaO 
1S380 FOR I•l TO IX 
1'390 FOR .T•l TO IX 
15400 DOSS•DOSS+RCII,J'lC2 : OBSS=DBSS+RG<I.J>C2 : AISS•AISS+CGU.JlC2 
15410 NEXT :r 
15420 NEXT I 
15430 DOSS•OOSS/IG - OS - TRSS - TCSS: ODF•IIR-l>•<IC-ll: MD•COSS/DDF 
15440 DBSS=DBSS/IC - OS - TRSS - TGSS: BOF•tIR-ll•<IG-1>: MB•DBSS/BDF 
15450 AISS•AISS/IR - OS - TCSS - TGSS: ADF•IIC-U•UG-1>: MA•AISS/ADF 
154~ TSS:sS-05: TOF:a:lRdC•lG-l 








PRQQRAM SELECIION MENll 
20000REM ••• PROGRAM SELECTION MEHt7 ••• 
20010 CLS 
20020 PRINT T ABC20>•PROGRAM SELECTION MEW• 
20030 PRINT @128,•tt D&t• 1/0, Transfarm&tians, Prati." Inv. Prag. Distributians•:PRIKT 
20040 PRINT"•2 S~ple St&t'1, 7-Num-Sum, Plat1•:PRINT 
2~ PRINT-•3 Puametnc: Tests of Hypotheses and Canfidenc:. Int•rvaJs•:PRINT 
20060 PRINT•t4 Robust Estim.ites .nd Confidenct IntervAls•:PRlHT 
20070 PRIHT••s Multiple Lineu Regress1cn•:PRINT 
20080 PRINT·~ AnAlysis of Vu1anc:.• 
20090 KP.896: JCS•6: GOSUB 1000 
20110 IF IC-0 GOTO 5 
20120 IF I0-5 THEN LT••3• El.SE LT•"l" 
2012\SCLS 
20130 IF IOOS THEN PRIHT"From pragrMn •o KICllSS ta progrMiS •1 thru •• is tharugh the Central Module in 
program •1.· : PRINT 
2015010•1 
20170 PRINT-INSERT TAPEt •;t.T;" INTO ESF-80 ilD PRESS SPACE BAR" 
20180 IF lNll'YS 0 " • GOTO 20180 
201SS IF LT0•3• THEN PJUH'rPragnm •1 now being ll>Aded ... • 
201 '° (JLOAD IO 
EHR OF PBQGRAM •6 
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